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Koseiria :Sagaty, HM2
aric diagnosis. - Allocreadiidae, Allonea,liinae: Body medium' elonpte, unarmed. Oral sucker ~uhtt•rminal, prepharynx long.
strongly developed, esophagus very short, ceca united posteriorto anal canal opening ventrally. Acetahulum in anterior third of
• Testes tandem, in posterior half of hody. Cirrus pouch saccular,
tabular, completely occupied by seminal vesicle, containing neither
nor prostate complex. Gt-nital pore median, bifurcal. Ovary pre'cular, submedian. A large seminal receptacle present. Vitellaria
ding along ceca from behind acetabulum tQ near anal aperture.
_,,,.--·-winding in intercecal fields betwef'n ovary and aCf'tahulum; l'ggs
, medium-sized. Excretory systrm? Parasitic in aliml'ntary canal of

e fishes.

Genotype: K. tahmeli Nagaty, 1942 (Pl. 36, Fig. 460), in Pimtlopln-u
,,,,_,,,. Red Sea.

KOSEIHI

Nagaty,1942

Medium sized teematodes with body slightly tapering and
rounded at both ends. Cuticla unspined. Oral sucker rounded.
prepharynx, pharynx, and esophagus present. Ceca simple,
united at posterior end and opening through an anal opening
ven1trally. Testes ovoid, smooth, tandem, in posterior half
of body. Seminal vesicle present anterior to acetabulum.
Genital pore median at bifurcation of ceca. Ovary void, smooth,
pretesticular, to one side. large seminal receptacle present.
V1tell1ne follicles lateral. Uterus between ovary and acetabulum.
Eggs with opercula and knobs.
Type species: K.tahmeli Nagaty,1942
from"Pimepolterus tahmel or "tahmel"
Red Sea

::;. l4ipho~u~

Le pocread 11dae

75. Koseiria kypbosi~ '1'\C4VY\,\ \C:::.~Q
~ r
(Fig. 89) .
HABITAT:

Intestine of Kyphosus cinerascens (local

name "nenue"); Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63701.
DESCRIPTION (based on 17 whole mounts): Body
elongate, with tapering extremities, nearly uniform in
width for greater middle portion, 2.8-7 .1 X 0.3-1.2 mm,
with eye pigment scattered in neck region. Oral sucker
0.12-0.29 X 0.15-0.38 mm, surmounted by obsolete
preoral lobe; prepharynx 0.09-0.2 mm long; pharynx
muscular. 80-200 X 110-210 µ; esophagus 30-200 µ. long,
bifurcating nearer to pharynx than to acetabulum; ceca
wide, uniting posteriorly, opening ventrosubterrninally
by wide aus. Acetabulum 0.2-0.52 mm in diameter,
situated at or near middle of anterior third of body.
Testes elongate oval to elliptical, 0 .3- l I X 0.1 q_
0.75 mm, tandem, postequatorial, usually separated one
from the other by vitellaria. Cirrus pouch ovoid, 0.120.7 X 0.08-0.4 mm, occupying entl.fe space bi>twc-en
intestinal bifurcation and acetabulum, containing wine.ling
tubular seminal vesicle and prostate compkx. Ejaculatory
du<;:t short, joining metraterm at base of genital su,·ker.
Genital sucker nearly median or a little to kit of t11u!IJn
line about halfway between acetabulum and ,ntl!stinal
bifurcation.
Ovary oval, 0.11-0.35 X 0.08-0.33 mm. pre-<4ua1orial .
only slightly to right of median line. Seminal recl'ptack
large, oval, 0 12-0.53 X 0.08-0.48 mm. posteromediodorsal to ovary, giving off Laurer's canal J\ 11\ Junction
with germiduct. Laurer's canal opening dlHs.,111. a J1tt le
anterior to seminal receptacle. Uterus coiled in intc>H e,·al
field between ovary and acetabulum · metr.ttcr111 u1fferen
tiated along dorsal margin of acetabulum . Fgg., sh.1ped
'

like persimmon-seed, 5 1-65 X 32-39 µ. Vitellana commencing a little posterior to acetabulum, intruding mto
space between seminal receptacle and antenor testis and
between two testes, confluent in posttesticular field;
v1tellinc reservoir immediately in front of seminal
receptacle. Ex1.:retory vesicle tubular, reaching to ovary.
DlSCUSSJON . This species differs from the only known
member of the genus, Koseiria tahmt.'11 Nagaty, 1942 from
a re!..1ted host. P11nelopterus tal11neli of the Red Sea, m
the body, -;uckers. and eggs being smaller. In Nagaty's
species the body is 6.128-7 .5 25 mm long by l.29l4l901m w1de and the eggs are 63-68 X 41-50µ. Nagaty
states that the Lirrus pouch does not contain the cirrus,
pars pre ,static a. and prostate cells, but in our species these
strudures are clearly observed, as illustrated m the
f1gurf' This genus cannot be assigned to any of the
known suhfamilies, hence a new subfamily Koseiriinae
1~ proposed wHh the above given diagnosis.
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Koseiria tahmeli Nagaty,1942
With characters of genus.
6.128 to 7.525 by 1.29 to 1.49 mm.
Oral sucker 0.484 mm. in diameter
cetabulum 0.695 to 0.748 mm.
Pharynx 0.361 to 0.396 mm. long; 0.458 to 0.502 mm. wide
Testes spearated by half their length.
Well developed tubular seminal vesicle completely filling
the bag-shaped cirrus sac which is found closely anterior
to acetabulum, to the left. No other organs in the
cirrus sac except the seminal vesicle.
Vitellaria from posterior borjer of acejabulwn to near posterior
end •11 crJming close together between gonads and poatcrior
to testes.
Eggs 63 to 68 by 41 to 50 u

Host:

11

Pimepolterus tahmel"

~ ~

Fig 11
l.;oseiria

tult 111,•f1

n. sp. Eg

Appr,,x X ~•3."i

Lepocreadiidae

Koseiria xishaense ~ - (fig. 11) 6'v.. ~ s ~
Only one specimen was odtained from the intestine of a Kyphosus cinerascens
(Forskal).
b
This species differs from the two known species K. tah,meli Nagaty, 1942 and K.
kypkosi Yamaguti, 1970 by the longer body, the oral sucker being longer than the acetabulum, and by the testes being lobed and the e,ggs being smaller.
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Opecoelinae: Body medium size, elongated, sub,.cylindrical
with roun•d anterior and plHtcrior cuds; integument smooth; oral
aperture sub-terminal in position and in the middle of the oral sucker ;
acetabulum in the anterior third of the body and smaller than the oral
sucker; prepharynx absent, pharynx strong and mu,cular. oesophagus
small and bulbou'-, inte tinal l c opcnrntt into a depression of the
,ody wall, the common atrium, which alao receives the opeaiog of the
:xcretory bladder ; testes oval, post-acetabular, post-ovarian, iatercaecal
,nd one behind the other in the middle of the body; aat.edor testis
imaller than posterior ; genital pore a little to die left of tbe left
lntestinal caecum anterior to acetabulum; ~irr111
betwoan the
intestinal bifurcation and the ventral sucker; vcsicala •minalil bip1rtite,
confined within the drrus sac, pars-prostat'ica is ablent; ejaculatory
duct, muacular cirr11s and proatat~ gland' Cf'lll pre1en&; ovary in tbe
anterior half of the body, posterior to ventral 111cker, oval or tpberical
in shape; reccptaculum 1emini1, yolk aac and Laurer'a canal pretent;
vitclline glands mainly lateral in position extending from tho hind end
of the ovary to a little in front of the posterior end of the body and
extending in the mid4le behind the posterior testis; ogp oval, large,
with thick shell formin1 marginal riba and few In number ; excretory
bladder tubular from posterior testis to the hinder end of the body and
slightly swollen at its anterior end.

ac

Parasites of fresh-water fishes.

Host.-Macrones _cava1lw (Ham.)
Habitat .-Intestine.

Locality.-Lucknow

(Fi11. 4-6)
Tbe worms were obtained from the inte1tine of MacroMs cavasius
(Ham.), trom tho ponds of Lucknow district durin1 the months of March
and April 19S0.
ft ia elongated, sub-cylindrical, with rounded anterior and posterior
ends. The skin is 1mooth and devoid of •pines. The length of the
worm varies from 2.13 to 3.22 mm. and tho aroateat breadth is from
0.37 to 0.74 mm. in the posterior region of the ventral sucker. The type
specimen meaaures 2.88 mm. in leo11b by 0. 7 mm. in breadth.
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Tbe oral 1ucker is 1ub termina• and 1pberical in form. It measures
o.25 mm. in diameter. The ventral sucker i1 oval in shape, smaJ1er than
the oral sucker and measure, 0.21 mm. in lenath by 0.22 mm. in breadth.
It i11ituatcd in the anterior third or the body at a distance of 0.7~ mm.
from the anterior end of the body. Tho oral aperture lies in the middle
of the oral sucker. Prepbarynx is absent and a mu1cular pharynx is
present. It i,· 0.09 mm. long by 0.08 mm. broad. The oe~ophagus i-.
smaU and bulbou1, measuring 0.08 mm. in length by U.08 mm. in breadth.
The two intestinal caeca arise from the middle of the bulbous oesophagus
and run approximately parallel to the lateral margins upto the posterior
end where they open separately into a depression of the body wall which
al10 receives the opening of tho excretory bladder. The common atrium
(uroproct), thus formed opens to the outside at the posterior end nf the
body.
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The excretory bladder is long and tubular structure extending from

behind the posterior testis to the posterior end of the body, where ir
opens to the outside through an atrium which also receives the opening
of the intestinal caeca. The excretory bladder is slightly swollen in the
anterior region.
The genital pore lies anterior to the ventral sucker a little to the
left of the left intestinal caecum at a distance of 0.56 mm. from the
anterior end of the body.

~

The two testes are oval in shape and lie one behind the other in the
apiddle of the body posterior to ovary. The anterior testis i~ smaller
i'han the posterior and measures 0.27 mm. io length by 0.22 mm. in
breadth and lies at a distance of 1.22 mm. from the anterior eou of the
body. The posterior testis lies JU t behind the oterior testis • t a
distance of 0.06 mm. from the hind end of the anterior testi and
neasures 0.3 mm. in ' length by 0.23 · m. in breadth. The 4:irru

sac is a large _oval organ placed obliquely between tbe intestinal
bifurcation and the ventral sucker. It is ~itua&ed at a diatanco of
0.53 mm. from the interior cod of the body. It ia 0.36 mm. in lenatb
by 0.14 mm. in breadth. The vesicula aeminalia lie, in the bual part of
the cirrus sac and is divided into two parts transvenoly. The pottc!ior
part i• nearly oval and measures 0.16 mm. in length by 0.12 mm. in
breadth. Its anterior part it 1malle1 than the posterior part and meaaura
1 0.08 mm. both in length and breadth. Pars proatatica ts.abaent. Anterior
to vesicula semioalis is an elongated tubular ejaculatory duct, 0.05 mm.
long. opening into a Jong protruding muscular cirru,, about 0.07 mm.
long.
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The ovary is an oval organ lying in the anterior half of the body at

a distance of 0.97 mm. from the anterior end of the body. It measures
0.12 mm. in length by 0. I 8 mm. in breadth. The oviduct arises from
the right anterior •de of the ova ry and run• backward• to open into a
duct from the receptaculum emini . The common duct thus formed
after receiving the Laurer's canal and a duct from the yolk-sac, opcos at
the oritype. The receptn culum seminis is a large flask-shaped organ
lying posterior to ovary in front of the anterior testis. It measure,
0.32 mm. in length by 0.12 mm: in breadth. The ootypc which lies on
the right anterior aide of the ovary is surrounded by a Jarge number of
small Mehlis' gland cells. The vitelline 1l1nds are well developed and
extend from the hind end of the ovary to a little in front of the posterior
end of the body. They are mainly latent in position but cover the
intestinal caeca and extend in the middle behind the posterior testis. The
vitelline follicles are oval or rounded in shape. The two transverse
vitelline ducts from the right and tho left side join together and form a
yolk reservoir posterior to the receptaculum seminia near the right intestinal caecum. The uterus arises frorn the dorsal aide of the ootype and
runs backwards upto t.he posterior end of ttie yolk sac and then runs forwards forming a few coiLs between the anterior testis and the genital
pore. Tne eggs are large and few in number, oval in shape with thick
marginal ribs extending from one pole to the other. They measure
0.09-_0.11 mm. in length and 0.055-0.06:> mm. in breadth.
Discussion.-The . form described above re~embles Neopecoelina
\(Jhnranpurensis n. g., n. sp., in tbe general shape of the body, in the
shape of the suckers, ia the extent of the excretory bladder. and in the
structure of the intestinal caeca. It, however, differs from Neopecoelina
Jaharanpur,nsis in the possession of a bulbous oesophagus, bipartite
vcsicula seminalis, in the position of the genital pore and in havin!Z
the ootype anterior to ovary. Further it differs in the extent of vitelline
glands, in the absence of a pars prostatica and in the shape and size
of eggs. These differences are sufficien~ co warrant the erection of a
new genus Lucknoides for these forms.

Opecoelidae

YA~A~1m, /'15'/
.\I ,intt-riell" ~
Gt•neric tliaJ!no,;is. - :\llocreadiidac, Opt.·cot:lina,·: Bu,\y n·ry small,
thm, spinOSt", with posterior borders crenulated, broadh· roun h d • t
postenor e-nll. taperin~ arutt-lv toward anterior enll. Or~l ·u~kt·r ~ubt rminal_, follu,wd by very !',hort prcpharynx: esupha~us short, lnfurcaing about midway h!'twt•t•n tw11 ~\II k,·r-. · ,.,., ·,1 1un,,w l':-.tt·11dtt1L! tn m ar
po tcnnr e.•xtrc-mitv ..\1•t't.1hulmn l.1r.L!l'I' than 11r,tl -.1wk1•r. 111•,in·r ;l!1t1•r111r
tremitv than p11,h•n11r. ·1,•-.11·, ,,hlitjlll', ...,,uwt1111,·-. ... ,·111m,•tri< ,ti . 111
middle ur prn,tt•nor half of lu111lh11d\'. ~1·n1111,il n•-.wh- t11h1il,1r, ..;111u1111-.
not r~aching bat kn( an·tal>ulu111. l 1 ,1r-. prn..;t.111, ., and, 1rr11..; ,·d111ilrirnl.
thilk \\·all,•d, fomll'r l11n1,:1·r th,111 l.itt,·r. l',,·111t.tl \H1t•· slightly I<> l..tt .. t
pharynx. Ov.u: i11111w1\iatl'lV,\llt•Tt11r t" right t• -.ti, . ..;hl'll g\;l!ltl 1111,lta11,
to left 111 o,·.,ry . .._,,mmal n·, ,·pt,1,·lt· aj>-,t•11 t. \'itt·l111w l111l1, \, ... ,,, tt 111li111!;
1
from }l.'\'1•\ of t'Sl1pha~u:-. to l"'"'tt·n, ,r 1·xtn·111;1 \', , ,,nf111,· 11 ,\11r-.,d l•,
inh•!'tina.l b1h1H,1t111n. m,\\· ur 111,l\· 11111 nwd p11,t(·flt1T t11 t1,:~tt•..; l 't,•rn-.
exten,\in~ f11rwar1l frnm 111 fr1111t 11f tt•~tt•..; t,, kit , ,f ,, ,·t,lli11l11m or d11r-..tl
to ·its }t>ft h.tlf: pwtr:th·n11 f11rmi11J.! a ,m.,11 m11-.t1tl.,r l,u\h 111·,ll g,·1111.1\
pore; egg~ without fil.,m,·11t. Excrt'l1n,· ,, ..,,jd,· t11bul.tr . t•,t1•11.\i11J.! ,,...
twt"t'n tt•..;tt"'- f11rw,,r,\ t•• It-,·,·\ ,,f 11\'an·. l',tr,1,1tii- 111 1111,•-.111,r ,,f m.1nrn·
1

fi.hl'-. .

Gt•notypt•; ·"· fr-''~•· ~l.111t.'I. IH4i j II. ,·11mu. (P . 1:t. hi-! lli!I, l'\. :o.
Fig. 40\tl ,\'11. 1111,,,t,,'ffl..a t''°''""" ~I, Ill (),/,111/,,s, 111,r ,/c'11/,·1. / : q111·, .iC11m,nt1t11 . . 1:.·. l"na11l.Jtu<. l/.,,·,,111/ ,11 t"tlrl,,rn.Jnum. l'\11nd,L
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Horatrematinae

73.

Horatrema crassum n. sp.
Figs. 47, 48

HosTs: Odonloscion denlex (Cuv. & Val.), corvina, type host; in 1 of 2 hosts exam•
ined. Eques acuminalus (Bloch & Schneider), cubbyu; in 2 of 9 hosts examined.
Eques lanceolatus {Linn.), ribbonfish; in 1 of 7 hosts examined. Haemulon
carbonarium Poey, black grunt; in 1 of 2 hosts examined. This host may be an
unnatural one as the trematode was found in the stomach.
LOCATION:

Intestine.

Description: Body plump, very thin with crenulated borders posteriorly;
broadly rounded at posterior end; forebody slightly tapered. Cuticula of
middle third of body with minute, deeply embedded spines. Size 0.825 to
1.350 by 0.420 to 0.760 mm. Forebody 0.295 to 0.480 mm. Oral sucker
0.086 to 0.150 mm in diameter; acetabulum 0.225 to 0.375 mm in diameter;
sucker ratio 1 :2.5 to 3.1. Prepharynx present but very short; pharynx 0.051
to 0.076 mm long by 0.044 to 0.075 mm wide, sometimes slightly wider than
long; esophagus about as long as pharynx; bifurcation approximately midway
between suckers; ceca narrow, extending to near posterior end of body.
Genital pore slightly to the left, opposite middle or anterior half of pharynx.
Two testes, large, smooth, extending in diagonal direction, usually oblique,
sometimes symmetrical, located in the middle or in the posterior half of hind302
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body. Cirrus thick-walled, cylindrical, short (Fig. 48); prostatic vesicle thickwalled, cylindrical, slightly longer than cirrus; cirrus sac lacking; seminal
vesicle tubular, sinuous, not reaching beyond middle of acetabulum. Ovary
ovoid, smooth, to the right, immediately anterior to the right testis; shell
gland median to left of ovary; seminal receptacle absent; uterus extending
forward to the left of acetabulum or dorsal to its left half; metraterm present
forming an ovoid muscular bulb near the genital pore (Fig. 48). Vitellaria
from mid-esophagus level to posterior end of body, confluent dorsally in the
forebody; the follicles may or may not meet posterior to the testes. Eggs 49
to 58 by 27 to 34 JJ,· Excretory vesicle extends between the testes forward
to level of ovary.

Discussion: The genus Horatremct was named by Srivastava in 1942 for
an allocreadoid trematode from a marine fish, Pristipoma operculare, in the
Arabian Sea. Srivastava created for it the subfamily Horatrematinae. H.
pristopomcttis, the type species, is described as lacking a cirrus and with a thinwalled cirrus sac around a small pars prostatica. The figure, however, suggests
the possible interpretation that a short, thick-walled cirrus is present and a
cirrus sac lacking. Srivastava compared Horatremct with Cymbephc1llus, Parvc1crec1dium, and Notoporus, all of which have no or a very small, thinwalled cirrus sac, and lack a seminal receptacle. He separated H oratremc1
from Cymbephallus on the basis of ( 1) spiny cuticula; (2) location of
genital pore; ( 3) "configuration of the vitellaria"; and ( 4) the diagonal
rather than tandem testes.
H. crc1ssum differs from H. pristipomatis in its thick-walled prostatic
vesicle, smaller eggs, more anterior seminal vesicle, and more posterior testes.
The family Notoporidae Yamaguti, 1938 was evidently based chiefly
on the dorsal location of the genital pore. Its genera, Notoporus Yamaguti,
1938 and Neonotoporus Srivastava, 1942 are apparently related to Horatremct and to Pseudopecoelus. Srivastava reduced Notoporidae to a subfamily, Notoporinae, related to Horatrematinae. Knowledge of the cercariae
of Horatremct would be very helpful in determining family connections
of the genus. It is included in the Opecoelidae on the basis of its lack of
a seminal receptacle and of a cirrus sac. The cuticular spines suggest affinities
to the Lepocreadiidae some genera of which (such as Homalometron and
Crc1ssicutis) lack a cirrus sac. However, the absence of a seminal receptacle
seems to be more significant than the presence of inconspicuous spines.

Horatrema crassum Manter, 1947

(FIGURE

Hosts: Eques acuminatus, Odontosdon dentex.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Caho Rojo, P. R.
nPrv,c:itPrl c:nPrimPn: No. 39369.
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Horatrema crassum Manter, 1947
Synonym: Manteriella eras sa (Manter)
Yamaguti, 1958.
Hosts: Eques acuminatus (J); •E. p1mctatus (C).
JIIM11,c.,.
Site: intestine.
Cv•,.r-,.o

Fu_,.,,
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Manteriella crassa (Manter, 1947)
Yamaguti, 1958
Horatrema crassum Manter, 1947.
Host: Equetus acttminatus ( 3 of 3 ) .
Site: Intestine and bile duct.
Discussion: I am following Mehra (1966:
23) and accepting the genus Manteriella.
One host 9 cm long had six specimens in
its bile duct in addition to 14 in its intestine.
The host for M. crassa and Pseudopecoeloides equesi is the bold-striped islandspecies of Equetus common in the Florida
keys. It is commonly referred to as E. pulcher and is the species examined by Nahhas
and Cable ( 1964) .
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The next species is a new one closely related lo ·opecoelids of the genera

Helicometra, Helicometrina, and Helicometroides, but differs from those
trematodes in having a funnel-shaped oral sucker and ceca with separate
ani. A new genus is proposed for that species and is characterized as follows:

Neohelicometra n. g. Siddiqi &

Gable, l 960

Diagnosis: Opecoelidae. Distome with elongate body, aspinosc cuticle,
no eye-spot pigment. Oral sucker funnel-shaped; ventral sucker sessile,
without papillae; accessory sucker absent. Prepharynx, pharynx, and
esophagus present; intestinal bifurcation anterior to ventral sucker; ceca
with separate ani at posterior end of body. Genital pore in esophageal
region. Cirrus sac with coiled, tubular seminal vesicle, pars prostatica and
long ejaculatory duct. Testes 2, tandem. Ovary pretesticular, seminal
receptacle present. Vitellaria in both fore- and hindbody. Laurer's canal
present. Uterus pretesticular; metraterm simple. Eggs with unipolar filaments. Excretory vesicle sac-shaped. Parasites of marine fishes. Type and
only species:
J

Neohelicometra scorpaenae Siddiqi & Cable, 1960

Neohelicometra Siddiqi and Cable, 1960, emended
Synonym Allostenopera Baeva, 1968
Generic diagnosis (modified from Siddiqi
and Cable 1960 and Yamaguti 1971}- ...
Oral sucker terminal, funnel-shaped; prepharynx present; esophagus short: ceca
with separate ani or not. Acetabulum sessile,
without papillae, about one-third of body
length from anterior extremity. Testes tandem, rarely oblique, in posterior third of
body. Cirrus pouch ... extending from midlevel of acctabulum to miduterine level.
Genital pore median or submedian, posthif~rcal or in esophageal region. Ovary
entire or lobed, pretesticular. ... Vitellaria
circumcecal extending in lateral fields from
level of esophagus to posterior extremity.
sometimes confineJ to hindbody, confluent
or not in fore- and himl-bodv ....
THE STATUS OF Neohelicometra Siddiqi and
Cable, 1960
Another monotypic genus. Neo/relicometra.
wa~ propose? for N. scorpaenae and was charactcr12ed as being similar to Helicometra except for
the presence of a ~erminal, funnel-shaped oral
sucker and ceca with separate ani. It is argu1,:ien_tative whether or not :mi warrant 0••encric
s1gmficance. but the position and shape of the
oral suck.er are invariable characteristic~ and
ma::, be used in diagnoses or genera. We, therefore, pro~osc the genus Neohelicometra to include He/1cometra-lik.e digeneans with a terminal
funn~l-shap~d oral sucker. All of the species
ment10ne~ 111 the discussion of Alloste11opera
possess this characteristic.

TABLE 5
Morphological characteristics of Neohelicometra spp.
N. insollta
Polyansky 1955

No. specimens

N. scorpae~
Siddiqi and
Ca6le 1960
1

14 (7 meas.)

N. pleurogrammi N. antarcticae
Baeva 1968
Hollowa§i and
Bier 1 68
80
?

Body(L X W)

1.732 X 0.42

3.0-4.5 X
0.87-1.0

3.0-8.0 X
0.49--0.77

Forebodfbody length
Oral sue er
Acetabulum (v.s.)
Sucker ratio
Testes

0.32
0.12
1:0.S

0.42-0.52
0.40--0.46
1 :0.88-0.95

Tandem
Irregular
Almost

Tandem
Tandem
Ant. four-lobed; Lobed
post. five-lobed
Almost
?

SI. sinuous

Clavate

Clavate

Clavate

Mid. v.s.

Mid. v.s.

Post. edge v.s.

Mid. v.s.

S~es
Author

Arrangement

Shape
Contiguous?
Cirrus sac
Shape
Posteriormost extent

~t

~t

~i

0.59
0.34
I :0.57

N. ubtMtll a.
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2.33-5.85 X
0.56-1.90

0.78-2.49 )(
0.15--0.41

0.29--0.60
0.29--0.87
1 :1.0-1.44

r~.31
0.()1)...().26
1:0.57-1.17

~½

•'

Tandem
Oblique
SI. to moderately Entire or
globular
lobed
Usually
Sometimes
Curv~ lipnai!l
or SlllUOUI
Mid. uterine to
ovarian leffl

Ovary
Location
Contisuous w/ ant.
testis?
Shape

Median

Median

SJ. dextral

SJ. dextral

Variable

Almost
Lobed

?

Trilobed

Almost
Lobed

Sometimes
Three- to
eight-lobed

Somctinw
Pyriform; . . . .
or st. lobed

Vitellaria
Ant. extent

Mid. esophagus

Post. ½ v.s.

SI. post. v.s.

Ant. edge v.s. to
bifurcaton

SL ant.
bifurcation

No?

Sometimes

Yes
71-84 X 32-38

Yes
50-65 X 28-38

Yes
Sometimes
65-110 X 26-55 64-107 X 22◄

Confluent in
forebody
Confluent in
hindbody?
Eggs

No
Yes
43-51 X 25-29

Non;: Abbreviations are ant., anterior: meas., measured: mid., middle; post., posterior: st., slightly; v.s., ventral suck«; w /, witb,
•See footnotes in Table I for explanation of bo,c headings.

AN ARTIJ ICIAL KE\' TO THE SPC:nEs OF

Helicometra

_)

Odhner. 1902 and Neohelicometra Siddiqi and Cable. 1960
•J Th~ foll_owing k~y to the species recogni~~•d in the pr_esent study should not be used for definitive.
1aenttficat1ons. It 1s presented only to fac1htate tentattvc identifications.

1. Oral sucker terminal . .
Oral sucker subterminal

Neol,e/irometr,1 2
He/icomctra fl

2. Cirrus sac not extending posterior to acetabulum
Cirrus sac extending far posterior to acctabulum
3. Ceca terminating blindly
Ceca with separate ani

................ ,. ...... . ........ ..

4. Testes tandem, lobed; vitellnria not extending into forebody
Testes oblique: vitellaria in forebody. . .. _
,
_
5. Sucker ratio 1 :0.88 to 0.95; eggs 71-84 X 32-38
Sucker ratio 1 :0.57; eggs 50-65 X 28- 38
...

.]

N. sebaltis

.A
.. .N. scorJJ<lt'llci.•

.. ....... ... ..... .. . .5
........ .N. antarcth·u,'
N. inmlitu
. . N. pleumgrammi

Ope coe 11d a.e

ALI..OSTENOPERA Bajewa.,1968
Allostenopera gen. nov.
Allocreadiidae.

,Ll.osoJlbHO Kpym11,Ie TpeMaTOJJ.bl, r

yivnrne11Ho-ouaJ1blll,JM

TeJIOM, cy>KHBalOlUHMCH K3a,.'lH. 60J1bW8H OOKci.flOBli}lHaSt ll[)HCOCKa 3H84H·
TeJJbHO npeBbIWaeT no pa3MepaM GplOUIIIYlO, Y3Klle KHWL'.4Jlble CTllOJlbl )lOXO·
ART ]lO KOHUa TeJla. 5ltt~11rnK H ceMellllHKII, pacno.110A<el1Hble B 38.n,Hefi nOJIO·
BMHe TeJJa .npyr Ja JipyroM, 11Me10T c.rierKa .rio11acrny1D cpopMy. HecKOJlbKO
NSOrHyTaH ROJ10B3ff oypca, C 38K.:II04eHHblMH B Heft npocTaTH4eCKOH )KeJJe30H
H H3BHTblM ceMl'IIHblM ny3hlpbKOM, npOKCliMaJJbllblM KOHUOM noXOJlHT .J.O
38.llHero KpaH Gpl01lll10i"1 npHCOCKH. <PoJ!JlllKY,'ISlplll,le A<e.'ITOllllHKH, Ha4HH8HCb
n033)1H 6p10w1-1oii npHCOCKli, CJ1l113alOTCH Me)U18l1110 MCil<llY nepeJtHIIM H
31AHHM ceMe11m1KaMH H THHYTCH AO K0Hll3 TeJJa. 5Uiua Ha OJJ.HOM 1{3 no.110COB CHa6>KeHbl qn1.1aMeI-1TaMH. CTapa3HTbl MOpCIOIX ph10. THn114HblH RHJI.:

Allostenopera ple11rogra111mi.

Ref. Helm1nth Animals of the
Pacific Ocean.
~cad. c1. USSR M::>acow

THE STATUS OF

Allostenopera Baeva, 1968

The monotypic genus, Allostenopera, was
erected by ~aeva (1968) to accommodate A.
pleurogramm1, a species considered to be closely
related to Stenopera. It was distinguished from
Stenopera on the basis of smaller sucker ratios
a sho_rter ci_rr~s sac, ~nd greater development of
the v1tellana m the mtertesticufar region. In the
above conte~t, Al~ostenopera appears to be valid.
However, ~mce it is generally accepted that
Stenopera is a synonym of Helicometra A
pleur_ogrammi. must be compared with thos~
species of Hebcometra and Neohelicometra which
also possess. a terminal, trumpet-shaped oral
suc~er (H. msolita Polyansky, 1955; H. antarcllcae Holloway and Bier' 1968; H. pugetensi,;
Schell, 1973; and the species described in the
present w_or~). In this respect, A. pleurogrammi
i~ n_iost. similar to H: insoli!a and can only be
d1stmguished from this species by its larger oral
sucker and smaller eggs. Equally important is the
f~t th_at a _com~lete gradation of sucker ratios
~~~ts i_n this series ~f species (A. pleurogrammi
.. 57' H. pugetens1s, 1:0.58-0.64; N. sebas1is
n. sp., .1:o. 57-1.17; H. insolita I :0.88-0.95; H~
antarctic~e, 1: l .0-1.44), and three of the species
possess_ c~~us sacs similar to that of A. pleurog~amm~. . mce the medial development of the
v1tcllana ~s !mown to be quite variable, all of the
charactemtics originally proposed for Allostenopera appear to be specific in nature and
are shared with other genera.

~~om Sskaro.)~ and Ara.i 1q~L{

Neohelicometra scorpaenae n. g., n. sp.

(FIGURE

85)

Siddiqi & Cable, 1960

Description (based on a single specimen): with characters of the genus.
Body 1.732 long, 0.420 wide, rather uniformly wide throughout length,
ends rounded. Oral sucker 0.217 by 0.315. Ventral sucker 0.150 by 0.120.
Sucker ratio 1 :0.5. Prepharynx short, pharynx 0.090 in diameter, ceca
tubular, narrowing posteriorly to open at ani. Genital pore submedian,
at posterior margin of pharynx; genital atrium small. Cirrus sac somewhat
sinuous, extending to midlevel of ventral sucker. Testes irregular, 0.070 to
0.08-l in diameter, within posterior third of body, well removed from posterior end. Ovary 0.119 by 0.161, lobed. Seminal receptacle small, anterolateral to ovary. Vitelline follicles extending from midlevel of esophagus
almost to posterior extremity, mostly extracecal, but with intercecal bands
in posttesticular region, narrowly confluent at their extreme posterior ends.
Uterus fairly extensive. Eggs moderate in number, 0.043 to 0.051 long
exclusive of filament, 0.025 to 0.029 wide. Excretory vesicle sac-shaped,
extending to anterior margin of ovary; excretory pore dorsal, near posterior
end.
Host: Scorpaena sp.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Puerto Real, P.R.
Type specimen: Holotype No. 39360.

r

r

Neohelicometra scorpaenae Siddiqi
and Cable, 1960
Distribution
Scorpaena sp.-Pucrto Rico (Siddiqi and
Cable 1960).
Neohelicometra scorpaenae. the type species of

the genus, is unique. even with the inclusion of
several other species in the genus, in having ceca
with separate ani and smaller eggs.

- Prom Si1<c~IJK. "'/JIM!, Ir;..'/

Manter ( 1954) employed two names tor a

single taxon in the genus.

llclicoml'fra

gran-

dora and Helicometra mag,wra. Thl'

former is
more prominent, whereas the latter was c>mp} yed in the explanation. of thl' figun·s. Aftt>r
consultation (H. \\·. '.\lantt·r. personal l'Offimunication) and for reasons previously cu11sidered, Helicometra mllgnora is synonymized

,. terior to acetahulum. Ceca extend lateralh
' near posterior encl of body, <·11<ling hlin<ll):.
: ,·stes two, in postc-rior half of body. slightly
t · modl'rately lobed. oblique, overlapping i11

I sp<.'ciml'nS, maximum separation 0.078.
I ,sttesti<:ular space 0.446-1.491 ( 0.878). A111.. riur testis 0.212-0.72:5
(0.372) long hy
1 223-0.959 (0.408)
wide, left of midli11e iu
f, I, right of micllint> in fiw spec:irn<'ns. Pos,, ith llelicometrn grandora.
1 ·rior
testis 0.223-0.860 (0.394) long h}
Materials and Methods
,, J:34-0.892 (0.439) wide>, near midlinc in
Thl' present papt•r dest·rilll's a new spc•c:ics ~,s. right of midli11e in scvc•tl, left of midli11l'
four spe<.:imens. \'asa effcre11tia arise from
of <lige,wa collected from two spt'c:ies of fisht>s
around ~1cl\tunlo Station, 77°,5 l' S latitude; . terior borders of testes. One from a11terio1
166°38' E longitude. <luring th<' a11stral sum- , ,tis passes anteriacl left of mic.lline and hemer of 1964-65. Bvrd ( 1963) (·onsider<'<l lit- , , t•en left lateral portion of uterirw coils. \' as
~rature on trematodes of mari11t• fishes of the 1 l('rens from poskrior testis passes ankriacl
1 .(ht o( midline. dorsal to ovan and hetwet'll
southern seas.
, l!ht latc•ral portions of ukri11c· coils. At posThe description is based 011 specimens fixed.
,mn.1ttened. with warm Gilson ·s mercuric- t iior border of acetabulurn vasa C'ffrrc11tia
ltc:l'lic:-nitri<: mixture or Romeis' AF A. The i ,merge toward midli1w and enter post<"riOI'
mercurial s,1lt-. were remo,·ecl bv the method ' ,d of cirrus pouch . Seminal vesic:ll' iu posof Ebbett and Hollowa,·, 19(i7. \\'hole mounts i rior portion of cirrus pouch. Dilated portion
\\'Ne stained with Semi~·hon's carminl' or borax
seminal vesic:ll' l''\lt'nds anteriad one-fourth
t·armiiw. whik sections "nc stained with com- 1 one-half length of cirrus sac:, c:ontrncts ,111cl
bination hematoxvlin.
I'• ws posteria<l towarcl posterior border ol
llosTs: Dissosticlws mmi.:so11i :\orman. J937 • rrm poud1. then flexl's a11teriacl a11d mt•diad
ind R/iigop/ii/a clcarlwmi De\\'itt. H)62.
' t'Xit throu~h drnts as c-1ac11latory duct A11IlAlllTAT :-,; uosT: lntestinl' and ceca.
am portion of cirrus sac· fillNI with prostntk
1
L<KALJTY: !\kl\turdo Sound. Antarctica.
!ls. Cirrns s,1c: 0...1 l 3- l.070 ( 0.623) 1011g hy
TYPES: US:\\1 Helm. Coll. ~o. fi:31 n rholo.J.99-0.:357 (0.17:3) \dde. about midacC'tah,r in posterior Pxt~nt, opens vcntrnl to <:ecal
"Ill' fronf D. mau;so11i); :\o. 0:3114 ( paraty pe , lurcation.
Extrusibk cirrns 0 .118-0.:?.(n
rom R. d,·arhorni). Op<'coeliclac Oz,1\..i. HJ:2:5:
H);i) ]011~ I}\ o .nGG-0.17G (0.Hl:5) \\iclt•
1
l_agicmorin,1e ~fouk.r. 19-1:
1 ,,1rv O. J:14-0 .i)():3 (0.2!-JH)
long ll\· 0 .2 12Desniption
, 725 -( (>.:371 ) ,, icle. , ariousl~ lolw~I: ,1 ( I ),
38l. ;i(l2), 6(1 :3\. '7(1) . 8(1). sli~htl~
Ba~ecl 011 :-;o ,pninw11s "ith tht' characters
~ht of m1clline, c·onf111e11t "itl1 or "eparatvd
,I thP ge11m ( all mc-1s1m·me11ts in millimetns
,m anterior teslls ~ Iusn1l.1r O\'iduct t-F1gs.
111le!11' 11otl'cl I Bocl~ ( Fig. I l :?..:n-:5 S.5 ( mean
and 8) arises from anterior lnhc of m·:11~.
;.')()) long I>\- 0.')(j-l.!-JO ( 1.17 ) . m.1~1mum
,l '-St'S clmsiad to tle\.lll't' where "all of m 1dud
, iclth j11st p11~terior to ac:C'talmlum, u11,ll'llll'CL
t·lo nw, thi1111n a11cl eiliatC'cl Sl•min,tl rl'cep111t'eolatc. Oral \t1cker 0. l,5fi-0.4 l2 ( 0.:258)
<"lc co11!111ent \\ ith llcxure h, .i shmt stall-..
llli,! ln 0.2.~0-0.(i02 (()_ .no) \\"ick. terminal.
1s ciliated "alls. dll!'sal to · O\'.tl,. antl nl
\< ct,1bul11m
0 :3:34-0 892 (0.53,'5 l lo11g I)\
1riabk size. Thid.-\\·,1IIC'd L.1t11:t'r·s ca1aal
1 290-0 ..l.iiO
1 0.325 ) wide about
011e-thircl
t'i gs . 7 a11cl 8 \ pas'>t', from .ual<'rio-clor~.tl t•ml
11,ch k11gth from antnior 1•ml. S11t'\..er rat,o
1 22.. Prepha1 yn, 0.0:39-0 .118 ( 0.075 ) lon~
002.1-0.108 10.04'7) ,,ick . Pharrnx 0 . 10522fi (0.146) long b~ 0.116-0.:?..~-> t0 . l'i:5 \
1d1·. \11hglolrnlar. E,ophagus 0.J0.3-0 .:378
1 ~:m, long hy 0.024-0 .07-1 ( 0 .040) \\'ick.
, ... J b1!111T,ttio11 0.:2.50-0.G t7
( 0.-112) pos11111 111 111,tl ,11\'l..f'l' and (l.071-0 .,36!-J ( 0.2:55)

i

seminal rl'c:cpla<'k 11ppm,itc st.tlk. tl11r,,11l~.
tl'rnlly. and. in all hut one ca e. posknorl~
open 011 dor,,11 surf.tee. A shmt di,ta111 ·1,.
in flexure'. 0Yicl11d rvc:ei\'l•s unrnn1111 , 1t,·lli1w
't (Figs. (i and 8) a11d soma t•,pa11ch 111t,1
1,1kcl oot~ J)l' ( Fie:~. fi . ';' . :111 d \ . Dil lnw
hlis' 1,Zl.11,cls s11nou11d Olli\ 111 "1111 I, l 11u1

Neohelicometra antarcticu (Holloway
and Bier, 1968) n. comb. Stl<VfAK -I ARAI,
Distribution
Dissostichus mawsoni-McMurdo Sound, Antarctica (Holloway and Bier 1968), as Helicometra antarcticae.
Rhigophia deacborni-McMurdo Sound, Antarctica (Holloway and Bier 1968), as Helicometra antarcticae.
Holloway and Bier (1968) presented a thorough description of this species based on 80
specimens. This species is distinguished from
N. insolita and N. pleurogrammi chiefly by its
greater sucker ratio and the more anterior extent
of the vitellaria. frOfl\ S,1<ER K II' AR.A I ',,'-I
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munit·ates ,..,ith 11011ciliatctl uterus. \'itellin<'
rt•scr\ oir ( Figs. i and 8) dorsal to ovar) .
\ itclline follicles ( Fig. I), lateral to and surrounding cec.-a, extend from near posterior end
of bodv to region between anterior hortkr of
a etab{.lum and cecal bifurcation; posttesticnlarly contiguous or not. Uterus ( Fig. l) coils
to posterior border of acetabulum, turns
abruptly anteriad and becomes thicker and
more muscular. Metraterm closely adherent to
left side of cirrus pouch; female genital pore
beside• male pore. Egg l'apsules ( Fig. 3)

11.065-0.110 ( O.OiO) long by 0.026-0.055
, 0.042) wick and possessinf.( hollow filament
2. l long whic.:h arises from anop<•rc:ular end.
Excretory pore terminal. Excretory bladder
tubular, extendini;i; to near posterior edge of
acetahulum, possessing sphincter muse-le just
anterior to l'Xcretory pore.
Helicometra antarcticae dilfers from all .,.
1m•mbers of the genus except II. i11solita in possessing a terminal oral sucker. ll. antarctica<>
differs significantly from H. insolita in sucker
ratio, oral sucker length, antcriad extent oi

vitellaria, lobation and arrangement of tesh•s.
and lobation of ovary (Trible I). H. antarch, '":
keys to H. faaoiata (Rudolphi, 1819) in ,e
key of Skrjabin and Kovai, 1958. It clitl, r<;
from H. f<UOlata in position and width nf n• 11
sucker ( lengths not comparable) and diam• t r
of acetabulum (Table l). Cirrus, elongah' 111d

o_f ovary. H. antarctlca<' k(.'ys. Skrjalin
Koval, 1958 key, to II. fasciata ( H11d
1~19) from which it ddf,·r~ 111 p1h1l11J1
wulth of oral s11l'kt'I", di.1mt't<'r of .i,·,·t.il
,111cl in morpholog, of cirrus a11Cl L. 1111 ,., \ 1

having terminal hulbular proc:ess ( Paloml ,i.
1929) in H. fasciata, is stout and plain i,, II.
antarcticar. Nsmal direction of Laurer's 1 11al
is anteriad to near acetabular level (Odluwr.
1901) in H. ~cio.ta and posteriad to ah,111t
midovarfan level in H. amarcticae.
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Table I.
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Differentiation of Helicometra nntaicticae l•om closely related species.

Chanll'teristic

Ifrlicom<'lm fascit1lt1

/Jc•/ic,H11t'tra 1111t11rrtica1•

ll1tlicometra fruolita

O,,,rall
1,·nszth:
width:

1.:10 1.30
0.40-0./!3

30-'Ulll /1 ..50)
60 1 90 ( 1.201

.1. 0CI-L50

16-0.41 (0.2fl\
29-0.60 f Cl.4 :3)
·n11Jn1ll

0.42-0. 4R
0.42-0 ..52
tenninal

19-o.sg co..:;:3 i

0 .-Hl--0.46

0.Ri-1.00

Or.ii s11ck1'r
length.
width:
positwn:

,ubtt>rminul

Act'tahulum
diameter:

0.22-0.36

S11ckl'r width
ratin:

1:1.!;0

l'rephary tu:

prt>,e11t, ,hmt

117 h\ n 0.3

not de-, (')op,,I
I p11hC',C'\ nt "um")

l'h.u~ IIX

0.09- 0.10

l,hy0.17

0 . I'i-0 .17

r:,11pha)!11s
lt"U)!th:

0.15-0.:)3

11-0.11.s t 0.:!-1)

0 . 12-0.17

\·a ri.thlt·
111,t pH'- to m1<laCL•tnh11lar

11-1.07 I 0.fl2 1
11lact't,1h11l.1r

tlorsnl m•,,r poskrior ,·n<l
tubular aut<-riur In o, ,In

1,u lar, 11t·.11 ,Kd,1h11J11m

0. 1.5 -0.21
0.15-0.2.1

I

1 : 1.00

1.2:!

0

<:irr11,;; sac
h·ni.:th:
t•~t<•nl.
F,nt'lorv
port·:
, esicl,· .

0.-14-0.5b
111idal'<•tah11l,1r

,1n 111al

\"1tt'iline follick,
C'Xtt

nt:

ne,n \!l'Hllal port· liltc.>ral
to c·t•c~t nt·~1r po~tvnor <•ntl
<.•1,nl1J,tuous posth·st1t:,1lnr

t\\n•n

)!t"ntt.11 pnr,' ,m<l

.-tah11l11m J,1kr,ilh ,11r11nlinJ.? ,,.:t•c-., nc·,lr p,i,.
inr end, c.·ontiJ;?\U)U!\ llr
t Jlo,tte,ht.·tdar

,o,t,.. riru 1,l~t• 1tn•tahuhtn1
llt'.tr 11o~tt-rior <'tl<l

l.it,·r.11

c.:notn?11ntt, Jl, 1~1 tt·,ti~ul.u

(ha,,
J,"·n)! th:
\\1tlth

Johe,

1.3 0.90 lll..10 l
'I 0.72 l 0.37)
l 8 tl('l'(l

0.,l'.l 0.42

-l·R cle,·p
O.Ofi0-0 08-1

llb.'i-0 . 110 10071)1

0.071-0.0R-i

O.l.5-0 ..T"'i

l ,hallow

(o;g)!S

IPnglh:
"idth
filanwnt,
opPrnl111111;

0.021-0.0:)7
0.20-0.67
,es

d2fi O 0.5., ( 0.().L? ,
I

0.0J::!-0.018
) I'S

l'r·, te,
pn~ll1011.

t,111<l1-m . 111idhot1'

,h' nnr left 110'1c•1ior m1tl•

loh,1tio11.

, ;11iahk

11\.1blc. shalt.m to nw<l.1te

ta11<l~111 , 111iclhodv

l'osltt•., ttcular
13- 1.-l!J (0.88)
:\1,tt 1iur t1 -.tl"i

length.
w11lth:

l 1P\lt·fl()T tf•\tJS
lc11!(lh.

"iJth:

o.n o.:n

ll.:W - 0. l.~

:!l 0.~2 (0.37)
22 lUJ6 (0.-11 J

0 .:1 1-0.-11

0.:2.3- 0 ..15
0.25 0.'13

,, () .86 (0.3!-J)

2, O.!N 10.44)

ti 17-0.-14

/Jediel,romeira.. i(ISO /jfq ( Po lj MIS~ I /tits)
Hel1cometra 1nsol1ta(Foljansky,1955)
S'fl(ERAI( ttnc(

r~r

ARAI, 1

Pac. 18. Helicomt!lra insolita.
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Helicometra insolita Polyansky, 1955.
(Fig. 1 (b) and (c))
SYNONYM:

HosT

Neohelicometra insolita (Polyamiky) Sekerak and Arai, Hl74.

AND LOCALITIES

humpenm lampretaeformis, intestine, (6/6),
Grand Bank (48°N., 50°W.; depth 168 m).
(47°N., 52°W.; depth 172 and 168m).
Hamilton Inlet Bank (54°N., 54°W.; depth 188m).
DESCRIPTION: Of the six fish found infested, five carried one worm and one earriNl
three worms. One worm was studied in serial seetion. ThC' worms are <~longatt-' (2· l
3·5mm long), having a relatively narrow forebody aml becoming wider (0·151 0·81 mm) in the region of the ventral sucker. The hind body tapers posteriorly. ThP
body-surface is smooth. The oral sucker (0•2:3-0·35 x 0·29-0·44 mm) is of a very
distinctive funnel-shape. In most cases it is longer than wide, but the opening of the
'funnel' may be expanded (fig. 1 (b)) to increase its width. A vf'ry short pr·epharynx
leads into a more or less globular pharynx (0· 10-0· 12 x 0· 11-0· 1-l- mm). The <wsophagus, which may be sigmoid, is between 0·08 and 0· l l mm long. It biftlJ'(·atet-i in tlw
forebody, about one third of the fore body length from the ventral sucker, and narrow
caeca reach to the posterior region of the worm befort• terminating blindly. The
ventral sucker (0·24-0·37 x 0·24-0·40 mm) lies in the antprior third of th(• body and
the sucker ratio is th us l : 0·77 - l ·4.
The excretory pore is terminal and leads into a Rimple tubular wsi('h· whieh
reaches at least to the posterior testis.
The testes lie in tandem, or occasionally slightly obliquely. in th<' middle of the
hindbody. The anterior testis (0·l7-0·39x0·2l-0·30mm) is typic·ally four -lolwd.
although this condition is apparently a developmental phase> and lwcoml'S mor<'
marked in larger (? older) worms. The pm,terior testis (0· 17- 0·:lH x 0·24- 0·:ll mm) is
typically five-lobed, but again this condition appear:,i to dPvelop as the worm grows,
and in some worms only four lobes are to be seen. The elongatt' C'irrus-siu· (0·27 -0-:17
x 0· 10-0·13 mm) reaches to a level between the middle of tlw ,·t>nt ral :--u('k<'I' and just
posterior to the ventral sucker. The bulk of the cirrus-sae is taken up hy a long.
narrow seminal vesicle which reaches forward to about the a111o-1-ior margin of thl'
~ral sucker. It then passes ba<'k to the posterior extn•mity ol l h<> ('inus-sa<' and
finally turns and passes forward again, narrowing to form the pars prostatica at
about the level of the anterior margin of the ventral sucker. The pars prostatica is
fairly short and sinuous and is surrounded by numerous gland-cells. The male system
terminates in a very short stout cirrus lying in a small genital atrium. The genital
pore lies just to the right of the median line at about the level of the intestinal
bifurcation.
The ovary (0· 18-0·34 x 0· 18-0·26 mm) is directly pretesticular and is invariably
trilobed. Mehlis' gland lies in front of the ovary, to the right of the median line. and
dorsally to it is a large, elongate seminal receptacle. Laurer's <'anal, which is
continuous with the seminal receptacle, opens to the exterior at about the level of the
anterior margin of the ovary. The uterus lies mainly between the ovary and the
ventral sucker and forms helical coils containing tilamented eggs 78-86 JLm long and
23-31 µm wide. It terminates in a narrow. musC'ular metraterm which enters the
genital atrium to the left of the cirrus-sac. Just anterior to the oyan· lies a vitelline
reservoir at the iunction of the two wide vitelline ducts. The numero~s large vitellirw
follicles lie ext~·a<·aecally in tlw re~inn of the' gonads and .1ust oYerlap tlw gonad:,;
V('ntrally. Behrn<l the testes the follic·les reaeh anos:,; tlw bod\' in hoth n•ntral and
~orsal pla~es._b~t in_front_oft~1e o;·al'y ~lwy <:r;1ss tlw body on·l~· in tlw dorsal plam• .
he anterior limit of the v1tel1111e field either <'oineid<'s with tlw poskrior <.>dgC' of the>
ventral suc-ker or lies slightly anterior to it.
D1scl'SSION: This is the first reeord of this parasite in th~ Atlantil' 0l't·an .
Polyansky (1~55) described H. insolita in the intestirw of Lumpe1111s faliricii. L.
l~m!1re~aeformis and lcelus bicornis in the Barents Sea. Subsequently. Zhukov (in
Skr3ab1~ and Koval 1968, Zhukov 1960) fouJ\d it in the Sea of ,Japa.n. off Putjatin
Island m Percis japonicus, giv1ng a brief description and a figure. Machida et al.
(1972) also record it from Japan, in Stichaeus griyorjew1· from Hokkaido. Finally,
Reke_ra~ and Arai (197-1) examined some of Polyansk_y's specimens and plaee<l tl;e
species m the genus Neohelfrometra. The reasons why this is not upheld are dis<'ussPd
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Neohelicometra insolita (Polyansky, 1955)

A~11, 1qq.y

n. comb. SEktMt<. and.
Distribution
lee/us bicornis--Barents Sea (Polyansky 1<>55)
as Helicometra insolira.
Lw11pe1111s fabricii-Burents Sea (Polyansky
1955) as Helicometra insolita.
L. lampretaeformis-Ban:nts Sea (Polyan~ky
1955) as Hi:licnmetra insolita.
Neohelicometra i11solita was the first species of
Hclicometra to ht: described which possesses a
terminal oral sucker. This characteristic alone
was sufficient to establish its validity. Polyansky
(1955) noted a constancy in the shape of the
testes (anterior four-lobed; posterior five-lobed)
in the 14 specimens which he recovered. T"'o
specimens of N. insolita (slide 818-3) of Prof.
Polyansky's collection were examined. One specimen exhibits the ~haracteristic testicular lob.
tion; however, the anterior testis of the other
specimen appears to be composed of only
three lobes.

Neohelicometra 2,leurogrammi (Baeva} 1968)
Selterak amt ha.i ·., . 1974
svu--Allosze,iupera pleurugram11u

!5t!ll.

Opecoe 11dae
el ~p. nov.

Bajewa,1968
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X o 3 H He: IO>KHhtit
Jl OK a JI H 3 a UH H:

o.nuonepbtH repnyr - Pleurogrammus azonus.
KHWC4HIIK H cnenblC OTpOCTKH.
MeC"TO
H
epeMH o6Hapy}l{eHHH: 5InoHCKOe Mope,
TieTpa BennKoro, anpenh - ceHTSI0pb 1964 r.
~aCT0Ta BCTpe1.1aeM0CTH:

HOe'h

y 18
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pb16 H3

HCCJieJI0B'111HblX,

3amrn

HllTeHCHR-

1-16

3K3.
On n ca H He ( CM. pHCYHOK). Te.,10 Y.J.J11rneHHo-osaJ1bHOl', 6oJiee y31<oe B
38JlHeii noJJ0BHHe. J],JIHHa Tpl'M3TO)ll,( 4,9 .MAI, HaH60JH,IJ1aH w11puua 0,71 .MM.
ParosaH npHCOCK8 HMeeT qwpMy 601.;a.1a, 3Ha4HTeJlbHO KpyIrnee Gpiournoii,
-~
ee ;tHaMCTp 0,f)9 ,K.M. fiplOWllafl npHC0CKa Jl,HaMeTp0M 0,,14 ,il,H a1en<HT BllepeJlH OT cepe;Ullll,I Te.l18.
f'JJOTKa OB8JlbliaH, )lJIHIIOH 0,27, 111Hp11110H 0,26 ,WM.
Y1K11e 1rnwe 1lltble CTUO.lbl Jl0X0;'.UH ,'LO 1a; u1ero K0llua TeJ1a. CJJerK3 JJOnacTHbte ceMe111111K11 .r1ciK3T B

3a,n.11eii 110:1omrne Tlh~MaTOJl l.>I OJ'lllll 3a J'.ll>Yrl1M. Pa3r.tep nepeJ111cro - 0,41 X0.47 At,it, Ja}l11ero - 0,40X
X0,44 AtAI. IlOa10Ba51 f>ypca, C rnK,,llO'lelllll.>IMH B
Hei'1 npocTaTHl!ec1wf1 A<e:1eJoii 11 IIJBl1Tl.>tM ceMeHIH,IM

ny3blJ)bKOM,

3aAHero KpaH

f>ypcbl

JieiKHT Ila

ypostte

up!OLUIIOH llpHCOCKH . O0.'TOBb!C OTB

CTHH H8XOJ]JITCH 1mepe;'.ll1
1-1a 6ypch1 0.59, u11Ip1rna
uoi'1,

H30rHyTaH.

ueCK0JlbK0

y.:rna51,

DpoKCIIM8JJbHblll KOHeU

p-

6p1ow11011

0,14

npHC0CKll . Jl,rrn-.
.iut. 5IH'IHHK :1onacr-

pacno:10A<e11 11enocpennne1lllo 1101anH cene:m-

Hbl Jl.;IHHbl Te..na II anepc.,111 11cpe;'llll'I O CCMCIIHIIKa.
Pa3Mep SlllllHHKa 0,25 X 0.27 AUt. )Ke:IT041111l<H, co-

0T.UCJil , llblX cp0JI Jill((YJI0B, tta 111ma10TCSI
(,p10w11oii npHCOCl<li H npOCTHpalOTCH ;1,0 3a;u1ero IWH!la Te Jta . Me;.i.;JJ.y ceMel!HHKaMH
11 no3a~11.11 1111x 011u c.,1Irna10TL'H Me;rna11·uo. Manrn
CT0Hll.lHe

113

HeCK0JlbK0

mnan11

pacnoJIO}l,eHa B 011.n,e cn11pa :111 \tem)ly Gp1om11off
npucorn.oti It HH4Hllh0M. MaTpawpM IIMeCTCH. 5Iima
rua6:>Kl'llbl

cp11J1aMCHTa~111 Ha 0 ,1HO:\I 113 no.rIIOC 0B.
HHU 0,065 X 0,030 ,1tAt, .lJIHHa cp11JiaMe1na

Pa3Mep

0,29

,W,tt.

J13 MC H 4 H Il OCT b fl pH 3 H 3 KO B. nJTIIH8 1 p "M8T0)l. Ko.r1e6.1errn OT 3,0 ,nn 8,0 JI.At, WHpHHa OT

0,49

.uo

0,77

Jl,H.

Ot'T1ll

l\taTKJI,

nrrncoo;')i't II

pacnO.l'JO>KeHHule

ltHor.n.a
MOryT 3ano.111f!Tb BCe nponpa11CTBO Me* ..lY >t<e.n TO1ffll1Ka MIi B 1111.ne fl.'JOTII0 I1p11.'Iera IOll.lliX ;'.lpyr K
Me>K.n.y 6p!OWHO!i

.upyry

13HTK0Il

crrnpamt.

Hll'IIIIJK 0 M,

ceMt'HHIIKOB

Bt.:.1H411Ha

0,36-0,59X0,47- 0,67 ,lU/, Bl'.'1114l•! Ha f!IIU KOJJCCi..neTCH s npe;le.1ax 0,028 - 0,0~8 X 0.050- 0,065 AW.
C u c T e M a T 1t 11 e c K o e n

o .11 o

* e H 11 e

M3HTep (.'\\ankr, 1933) un11ra.r1 11 3 Kllwe41rnKa
pb16b1 Holocentrus ascensiunis H 3 ~ esep11ott AM C·
pHKH BH.ll H po.n rpeMaT0JJ.

Allosierwpera
pleurog•
rammi gen. et sp. nov.
H3 KHllle•rnHKa H CJ1em,1x
OTpOCTKOB

IO>KHOfO

neporo repnyra

Hua TeJJa,

O,AHO·

Sicrwpera eguilata.
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ceM. Allocreadiidae.
O □ HCaHHblC H8MH rpeMaTu.LI.bl

TaK)l(e OTH O .HTC.ff
K ceM. Allocreadiidae ti 6JIH3KH no csoeM . CTpoeHHIO K Stenopera eguilata. TaK, Hanp11. 11;.p, oau
HMelOT y3KHe

n0JI0Bble OTBepCTHSi TaK>Ke
HC0CKH, HH4HliK H ceMeHHHKH, KaK JI y

KHUiellHble

C.TD0Jlbl,

JJ.0X0.tUill.lHe

]1.0

pacno.no>K~Hbl Bnepe.nH

Stenopera eguilata,

6p10WHOl\
HMeJOT JlOIJa T-

IO <f>opMy H pacno.l'J0)Kettbl .LI.pyr 38 ApyT0M B 3a,n.HeH n0.'l0BHHe reJia. )Kc.rl •
llHH:KH O,r.I.HH8KOBO Ha4HHalOT'CSI HeCK0JlbK0 no3a.UH 6ptOWHOi"l rYP'HCOCKH Ii
1iYTCH 110 KOHU,a TeJia. neTJIH M3TKH pacnonaraIOTCH Me>t<.LI.Y 6pKHllHOH
HCOCKOH H HJ1qHHK0M, HIJUa Ha 0.UH0M TI0JII0CC Hl\1el{)T ¢11.rrnMeHTbl. Oatta·
HMCCTCH PH.ll. BeCbMa cyll.leCTr\eHHblX oco6eHHOCTCll, K0T0pbte He n03BOl'H K!ll04HTb p p0JI Stenopera Haumx Tpt'!\taT0,'l. OT.rHl411H 38KJII0'18IOTCH
CJJe
meM. Y H8WHX rpeMaTOJl. pOT003H 1If)IIC0C1-:8 3Ha411Te ..1bHO Kpyn11ee
pK>WHOli, npOKC'HMaJibHblH K0HCU no.rionoil 6ypcbl JlOX0!1Hi 110 33)1Hero KpaH

NeolwUcometra sebastis n. sp. St.l(e,RAI< ~1wu/fN
(Figs. 9-12)

lJ\
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Deposition of Specimens
National Museums of Canada, Ottawa; holotvoe No. 65 and paratypes No. 66.

:::!tes aleutianus (3/41; 1-2); S. alutus
(15/178; 1-7), type host; S. babcocki (3/10;
1-7); S. caurinus (l/26; 5); S. diploproa (2/20;
S. jlavidus (3/15; 1-2); S. helvomaculatus (4/10;
1-2); S. maliger (4/22; l); S. nigrocintus (3/-4;
2-218); S. reedi (1/11; 2); S. ruberrimus (1/14;
1); S. variegatus (2/14; 1-2); S. zacentrus
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(1/52; 1).

Habitat
Pyloric ceca and intestine.

Geographical Distribution
Northeastern Pacific, from southwestern On,.
gon to Cape Ommaney, Alaska.
Description (Based on 32 Specimens Unlea

Otherwise Noted)

V

Body slender, fusiform, 0.78-2.49 X 0.lS-0.47
(1.29 X 0.24), maximum width at acetabular ar
uterine level. Posterior end of body roundllL
Oral sucker terminal, well developed, conical,
spherical or trumpet-shaped depending Upal9
degree of contraction, 0.09-0.23 X 0.08-0.31
(0.13 X 0.17). Acetabulum rounded with tnmeverse aperture, 0.10-0.25 X 0.09-0.26 (0.14 )(
0.15), cup-shaped in lateral view. Sucker ratio
1:0.57 to 1.17 (1 :0.91). Forebody 0.27-0.tl
(0.47) long, about one-third of body length.
Prepharynx absent. Pharynx subspherical.
0.03-0.08 X 0.04 X 0.08 (0.05 X 0.05). Esophe-gus narrow, 0.13 X 0.55 (0.21) long, may
slightly sinuous. Cecal bifurcation in potteriet
half of forebody; ceca slender, terminaU119
blindly near the posterior tip of the bolt),"
posterior ends of ceca usually obscured -,
vitellaria.
Testes 2, almost entirely confined to posteriw
half of hindbody, tandem, usually conti....._
spherical or slightly longitudinally e l o ~
entire, wholly intercecal; transverse diameter of
anterior testis 0.09-0.29 (0.21), and of posterior
testis 0.07-0.31 (0.21). Posttesticular diataar
0.13-0.32 (0.19) or 12 to 16% of body lengtk.
Cirrus sac (Fig. 10) well developed, slipdy
curved, sigmoid or sinuous; extending patteriorly 0.16-0.63 (0.34) from the genital pore.
and 0.04-0.48 (0.15) from the posterior edge of
the acetabulum; maximum width 0.03-0.13
(0.06); usually with dextral bend at level of
acetabulum, rarely sinistral; containing a convoluted tubular seminal vesicle in posterior
reg_ion, and a muscular, extrusible cirrus and
scattered prostate cells anteriorly. Vasa erkrentia originate from anterior ends of testes and
enter base of cirrus sac. Genital pore median 11r
slightly submedian, usually postbifurcal. 111.1v be
slightly prebifurcal.
· 9-12.
_F10s.

. 5 mm

'veohe/icometra sebasris. ~·jg. 9. Whole mount ,
I
Fig. 11. Recon~lrucuon of f:l'nital compli.>x from 8- l 1)<;
• •\t:nlf}: I 1g. 10. :rernunal genitalia. ,·emr
canal, dorsal.
µ 1.
~ secuons. ig. 12. Semmal receptacle and Laurei

Ovary median, sinistral or de:w.tral. c~ntiguous
or not with anterior testis, roughly pyriform,
0.05 X 0.30 X 0.06-0. 26 (0.16 X 0.17), with a
mall dorsal Jobi! sometimes evident. Germidu~t
_{.fig. Jll__arjscs from anterior tip of ovary. ex.tends dorsally to insert into anteroventral half of
seminal receptacle, expanded ciliated portion not
evident. Seminal receptacle dorsal to ovary and
sometimes anterior to half of anterior testis,
usually large, spherical, oval or pyrifonn, 0.120.63 X 0.04-0.19 (0.26 X 0.10) (24 measurements), median or submedian, longitudinally or
diagonally oriented with anterior tip dextral;
anterior tip constricted and convoluted to form
Laurer's canal which opens dorsally at uterine
level or near base of cirrus sac (Fig. 12). Origin
of uterus from seminal receptacle immediately
adjacent to insertion of germiduct, proximal
portion receives vitelline duct and then extends
anteriorly, describing two to six spiral coils;
metraterm sinistral to distal end of cirrus sac,
terminates at common genital pore. Poorly developed, diffuse Mehlis gland surrounding proximal portion of uterus. Vitelline reservoir of
variable size, sometimes not evident, usually
dorsomedial to ovary. Vitellaria follicular.., usually arranged in three pairs of lateral clusters,
interrupted near the posterior half of acetabu.
lum and ovarian level; mostly dorsal in forebody,
confluent or not, extending anteriorly to or
slightly beyond cecal bifurcation, circumcecal ill
hindbody and confluent in posttesticular space;
anterior and posterior vitelline collecting d\.lQ9
join at ovarian level to form transverse dUdl
which terminate at the vitelline reservoir. Em
usually not numerous, 64-107 X 22-45 (77 X
(78 measurements), provided with polar filaments
~8 times the egg length.
Excretory pore terminal, well developed; a,.
cretory vesicle saccular, extending to level of
ovary.

3-,

Discussion

Four additional specimens included in tlll
paratypes but not in the measurements au·m._,,
characteristics which are not considered to
typical for the species. Th~e variations
.Proba~ly fixation artifacts. Two specimens ~
sess cirrus sacs whi..;h extend only slil.!hth·
posterior to the acetahulum because of th·e
transverse position of the posterior portion or
the ci_rrus sa~ or because of an arc-shaped
P?stenor portion. The two other spcdmens are
highly contracted with foreboJies one-fifth and
one-seventh of the body length. In one of the
contracted specimens, the testes are obliquely
arranged and the vitellaria extend to the pharvnx.
Although there is a marked tcndencv for. the
vitellaria. of N. sehastis to be arranged in the
thr~e paus of lateral clusters pre,·i@sly described, some specimens possess vitellaria which
are c_ontinuous or not interrupted at all the
described locations.
Neohelicometra !lebastis is unique in that it is
the only species of Neohelicometra with a cirrus
sac which extends far posterior to the acetabu-

lum. Neohelicometra antarctic{I(!. N. pfeurogram-

mi. S. ~corpaenae. and N. insolita are the othcr
specie'> of the genus (Table 5). Neohelicometra
inso/iLu and N. pleurogrammi possess vitellaria

which do not extend into the forebody. and
tandem. lobed testes; ;ind N. antarcticae ha~
obliqul! testes; whcrea~. N. :>ebastis posses~cs
"itcllaria which extend into the forebody and has
entire tandem testes. Neohelicometra seha~ris
appears to be most similar to N. scorpaenae,
except for the short cirrus sac and ani of the
latter species.
Arni ( I %9) reported two specimens of Helicometra sp. from Sehustec; maliger. These wen.!
reexamined and are referable to N. sehm·tis.
Sekcral and Arai (1973) also reported He/icn111etra sp. from S. altu11s. These specimens arc
also N. c;ehasris and are included in the abO\e
infrdion rates.

0

S1•01wt11pt1ms ::--ri\'a,;ta\',l, H..-t
Cil·neric diagnosis.
Allot n ·adii,l.u•, ~11t11pori11.w · H,Nl\' :-mall , ,mo•Jth,
clnngatt'. Oral surkl·r an<l phar\'IIX w,·11 ,\,•,·,•l11p1·1I. E:-11ph.1g11-. modl'fatdy
lung. l"t•c,l tt'rmin.ttin~ hli1Hll\" near po:-tt·riur t•xtrf"fmt,·. Act•tahulum
small, in mitldl.1.• third uf hotly . Tt·stt·:- d1.1g1111.tl. 111 po,tn111r half of ooh·.
\'esicula St'minalis winding , 1·11cl11-.t·1l i11 thm-w.dl,·d ,1..: tof?t>ther "'ith
prostatic cells and pars prostati, ., . whi.-h furm.; an «·lun,:ate ,·c ide
and opens c.lirectl~· into the 1-{enttal pon•. (~e111tal pun• tlor •.,l. rwar ldt
edf{e uf body at lenl nf mill<llt' or a11tni11r ,·11,l .,f an·t.ibulum. (h·ary
anterior to right testis. ~o rl'n·ptarulum :-1•1111111, 1..mrc-r ' canal pn·::it.'nt .
l'tt-rus coiled betwt•t·n tt-stt-s a111l acl't.tl111l11m . \'itt-11.ma ''"h'ru\ing along
rectt from posterior t'tHl of esophagus tu , .. ,.,t,·riur ,·xtrc·mity. ExcrE>tory
vesidt• passing bt.·twt·en testt-s tu .1h11ut ll'n·l of 11,·ary. Parasitic in

intt·stinc of mari,w fi:-ht':-.
Genutypc . .\'. trachuri (\'amag11t1. 1!1:l"4 1 ,rl\·.,:.ta,·.t, HM:?. (syn .
.\'otoporr,s t. Y.) (Pl. 8_. Fig. H3), in T,,,,J,""'' lr.Jt'huru,; : )fai,aka; Japan.
Flame cell formula :! _(t r- ~) -t - (2 • :!J .
1ft
Otlwr specil'S: X. yc.1ma~1'ti, Mau ll'r . Ii-.. 7. 111 T,.,, hw,ups crumt'"ophthJ/ma; Florida..

P£CO£ LI DAE

Opecoelidas
Neonotoporus trachuri (Yamaguti,1938 ) Y~maguti,1954
The following dia~nosis is based on three ~ravid specimens fixed in acetic

sublimate under a cover glass an<l stained with lfoidcnl}ain's hematnxylin.
Body nearly spindle-shaped, 1.6 2.0li mm long, with 1h1axirnum breadth of 0.55

combination not
actually made by
Srivastava,1942

0.58 mm in acetabulo-testicular zone. Eye-spots present. Cuticle unarmed. Oral
sucker terminal, approximately finger-howl-shaped, 0.11 0.12 U.15 0.2:1 mm. Prepharynx very short. Pharynx barrel-shaped, 70 90 ,15 60 p. Esophagus slender,
0.12-0.37 mm long, bifurcating at posterior part or middle of anterior third of body
according to state of contraction. Ceca simple, reaching to posterior extremity.
Acetabulum 0.16-0.18 mm in diameter, in anterior half of middle third of body.
Testes oval, obliquely tandem, at about middle of hindbody; the anterior
0:23 -0.28X0.2-0.25 mm, on the left; the posterior 0.3 0.33 0.16 0.25 mm, on the
right. Vesicula seminalis long, tortuous, gradually tapering toward its strongly
muscular distal portion, surrounded by numerous prostatic cells, extending over
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0.5mm

Fig. 32.

Notoporus trachuri; ventral \'iew.

acetabulum to shell gland compk. ·.
Pars prostatica oval to elliptical, surrounded by prostatic cells, O. l 0.125X
0.06 0.08 mm, outside left CCL um, with
its ct·nt<'r on a level with anterior part
of acetabulum, opening directly into
genital atrium.
Vcsicula scminalis,
pars prostaticn and prostatic cells
enclosed in a mt'mbrnnous pou ·h. Genital pore clorsal, usually h•vcl with
mic.lclk of acctabulum, about 60 µ. away
from lcf t body margin.
Ovary subglnbular, 0.1 -0.13 mm
in diameter, dcxtral, a little behind
middle of body.
Germiduct arising
from anterior end of ovary and turning sinistroposteriad to join vitelline
reservoir. giving off Laurer's canal at
the point of its bending. Laurer's
canal slightly enlarged at its beginning, running straight backwards and
inward<; to open on middorsal surface
at level of anterior end of left testis.
Shell gland between ovary and vesicula seminalis. Vitellaria extending
from posterior part of esophagus to
cecal ends, interrupted for a short
distance at genital pore and vicinity.
Vitelline reservoir anterosinistral to
ovary. Uterus winding between testec;
and acetabulum, intruding into space
between ovary and right testis. The
metraterm proceeds toward the left
from the dorsal side of the acetabulum
ancl after crossing the distal e11d of
the vesicula seminalis on its dorsal
side comes to lie along the left margin

of the pars prostatica and finally opens into the genital atrium immediately behind
t~.[Q.iJ.le genital pore. Eggs elliptical, not very numerous, light brown, thick-

~ ~ ;•ffi,-90 ,40 -47 !1·-::·,:t ~retory vesicle tubular, with terminal aperture, passing in an S-shaped
between two testes, reaching to level of anterior end of antt•rior testis.
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14. Notopo,111 c~ra,egia n. ep. ; ~
Pl. IV, F11, 10.
Habitat. Small inteetine of Carans ,q,,,Ja T emm. et Schles. ·
Locality and date. Taizi, Wakayama Prefech•e; May 11;

v- ._~.

.

IMI
e ~v ape
mate acler a cover elip,

u,ual.
. Body elongate, 1.31 mm in len1th, with maximum breadth of
0.7 mm behind itl middle. Poeterior extremity produced into a
cone 0.12 mm lon1 by 0.2 mm bro_-d, on the truncate tip of which
opene the excretory veeicle. Cuticle unarmed, aubcuticular' circular
and lonsitudinal muecle fibers well developed, diagonal muede
~iben abeent. Eye-spot• indistinct. Oral sucker terminal, flat•
tened, with wide, anteroventrally directed aperture, 0.2X0.27 mm.
Prepharynz extremely abort .. Pharynx barrel-shaped, 0.105X0 063
mm, auarded on each side by a etrina of muacle fibers arising from
anterior end of eeophagus and runnin1r toward oral sucker. EaoPhal'UI slender, with well developed longitudinal muscle, about
0.4 mm long, bifurcating 0.55 mm in front of acetabulum. Ceca
eimple, terminating just in front of tail cone. Acetabulum about
0.25 mm in diameter, situated in anterior haU of middle third of
body,
T eatea irregularly lobed by shallow and deep incisions, contiruous and obliquely tandem, with their centers in anterior haU of
posterior third of body. Vesicula seminalis tubular, 75 I' wide,
extending sinuously 0.3 mm back of acetabulum, with its proximal
end turned forward, aurrounded throughout by prostate cells, whose
ducts are directed toward the pars prostatica. The vesicula seminalis, prostate cells and pars prostatica are inclosed in a tubular,
arcuate, muscular false cirrus pouch, which is 0.2 mm in diameter
and consists ·of weak inner longitudinal and strong outer circular
muscles. Pars prostatica cylindrical, 54 t1 in diameter, constricted
at its junction with vesicula seminalis, opening directly into genital
atrium. Genital pore very wide, dorsal, close to left margin of
body a little in front of acetabulum, lined wJth cuticle and surrounded by radial muscle fibers, which are much stronger on the
)eh than on the right.
Ovary 0.ZX0.175 mm, divided into a dorsal central part and
three rounded ventral lobes 75- 100 I' in diameter, situated inside
right cecum at about middle of fourth sixth of body. The germiduct
arising from the central part describes a semicircle along the right
border of the anterior lobe of the ovary, at the anterior end of
which it turns forward and proceeds toward the ootype. The
Laurer' s canal is given off at thi<> point of turning of the germiduct
as if it were the direct continuation of the latter, and after forming
a V-shaped loop ope ns on the mid rlo rsal surface at about the same
level as the I int of ,ts oripin. \ ~ 11 l~~e f J icle rxtendinr around
:::--hom po no r end ol esopl u to t ecal e n-fa, terrupted at
the place w ilt rr the I ft cecu m cro, ea the metra¥rm and (alee
cirrus pouch dorsall y. Inconspicuous v· telline r,m'r and ite
efferent duct situa te d in m e di~n line ~u• t in front of ;' . _ ·1 openina .
of Laurer's canal. Ute rine coil• conhned to ~rea . ~ ed by ace•
tabulum, left cecum, testes, ovary and ves1cula s.;minalia. The
rm is 36 o wide as it passes dorsal to the acetabulum, Mr•
m e tra t e .ttle as it• crosses the f a lse carrus
.
pouc h obl'1que1y, but it
rows a 11 .der again toward its
.
d
•
antero extral end 01t the 1renital
Wl
b e comes
·
Eggs oval, light brown, 72 - 81 X 42 - 45 11.
atrium.
· at tip
· of tat·t cone, extending
Excretory vesicle tubu lar, openi~g
• de between two testes m .a gentle S shaped curve to
on d orsa1 S1 erior end of ovary, w h ere at
· gwes
·
· o f co11ectina
o ff a pan
)eve I o f pos t
vessTelhs:
. s •s distinguished from the most closely allied Noto.
as specie· y 1 maguti J938 by t he d'astmct
.
Iob atton
. of the ovary
Jinrus
trac
hurz a
•
,
. I
r~
b the po3itlon of the gemta pore, etc.
and testes, Y

heonotopor ue

car a ngis (Yam., 1951)
Skr j abin & Fetrow,

1958
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72. Neor,otoporus maruadsi..a....ap-.

'< c:,.""'.

>\

C\~ t)

(Fig. 86)
86A

HABITAT: Intestine and pyloric ceca of Decapterus
maruadsi; Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll, No. 63699.
DESCRIPTION (based on three whole mounts): Body
elongate, 2.8-3.0S mm long, up to 0.8-0.86 mm wide
about middle of hindbody, produced backward into
trapezoidal caudal process, at the apical center of which
opens the excretory vesicle. No distinct eyespots. Oral
sucker terminal, saucer-shaped, 0.12-0.13 X 0.21-0.26
mm; pharynx globu,~ar. 70-80 X 90-100 µ; esophagus
0.4S-O.S6 mm long, bifurcating posterior to middle of
anterior third of body; ceca terminating blindly at
posterior extremity. Acetabulum 0.18-0.22 mm in diameter, a little smaller than oral sucker, confined to
anterior half of middle third of body.
Testes diagonal, distinctly lobed, nearer to posterior
extremity than to acetabulum, 0.42-0.5S X 0.25-0.3S
mm; anterior testis at junction of middle with posterior
third of body. Vasa efferentia opening together at
anterior end of recurved proximal portion of seminal
vesicle as in Neonotoporus carangis Yamaguti, 19S 1.
Male terminal pouch claviform, curved, 0.6-0.74 X 0.150.23 mm, extending from anterior to ovary to genital
pore; its wall consists of weak longitudinal inner, and
stronger circular outer, muscle fibers, the latter being
very conspicuous anteriorly and continued over the
genital atrium, with or without constriction between male
terminal pouch and genital atrium. Seminal vesicle
tubular, approximately N-shaped; distal cylindrical portion up to 70-100 µ wide; pars prostatica very wide
(O.14 mm wide in the type), lined with very tall epithtlia,
opening directly into genital atrium. Prostatic celll
occupying all available space of male terminal pouch.
Genital atrium 80-100 µ in inside diameter, lined with
cuticle and provided with meridional muscle fiben
ventrally, but with circular fibers at and near its junction·
with male terminal pouch. Genital pore circular, opening
dorsally close to left margin of body, anterosinistral to
acetabulum.
Ovary trilobate, 0.13-0.17 X 0.1-0.13 mm, just medial
to right cecum at a postequatorial level, confined to
posterior half of middle third of body. Laurer's canal
arising from left side of germiduct near its origin, running
transversely to median line where it turns back on itself,
and then opens dorsally to right of median line at level
of vitelline reservoir. Germiduct joining vitelline reservoir
at its anterior end and surrounded by shell gland cells.
Uterus confined to intercecal field between anterior
testis and acetabulum; metraterm passing dorsal to male
pouch, opening into genital atrium from right side. Bus
elongate oval, 81-90 X 46-54 µ in life. Vitellaria extendina
along ceca, commencing at posterior end of esophagus;
vitelline reservoir elongate triangular, situat~d longitudinally between ovary and posterior end of male pouch.
Excretory vesicle tubular, reaching to level of anterior
testis; excretory pore at apex of caudal projection as
mentioned above.
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DISCUSSION: This species resembles Neonotoporu1
carangis Yamaguti, 19S 1 from Caranx equula of Japan
so closely that on cursory examination the two may be
regarded as identical, but in the present species tlie
seminal vesicle is N-shaped instead of sigmoid, the pars
prostatica is much wider (0.14 mm vs. 54 µ), and the
eggs are definitely larger (81-90 X 46-5 4 µ vs. 72-81 X
42-45 µ). The specific name refers to the local name of
the host fish.

(.)pecoelidae
Neonotoporus novaezelandic11s sp. nov.
P~. 2 ~ebedev,1968
Hu: Trachurus novae-;:efandiae ( 40 ncKpUTIIH).

Xo 3 H
JI OK a JI H 3 a U If H:

flliLUl'BapllTC','ll>lllilfl TpaKT.

Me c To o 6 u a p y >Ke H II n:
3KcTeHCHBHOCTb
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Tao1a11ono Mope.
:rnpaml'IIJIH 50%,
llHTeHCHBHOCTb:

t-

3K3.

r OJI OT H n:

npenapar M1 113 -~m I.
n H Ca H H C. TeJlo Yil,1llllCHIIOC, lll'pc1e11ooopa311or,
H 0,59 MM B w11pI111y. PoTOBafl ll[)IIL'OCKa TCpMHHa.,1bHaH, pa3 p M
0,29X0,21 AUL IlpecpapHllKC BC
UhlpcliK('II, cpapl!HKC TOJICTOCTel I l:a!H,
O,IOX 0,07 MM. Timu.eso.a: ro.11cn1h, 1v11111oi1 0,5 I .w,lt, WHPHHOH 0,08 MM, p
BblXOJJ.e H3 cpapHHKCa 06pa1yC'T H3rJ1(), Paccrosrnue JI.O KHWe4HOH 6Hq>yp aUHH 0,76 MM. Knwe4Hble CTBOJlbl npoCTblC, ..10XOD.HT ,'lO 33,IJ.HCro KOHUa 1 .,a,
HX TOJilll,HHa - .no 0,04 AUt. 6p1ow11aH 11p11coCKa ,llH3MCTpOM 0,19 MM, pncOOJIO>KeHa B cpe)IHeH 4acrn re.'la.
CeMeHHHKH .'lonaCTHbIC, Jie>KaT no Jll1aro11a.1H 8 3a)ItteH TpeTH Te.11
O,llHH n038D.H .D.pyroro. TiepCJJ.Hllli CCMeHHHK pacnO.,'JO.>t<.eH C JieBOH CTOpOHhl,
38)1.HHH C npaBOH. CeMeHHOH nyJbipeK lf3BHTOH, OKpy>KeH MHOrO'IHtneHHblMH npoc1aTH4eCKHMH KJieTKa MH, 1aKJI104CIIHblMH
B MOlllHYIO MYCKYJIK·
ctyio 060J1o'IKY, 06pa3y51 TaK 11a3b1BacMy10 npocram4ecKy10 6ypcy.
npoKCHM3JlbHaH 43CTb npocTaTII4C'CKOH 6ypCbl 32KJllOtJaeT CeMeHHOA ny3bl•
peK pa3MepoM 0,05X0,08 MM. f1pocnlTH4eCKaH 6ypca pa3MepOM 0,74X
XO, l MM. Co6cTseuuo npoCTaTH4ecKan lJaCTb oaaJibHaH, OTKpblsaeTCSI
Henocpe.ncTBeHHO a no.,osoH arpHyM, ornepcrnc KoToporo pacnoJ1araeTCH Ha
JieBOH JiaTepaJibHOH cropoue HeCKO.ll.iKO sncpC)IJi 6pIOWHOH npHCOCKJI.
noJIOBOe OTBepcTHe WHpOKOe, BblCT.'Ja110 l'H.lbHO pa3Bl1Tb1MH pa)IHaJlbHblMH
H npo)IOJlbHblMH MYCKYJlbHbfMH B0.10KIIaMI1. ll.11aMeTp noJIOBOro OTBepcTHH

0

0,12

MM.

5IH'IHHK ueJibHOKpaHHblH, OBa.1bHbiii, pa3MepOM 0,41 X 0, 10 MM. Cna6oBblpa>KeHHbIH )KeJIT04HblH pe3epaya p .1eiKJIT Me>Kny Sllft-HflfKOM H OCHosaHHeM npocTaTH4eCKOH 6ypcbl. Te.ribue Memtca pacnO.l'JO)KeHo Me)KJJ.y SlH'-IHHKOM H npoKCHMaJibHOH lJaCTblO npOCT8TlJl!l'CK011 6ypcbJ Ha ypostte .>t<.eJJTO'I.HOro pe3epsyapa. MerparepM npoxon.ur n.op3a;Ibt-1ee 6piowHOH npHt 1 ·to.u
H OTKpbrnaercn B nOJIOBOl1 arpI-ryr.I Bllepe,'I,lf MYiKCKOro TlO.'IOBOro OTBep THff •
.SHu.{a .3JIJIHnTH4eCKHe, C TOJICTOH o60.104KOH, pa3MCpOM )10 0,095 X 0,060 ,WM.
3KcKpeTOpHblH ny3blpb rpy64aTblH, l" YTOJIIUCllllOll llHCT8JibHOH 4at'., IJ IO,
OTKpblsaeTCH repMHHaJibHO .
H 3 l\f e H 4 HBO CT b n pH 3 II a KO B. )l.111Ha Te/Ia sapbl-tpyer OT 1,82
.no 2,96 MM, M3KCl1Ma.'lbHaH WHp11Ha 0,56 0,92 .M,tt. PoTOBaH npl!CfJ ' Ka
-0,24-0,36X0,15-0,23 MM. <l>apHHh:c O,lOX0,07 0,10 . MA-t. CTHiu:esoJ.1. 1.11rHOH 0,42-0,68 MAt. PacCTOHHHC OT nepell.Hero KOHUa TeJia n.o 61-1¢yp1rn u1m
KHllle4HHKa 0,69-0,77 At.M .
CeMeinlllKII pa 3Mep oM 0,27--0,51 X0.:.!50,31 MM. CeMeHHOH nyab1peK-0,3I -0,51 X 0,05- 0,I0 MM. f1pocraTH4l 1 KaSI
oypca pa3MepoM 0,52-0,74X0,17 .MM. 51H4l1HK -0,10-0,41 X0,08-0,1-; M-~)lHaMerp nOJIOBOro OTBepCTHH 0,08-0, 12 .AUt. Pa3Mepbl
HHU: -0, )90,095 X 0,045-0,06 MM.
Jlncpcpepettu.HaJibHbIH .LJ.HarH03. B po,a:e Neonotoporus Srivastava, 1942 ceH4ac HMeIOTCH rpH BH,a:a· N. trarhuri ('\amaguti, 1938), N . carangis (Yamaguti, 1951) H N. yamagutii .i\\anll'r, 1947. Bee OHH napa3H•
THpyIOT y CT3BpH.LJ.OBbIX pbI6.
Do CTpOeHHlO OOHCL,1 t 11,1(1 111.1 6.1 11 ~.Jh t\ JI. HeC' ODHC8HllblM, HO OT.'111'laeTCSl OT H'HX pHD.OM np11 Hf,ihll
Or \ trutlwri ttaWH .3K3t'Mn.1Hpbl OT.111·
l.(3IOTCH HaJ!Ht{HCM .'lO □ aCTHhlX r \i HllllhOB, xapaKrepHbIX Tah>KC 11,.lH N. CQ·
rangis H N. yamagutii. OT n o1 , 11111, n.syx BHD.OB omJCbUl,H'Mble :1K3e,, ~
flJJHpbl OT.1H43IOTCfl 60.'lbWll\111 '"' i\li fl '.iMH 5HIU, a TaK.>t<.e TO.'lCTOCTtllllUH
o6K.IIallKOH JI.HCTaJibHOH 4aCTII ii k.pl TOpI-10ro ny3blp51. Y 1mTulBaH xapaKTCp
rn¢¢cpeHuna.'lbHblX npH3HahoB . !10 I\.OTOpbIM BbUY,e.,eHbl pallt'~' OTlllCdllHble
l, po)Ie BH.ll.bl, MO>KHO yrsepiK,l3Tb, 1ITO nepetIHC.TICHHbIX OT.1H4HH .Il.Ol'TaTO'-IHO
.LJ..'lH Bbl)IC.'le!llrn HaWHX 3K3e~mJIStpoa B Kal{C'CTBe caMOCTOfITl'.1bHOro BHLl,a
,f\'l'onotoporns novaezelandicuc; sp. nov.
j
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73. Neonotoporus opelu ~ - '(CA."""·•\ q
(Fig. 87)

,-o

HABITAT: Intestine of Decapterus pinnulatus (local
name "opelu"); Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63700.
DESCRIPTION (based on 25 whole mounts): Body
elongated lageniform,blunt-pointed at both ends, 0.521.3 mm long, up to 0.16-0.36 mm wide in postequatorial
region; posterior extremity may be produced into a
blunt-conical projection. Cuticle unarmed. Eyespots
present, but rather obsolete. Oral sucker terminal,
fingerbowl-shaped,
40-100 X 70-160 µ;
pr~pharynx
practically absent; pharynx barrel-shaped. 20-50 X 2045 µ.. Esophagus slender, 0.1-0.35 mm long, bifurcating
in posterior half of anterior third of body; ceca terminating blindly at posterior end of body. Acetabulum 60180 µ in transverse diameter, equatorial or postequatorial.
Testes oval, entire, 50-200 X 30-1 IOµ diagonal. contiguous or not, in posterior third of body, with their
longitudinal axes divergent anteriorly. Male sac or
pseudocirrus pouch (prostatic sac of Manter. 1947)
cylindrical, thin-walled, 0.09-0.4 X 0.02-0.08 mm. extending arcuately from dorsal side of acetabulum to
genital pore which lies close to the left margin of the
body at the acetabular level. Seminal vesicle tubular,
enlarged posteriorly,~ to 14-35 µ wide; its attenuated
distal portion winding, provided with circular muscle
fibers before leading into prostatic vesicle. Prostatil
vesicle well devloped, cylindrical, 98 X 37 µ in the type.
opening directly dorsally close to left margin of body;
prostatic cells occupying all available space within
pseudocirrus pouch or male terminal pouch.
Ovary oval, entire or irregularly indented. but not
lobed, 46-90 X 34-60 µ, situated immediately medial to
right cecum a short distance posterior to acetabulum at
junction of middle with posterior third of body. Laurer's
canal crossing vitelline reservoir dorsally. distended with
sperm immediately behind posterior border of this
reservoir as if it formed a small seminal receptacle. and
opening posterior or posteromedial to vitelline reservoir.
Uterus coiled in intercecal field anterior to testes and
dorsal to acetabulum, containing a small number (7-17)
of oval eggs; metraterm weakly developed along posterior
m~in of pseudocirrus pouch. Eggs 60-82 X 37-46 µ in
balsam mounts, 70-77 X 42-46 µ in life. Vitellaria exactly co-extensive with whole length of intestine; vitdhn1.;
reservoir irregularly triangular, immediately medial to
ovary. Excretory vesicle tubular. reaching to le\el of
ovary, with terminal pore.
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the must closdy
related Neonotoporus trachuri (Yamaguti. 1938) from
Trachurus trachurus of Japan in possessing mort'
posterior testes, in sucker ratio, and in body shape, and
from N. yamagutii Manter, 1947 from Trachurops
crumenoph thalm us of Florida in the testes being unlobed
and situated distinctly nearer to the posterior extremity
than to the acetabulum and in egg width (37-46 µ
vs. 34 µ).
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Notoporinae

74.

Neonotoporus yamagutii n. sp.
Fig. 49

HosT: Trachurops crumenophthalma (Bloch), goggle-eye; in 2 of 5 hosts examined.
LocATION: Intestine.

Description (based on 2_ specimens) : Body smooth, elongate, widening
very gradually to near poster10r end then tapering abruptly almost to a point;
1.147 to 1.175 mm long; 0.285 to 0.337 mm in greatest width. Oral sucker
large, widening anteriorly, wider than long, 0.142 to 0.180 mm in transverse
1947)
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diameter. Acetabulum l~cated about at midbody, subcircular, 0.112 to 0.134
mm in diameter; sucker ratio about 1 :0.75 (range 0.74 to 0.78), or 4:3
Pharynx twice longer than wide; 0.063 to 0.085 by 0.034 to 0.042 mm; esophagus longer than pharynx; intestinal bifurcation about halfway between
pharynx and acetabulum; ceca ending blindly near posterior end of body.
Genital pore dorsal, near left edge of body at level of anterior end of acetabulum. Testes two, lobed, diagonal, close together, overlapping, halfway
between acetabulum and posterior end of body. Male sac thin-walled, large,
curving around the right side of the acetabulum which it partly overlaps,
extending from genital pore to ovary, cros5ing left cecum ventrally, almost
equally wide along its length; containing a large elongate prostatic vesicle
surrounded by a few gland cells, an ejaculatory duct or pars prostatica (?)
coiled adjacent to the prostatic vesicle, leading to the seminal vesicle which is
coiled in the basal third of the sac. Since no cirrus is present, the name prostatic sac is suggested for this sac. Ovary lobed ( in type specimen) or
unlobed (in co-type), to right of midline. a short distance anterior to right
testis; uterus chiefly between ovary and left testis, anterior to right testis;
eggs few, large, 76 to 78 by 34 µ,; seminal receptacle lacking; vitelline follicles
from level of intestinal bifurcation to near posterior end of body, filling most
of body except for regions of reproductive organs and a space near the
genital pore; yolk reservoir between base of prostatic sac and ovary. Excretory
vesicle passing between testes to about the level of the ovary.
Discussion: In 1938, Y amaguti named a new family, Notoporidae, for
two species of trematodes, Notoporus leignathi and N. trachuri. They had
some characters of the Allocreadiidae but were peculiar in possessing a dorsal
genital pore, in lacking a cirrus, the prostatic vesicle opening directly into
the genital pore. Thus, even an ejaculatory duct was lacking. The type
species, N. leiognathi, had no trace of a "cirrus sac", but N. trachuri possessed a membraneous sac surrounding the prostatic vesicle, the pars prostatica, and the seminal vesicle. Y amaguri called this sac a cirrus sac but
since a cirrus is entirely lacking the term is not appropriate .
Srivastava (1942) considered the Notoporidae only a subfamily, Notoporinae, in the family Allocreadiidae, and transferred N. trachttri to a new
genus, Neonotoporus, on the basis of its prostatic sac ("cirrus sac"). I
agree with these changes proposed by Srivastava, although the family should
probably be Opecoelidae.
·
My species clearly belongs in the genus Neonotoporus. It differs from the
only other species, N. trachuri, in being considerably smaller, in its relatively
large pharynx and shorter esophagus, in more posterior acetabulum, in shape
of body which is widest near the posterior end rather than at acetabular level,
in lobed testes, and in less anterior extent of the vitellaria.
It might be noted that the Japanese host of this peculiar genus of
trematodes is closely related to the host at T ortugas.
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Neonotoporus yamag11tii Manter, 1947
Host,-Selar cmme11o pthalm11s (Bloch)
goggle-eyed scad.
'
Location.-1 2 intestine.
Localit,,.-Off Lerner Laboratory Pier,
I Bimini, B.W.I. [new locality record}. Previously known from Tortugas.
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Opecoelinae: Body medium me, eloapted, 1ub-cylindricaJ
with rounded anterior and poeterior end,; integument amootb ; oral
aperture tub-terminal in poaition and in tbe middle of the oral sucker ;
acetabulum in the anterior third or the body and •mailer than the oral
1ucter ; prepharym ,...-11 ; pbaryna 1tron1 aad mlllCUlar ; oeaopbap,
short or loa1; intestinal caeca opeain1 iat4an atrium (uroproct). wbtcb
also ~eceivea tho opeoina or tho ellcrotory bladder ; toa&ea oval. postacetabular, poet-ovarian and intercaecal one bohiacl the other in tho
middle of the body ; anterior testi1 •mailer than poeterior or equal in
■i7.e ; genital pore median and intercucal in politioa ; cirrus aac
between the inteatinal bifurcation and the ventral ■uckor, vesicu)a
seminaJu confined wilbin the cirrua ■ac, pan proatatica, ejaculatory
duct, muieular cirrus anft prostate gland colla preaent; ovary io the
anterior half of the body posterior to ventral auctor, oval or 1pherkal
in shape; receptaculam seminis, yolk sac and Laurer'a canal present ;
vitelline glands mainly lateral in position extending from anterior
region of the ovary to a little in front _o f the posterior end of the body
and Clltending_in the middle behind the posterior teat.is ; uterus with few
coila, betweel'I the anterior testis and the aeni tal pore; eggs oval, few
in number and of large size; excretory bladder tubular extending from
behind the posterior testis to the bind end of tbe body.
Parasites of frcth•water fishes.

Host.-Macrone, cava.rius ( Ham. )

and

H1terpn,u.r1e~ fossi/ls

(Bloch.)

Habitat.-lntestine.
Loca/ity.-Saharanour.

The author has re-examined the type 1pccimcn1 or the aener■
Neopecoelina and lucknoldes and found that tho presumptions made
by Yamaguti is incorrect. The 1enu1 Luclcnoldes is distincl from
Neopecoe//na in the possession of a bulbous oosopha1111. ·1n havina a
pars prostadca, and in the position of genital pore. The "part marked
0
Par" ia the .. Pars proatatica" and not ·the anterior part of seminal
vesicle, and the sub-median position of genital pore is not an anifact
but is its natural position. The marginal ribs of the eqa arc not due
to shrinkage but they arc definitely present in the eg shell.
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(Pip. 1-3)

Twelve trematodll were recovered from the intestine or fresh-water
.&abet, Macrort11 caWll#tll (Ham.), and Hettropnn,tes fossllis (Bloch),
from the pond• of Satiaranpur district durina tbe m&nths of September
and October in 1950. The number or fish• dinected was about 100
and out or these only 5 were infected with tbeae forms. The forms
recovered from Macrorw, cava.r/111 (Ham.), were mature while only
three immature forms were recovered from Htttropneustes Joni/is
(Bloch.)
The distomes in tbe livina condition, are almoat white with a
pinkish 1atcb in th, middle. The body is thin, transparent, elongated
and sub-cylindrical with rounded anterior and posterior ends. The skin
is smooth and devoid or spines. The lenath of the worm varies from
2.96 to 4.3 mm. and the greatest breadth is from Q.61 to 0.85 mm. in
the anterior region of the ventral suckrr. The type specimen measures

4.3 mm in length by 0,78 mrn, in breadth in the regon of the cirrus
nae.
The sub-terminal oral sucker is oval,• broader tho long and measures
0.35 mm, in Jtngtb by 0.45 mm, in breadth. The vehtraf ~uker is
smaller tl~an the oral su,.:kcr and measures 0.28 mm. in length by
C.26 mm. in bread.,. It 1s s1tua1 J 10 th e anterior third of the body at a
distance of 1.08 mm. fr1>m th e r1t 1or end of the bod y. The mou th
is ao oval aperture in the nuJJle 1,r the or JI ucke r. A , cry short
prepharyn
i~ pre,;cnt The phan ,
,,;; spheric:il and measurl',

0.12 mm. in diameter. The pharynx is 1ucceedec:I by an oesophagus, .
measuring 0.08 mm. In ltngtb by 0.08 mm. in breadth. · lo 1C'me cases
the oe1ophag111 is fairly long. The oeaopba1111 divides into two
inteatinal caeca which are long, 1tniabt. ud unbranched tubes running
approximately parallel to the lateral margin and opening into the
excretory vesicle near the ucretory pore. The common •trium
(uroproct) tbu1 formed open• to the out.aide at tbe poaterior end of
the body.
.
.
The excretory bladder is a lon1 tubular structure extendin1 from
behind the posterior testis to the posterior end of the body, wbete it
opens to the outside through an atrium (uroproct) which also receives
the openings of the two intestinal caeca.
The genital pore it median and intercaecaJ in position lying at a
distance of 0.88 mm. from the anterior end of tbe body and 0.18 mm.
anterior to ventral sucker.
The two-testes are oval in shape and lie one behind the other in
the middle of the body posterior to ovary. The anterior testis is
smaller than the posterior an~ measures 0.28 ..mm. in length by 0.26 mm.
in breadth. It is sittsated at a distance of 1.84 mm. from the anterior
end of the body. The posterior testis lies just behind the anterior testis
and measures 0.3S mm. in len1tb by 0.26 mm. in breadth. It lies at a
distance of 2.18 mm. from the anterior eod of the body and 0.0S mm.
behind the anterior testis. In some ca1e1 the testes are equal in
dimension■• The cirrus sac ia a larae oval organ plaoed obliquely

i.·\
,
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between the inteatinal bifurcation and ventral sucker. It is situated
at I diatuce of 0.84 mm. from the anterior end of the body: It
7 mm. ia lenath by 0.12 mm. in breadth. The veaacu1a
meaaurea 0.2
·
1·.. ·
aeminali■ Jiu in the poaterior part of the cirrus aac. It••. aac- 1.e 10
form and meaaurea 0.12 mm. in length by 0.04 mm. 10_ breadth.
aeminalis is an elongated pars. proatataca . about
· to v-a·cula
Anler1or
....
0.1 mm. l\)ng by 0.038 mm. broad. The pars pro1tat1~ open, into a
narrow ejac9atory duct, about 0.05 mm. l~og, which o~n• to the
outside through a long muscular cirrus measurang 0.03 mm. 10 length.
The vcsicula scmioalis and par prostatica are surrounded by a number
of prostate gland cells.
The ovary is an oval organ lying at a distance of 1.42 mm. from
the anterbr end of the body. It is situated on the right side of the
body behind the ventral sucker and mcuuret 0.21 mm. in length by
O.16 mm. in breadth. The oviduct ari1e1 from the anterior region of
the ovary and runs towards the left to open at the ootype. The
receptaculum aeminis is a well developed ftask-lbaped organ lying on
the left side of tho ovary and partly touchiaJ it. It is 0.27 mm. in
length by O 07 mm in breadth. A Laurer'1 canal i1 present and opens
at the ootype near the op~oina of the receptaculum aeminis. A large
number of small Mehli1' (shell) gland cell, aurroand the ootype. The
vitelline glands are well developed, extending from the anterior region
or the ovary to a littl: in front of the posterior end of the body . They
are mainly lateral in position but cover the intestinal caeca and
extend in the middle behind the posterior testis. The vitelline follicles
are or large 1ize. The two transverse vitelliiie ducll from the right
and left side join together and form a yolk resenoir on the left side
el tbe rec:eptaculum seminis which opens att the ootype by a short duct. ,......-;
•raa arises from the posterior side of the ootype between the
..,_.. ol the receptaculum aeminis and the yolk uc. It runs backwardl apto the posterior end of the yolk sac and then runs forward
forming a few coi11 between the anterior testis and the genital opening.
Baa are few in number, oval in 1bape and of large aize measuring
0.11~.12 mm. in length by 0.08-0.09 mm. i, breadth.

Dlacuuion.-Tbe new form NeopuMlina 1a/toranpurensi.J, as will
appear from the: forcgoin1 description, bclonp to tbe sub.family
Opecoelinae Stunkard, 1931. It differs from all the known genera in
Ille po11e11ion of a muscular cirrus sac with vcaicula seminal~ confined
within it, in the presence of a muscular cirrus, in the absence of vesicula
temiaalia e1terna, in bavio1 i,on-protrusible ventr&l 111cker 1mallcr than
tbe oral sucker and in lbe extension of the excretory bladder upto
tbe bind end of the teates. The new form clo1ely resembles
P1~c~/loides and Opecoi'/oide1, in the posae11ioo of a common ·
opeoin1 for tbe intestinal caeca and excretory bladder (uroprocl). It,
bowever, differs from both of them in the absence of a peduncu)atcd
acetabu) um and in the possession of a w~ll developed cirrus sac with
vesicula 1emioalis confined within. it. These differences are enough to

S.P.vt1p1a

establish a new aenua-N,op~~,,_ with N. __.IIII/IIIHMU u the

type species.

--

Neopecoelina saharanpuriensis Gupta 1955
Host-Channa (Ophiocephalus) punctarus

(Bloch)
Site-Intestine
Locality-Dacca
Gupta (1955) erected the genus Neopecoe/ina
and described N. saharanpuriensis from the intestine of Mc,c•ro,u•.1· camsius (Ham) and Herero pneustes fuj•silis(Bloch) from Saharanpur, India.
The present ~aterial resembles this species very
closely in all respects. The occurrence of the
species in Channa (Ophiocephalus) punctatus
from Dacca. Bangladesh records a new host
and locality.
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Opecoel1dae
NEOPODOCOTYLOIDES Pr1tchard,1966
Neopodocotyloides

qUfl · ,n,.

This genus is proposed for Podocotyle-like species with a stalked acetabulum and
a lobed ovary.
Generic diagnosis: Body elongate, unspincd. Acetabulum with stalk or
peduncle. Oral sucker smaller than acetabulum, prcpharynx short, pharynx small to
moderately large, esophagus as long or longer than pharynx, ceca terminating near
posterior end of body. Testes smooth, ovoid or slightly lobed, tandem, in posterior
half of body. Cirrus sac long or short, seminal vesicle straight or with single loop.
Ovary pretesticular, lobed. Seminal receptacle and Laurer's canal present. \'itellaria
in hindbody, extending to base of acetabular stalk or not, circumcecal, intPrrupted or
not at level of testes, more or less confluent in posttesticular space, between t('stcs
or not. Uterus preovarian; metraterm more or less developed. Excretory vc•sielc to
level of ovary. Genital pore sinistral at level of bifurcation or esophagus. Intestinal
parasites of marine fishes. Type species: N. sinusaccus (CHING, 1960) n. comb. (syn.
Podocotyle s. C. ). Other species:
2. N. caithnessi (MANTER, 1954) n. comb.
(sy. Podocotyle c. :i\>I.)

3. N. pedunculatus (PARK, 1937) n. comb.
(syn. Podocotyle p. P.)

'/

Neopodocotyloides corresponds to Podocotyloides in the same way that Podocotyle
corresponds to Allopodocotyle, i. e., the ovary is lobed rather than smooth. Two
species have a rather short peduncle, but N. simtsaccus has a long stalk. Two sprcies
are from cottids of the American Pacific while the third is from an eel in New Zealand.

-~

~

Family 0PECOELIDAE
9. Podocotyle sinusacca n. sp. (figs. 5, 6)

Ching,1960

Host: Leptocottus a.rmatus Girard, cabezon (Cottidae).
Location: Intestine.
Freq1tency: Six specimens in one of two mature hosts examined.
Description (measurements on 5 of 6 specimens, average in parentheses): Body smooth,
very elongate, tapering to a blunt point at posterior end; length 2.40 to 2.92 (2.67), width at the
level of ovary, 0.16 to 0.32 (0.27). Oral sucker terminal to subterminal, 0.15 to 0.16 (0.16) in
diameter. Sucker ratio 1 : I .4. Acetabulum 0.18 to 0.26 by 0.22 to 0.28 ( 0.22 by 0.26), about
one-sixth to one-seventh from the anterior end of body, 0.36 to 0.72 (0.50) ; borne on a stalk
which may project as far as 0.57 from the body. Prepharynx short, pharynx almost round, 0.07
to 0.14 (0.10) in diameter; esophagus 0.13 to 0.17 (0.15) long; intestinal ceca almost reaching
posterior end of body. Genital pore to left of intestinal bifurcation; cirrus sac very long, sinuate, extending halfway between the acetabulum and ovary; cirrus protrusible. Seminal vesicle
constricted into a small anterior part and a large posterior part, the narrow connection between
the two folded once, and overlapping the posterior part (fig. 3). Testes tandem, ovoid and
slightly lobed; anterior testis 0.20 to 0.25 by 0.15 to 0.20 (0.17 by 0.23) ; posterior testis 0.11 to
0.20 by 0.20 to 0.27 (0.17 by 0.25); intertesticular space 0.17 to 0.30 (0.21). Ovary 4-lobed,
with 3 lobes posteriorly directed, antero-lateral to anterior testis, usually on the right, 0.12 to
0.15 by 0.12 to 0.15 (0.14 to 0.14).
Oviduct arises from the anterior lobe of the ovary, joined near its middle by the pearshaped seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal near anterior end of seminal receptacle, turns posteriorly and then dorsally. Vitellaria of round follicles beginning 0.60 to 0.86 (0.75) from anterior
end of body, mostly lateral, interrupted at each testis, filling post-testicular space. Eggs oval
with one blunt end, 69 to 79 microns by 26 to 32 microns. Excretory bladder extending to level
of ovary, excretory pore terminal.

Over 30 species of Podocotyle have been named. P. sinusacca keys to P. endophrysi Park, 1937, in Park's key. It resembles P. endophrysi in the protrusion of
the anterior part of the cirrus, but differs in the arrangement of the seminal vesicle
within the cirrus sac and in the separation of the testes. In body form, P. sinusacca
is similar to P. pacifica Park, 1937, and P. olssoni Odhner, 1905, but differs in the
sinuous cirrus sac and the arrangement of the seminal vesicle which is coiled in P.
olssoni and narrowly looped once in P. pacifica.
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:rn. Podocotyle caithnessi

~t""- //'jsr

(Figs. 39-40)
HosT: Leptocephalus conget· (Linn.), conger <!Cl; intestine.
LOCALITY: Welling-ton.
HoLO'l'YPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Collection No. 49134.
DESCRIPTION (based on 8 specimens) : Body more or less cylindrical; 2·314
to 2·856 mm. long by 0·588 to 0·672 mm. in grratest width which is at acetabular
level. The acetabulum is protuberant and can br extended a length equal to th<'
forebody. Forebody 0·388 to 0·658 mm. long or varying from abou! i to } bod.v
length. Hindbody almost equally wide with broadly rounded poster10r end. Oral
sucker 0·146 to 0·184 mm. in transverse diameter; acetabulum 0·292 to 0·331 mm.
in diameter. Sucker ratio 1 : 1 ·7 to 2. Prepharynx short; pharynx somrwhat
wider than long, 0·087 to 0· 106 nnn. long by 0· 114 to 0· 125 mm. wide. Oei,;op_ha~n"
twice length of pharynx. Genital pore sinistral, about ba~fway toward left :ml<>
of body at about mid-oesophageal level. Testes two, ov01d, smooth, tandem or
slightly diagonal in posterior half of hindbody, sep~rated ~y at least a sli~-lit
space but not by vitellaria. Cirrus sac (Fig. 40) cla~1f orm wit~ slender anterrnr
half and broadly rounded posterior end, not extendmg posterior to acetabulum
and usually onl; to about midacetabular level, length 0·269 to 0·378 mm., width
0·095 mm. Seminal vesicle coiled with one backward loop. Oirrus rather Ion~
but weak.
Ovary 3-lobed, about ::it midcllP of hindbody. Seminal receptacle dor..,al 1o
ovary. Vitelline follicles usually beginning a short distance posterior to ac<'tabulum, rarely reaching to acetabulum; unbroken to posterior end of body·
dorsal, ventral, and lateral to caeca; meeting medianly only near posterior end
of body. Eggs 68 to 80 by 38 to 57 µ; uncollapsed eggs 76 to RS h~· 50 to 57,,.
Excretory vesicle dorsal to testes enclin~ dorsal to ovary.

')

D1scuss10N: This species will key to P. sygna.thi in keys by Dawes (1946) and
Park ( 1937) . It differs as follows : ( 1) the eggs are 68 to 7 6 by 38 to 57 µ, as
compared with 82 to 102 by 45 to 50µ; (2) the sucker ratio is 1: 1·7 to 2 rather than
l·l to 1·45; (3) width of hindbody is less compared with width at acetabular
level. It is also similar to P. atomon (Rud., 1802) Odhner, 1905 agreeing in size,
sucker ratio, and egg size. Furthermore, P. afomon is noted for variability. However, the cirrus sac of P. atomon extends posterior to the acetabulum. The vitellaria tend to extend further forward in P. atonion although the least extent is
about the same as the greatest extent in my specimens. P. atornon has a wide host
and geographical distribution being reported from more than 55 specie. of fishes
and occurring in European waters, American North Atlantic, and in the Pacifie
from British Columbia and California. On the other hand, Yamaguti does not
report it from Japan; nor does it seem to occur at Tortugas, Florida. Nicoll (1910)
states it is the commonest parasite of inshore fishes in the Firth of Clyde wherP
it occurs in nearly ¼ of all fishes and in 40% of gadoid fishes. Re also note
(p. 323-324) that '' several hundred deep-water fishes '' were examined without
a single infection and concludes that it is a strictly littoral species. The lack of
host specificity of P. atomon suggests that of Derogenes varicw, ·which, however,
unlike P. atomon thrives in deepwater fishes and has a much wider geographical
distribution (bipolar as well as deepwater).
P. atomon was listed by Nicoll (1915) and by Dawes (1947) as having been
reported from Conger conger but not from that host in British ·n-aters. I have
been unable to locate the authority for the record from Conger. It is possible
that such material might be P. cwitJin.essi but P. ato111on does occur in both
European and American species of A11g1tilla and may well infect Conge1-.
Another closely related species is P. gibbsoniae Johnson, 1949* from Gibbsonfo
elegwns in California. The two species agree in sucker ratio. digestive system,
extent of cirrus sac, and ,extent of vitella1·ia. The chief difference is the presenue
of lobed testes in P. gibbsoniae which also has vitellaria between the testes, and
smaller eggs ( 62 to 66 by 33 to 44µ.) .
Park (1937) has reviewed the genus Podocotyle.
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O,_,,..: . . • g I qlindrital, bmt dorsally in accord \\:ith pedunculatiall of dirt 1 • • kz, .. ~ BIL ill length by 0.18-o.41 n_im. in wHllh at level ?f
...... ....ell• ..i aucker terminal or subtermmal. 0 . 11 -0.13 mm. m
:::,"_.. ft1111n1 ....;, atroncly pedunculatcd, projecting nearly equal_ to the
dor10-ftldnl . . . . _ of die body, about at o.26 total length from antrnor <'n~,
0.11-0-28 mm.

m

dlallleter; 9repharynx pre~er'lt ; pharynx . 0.07--0.00 mm . 1~

diameter• •---- I"? ieader, oaS-o.11 mm. m length; crrncal lo(land present,
· telltial' caeca ~ uteDdins to posterior end of hody; cxcrl' lory l'"re l_er-

:u..i;
excrelDry.....;.eJomaated, e tending to anterior len-l_of ovary:_grn1tal
pore at paater1or level of pharynx; cirrus sac clavall\ extcndm~ po~l c'. r! •irly to
level of Hetti •

1

with

aD

expansion near it~ protrns1hlt· ]'~rt; ll S a11l1·r1or part

protralible; lllllial fflicle straight; testes circular m c,utltnC' or at moc;t v~ry
aliptly lobed,,,_. 1 Ii JI separated by about 0.:20 mm. frum each otlwr : antf'nor
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tl'~l1' 011~). IS mrn. in diam1.;1 r ; 1>0 t nor t 111 0 . 11-0.13 mm. in diameter : ovary
anterior to t ti • med, 11 o r uhmedian. with thr
po t riorly direckd lobe ,
0.07--0.0ll mm. 111 J. ngth Ir} o . ~ . 1 , mm. in
idth; seminal recq,tacle large, pearshapccl. \\ ith it point<•<l p rt direct cl antcnurly, but recurving in a hook-shaped
end, 0 .28 nun. in lcn~th by 0 . 11 mm. in width; Laur r's canal long, coiled, emerging
from pointl'II, lcit rnd of ~cminal r c 11taclc, extending laterally, opening dorsally
in n·gio11 (,i left caecum: hell gland anterior to ovary, diffuse laterally; coils of
uterus intcrcaccal, hctwl'en acctabulum and ovary; metraterm long, a little shorter
than cirrus sac, passing i.ts left; eggs yellowish-brown, few, longitudinally ril.,l.,ed
(due to shrinkage?), ellipsoidal, o.o6-o.o63 by-0.030-0.034 mm; vitellaria lateral,
tending to be scriatc<l in a single row anteriorly, with interruptions at level of
testes, forming four rows posterior to anterior testis.

Six specimens including an immatured one were collected from the
intestine of two sculpins, Oligocott11s ,naculosus Girard. Preserved
specimens were altered from their usual form due to the projecting
acetabulum.
Variation: The position of the genital pore to the right of the oesophagus was due to the flattening of the specimen.
Relation.ships: P. pedunculata is similar to P. kofoidi in the shape of
body and topographyof organs. However, it may be distinguished by
the following characters: (I) the ize of body is smaller, 1.~2.30 mm.
in length instead of 3.85-5.48 mm. in length; (2) testes are smooth or
slightly lobed instead of being deeply lobed; (3) ventral sucker is more
pedunculated instead of bei.ng Jes pedunculated.
Discussion: P. pedunculata mipt be regarded as the young of P.
kofoidi. However, it is· distifll'lilhcd by the following characters:
(I) body smaller 2.30 mm. in leawth, than the immatured specimen of
the latter, 3.8() mm. in length; (2)
tes are separated by more than their
diameter instead of being close ~her as in a young specimen of P.
l,ofoidi. If there is any possibili that P. pedunculala and P. kofoidi
are same species, th~ the differences are due to different hosts. This
argument can not be settled withOllt understanding their respective life
histories. At the present time there is no basis for placing these two in
the same species.
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NICOll,A Wisniewski,1934
Small Coitocaecidae with oval or elongate-oval body.
Aoetabulum almost twice as large as oral sucker, loeated above
middle of body. Prepharynx short or lacking altogether. Pharynx
wide, esophagus short. Testes intercecal, tan4em, elongated
transversely, of irregular oval form. Genital pore below the
intestinal bifurcation. Cirrus sac short,muscular,sac-like,
overlapping only the upper part of the acetabulum. Ovary oval
or irregular, in middle of body or to the right. seminal receptacle
leaking. Uterus short, lying between testes and acetabulum.
Vitellaria merging poBterior to testes. Eggs without filament,in
small numbers. Parasites in intestine of fishes.
Type species: li.ovata (Pig.)
Other species: li-macrostoma (Pig.)
Chief generic charcters:
muscular cirrus sac

below bifurcation
median pore, short, ovj.oid,

Comparison of Coitocaecum, Nicolla, and Ozakia:
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Until quite lately the distribution range of representatives of the genus
was considPred to be confined to fresh-water fish hosts of Europe. Indeed,
N. skrjabini (Ivanitzky, 1928), N. testiobliqua (Wisniewski, 1933), N. proavita
(Wisniewski, 1933), N. gallica (Dollfus, 1941), N. wisniewskii (Slusarski, 1958)
and N. timoni Rebecq et Giudicelli, 1959, all have been described from European
fresh-water fishes. It was only in 1963 that Fisch th a I and Kuntz reported N. gallica recorded in Anguma anguilla from Egypt. Although these
authors found some morphological differences between their specimens and
the type-specimens described by Do 11 f us, the trematodes certainly belong
to Nicolla, thus their discovery having offended against the former opinion as
to the distribution range of Nicolla. Moreover, Tr av ass o s et al. 1965, 1967
added .,·. ,·rtrema Travassos, Freitas et BUhrnheim, 1965 from marine fishes of
Brazil, and P r i t r h a rd 1966 described a new species N. minuta from
marine fishes of Oah11 bldnd, Hawaii.
Bathycreadium flexicollis Kabata, 1961 was described from .\Iacrurus fabricii (Sundeval), a deep-sea fish caught near Iceland, being designated as the
type-species of the new genus. Kabat a 1961 comparf'd his new species ,vith
Koseiria Nagaty, 1942 and Proenenterum Manter, 1954, ignoring in his discussion the genus Nicolia Wisniewski, 1933. Indeed, the differences between his
new taxon and Koseiria or Proenenterum are unquestionable. In fact, B. flexicollis is most like representatives of Nicolla. Pr itch a rd Hl615 reC':xaminl'd
' paratypes of B. flexicollis and supplemented the description given by Ka bat a. In comparing Bathycreadium with Nicolla, she advanced the opinion
that "it differs from Nicolia in having a more elongate body, shot tcr forehody.
protuberant acetabulum, vitellaria c:unfined to the hindbody, cirrus sac extending considerably posterior to the acetabulum 1-tlher than to midacetabulum or
less, the long and protrusible cirrus, and a deep-sea host''. In fac:t. the mo1 phological characters considered by Pritchard arc too rnri.1blc within the
genus Nicolla to be significant in erecting a new genus for "fle.ricullis'', :.ind
the differences listed by her are only of species-level value. An clong,He body
and a shorter preacetabular body region do occur in some specie." of the genus
Nicolla, mainly in N. wisniewski1 1 but also in ,\·. skrjabh1i and .V. proai·itcr.
The acetabulum is more or less protuberant in N. testiobliqua and ;,.', ici;niewski, and the proximal end of the cirrus pouch may extend posterior to the
acetabulum in N. testiobliqua and N. gal/ica, the latter character being vJriable in these species. A protrusible cirrus, variable in length, has been recorded
in N. testiobliqua and N. wisniewskii and probably exists in N. gal/ira . :\forC'over, N. extrema and N. minuta occur in marine fishes. and this fact has
not been considered by Pritchard. The distribution of vi ellJ ria is to
some extent variable in the genus Nicolla and cannot be considered as genL'ric
criterion. True enough, in representatives of Nicolla the vitelline follicles
extend mostly to the level of pharynx, but in N. minuta thl'Y do not exceed
bifurcation. From these considerations we may conclude that Batl. yneacliu m
Kabata, 1961 fits rendily into the concept of the genus .Vicolla Wisniewski. 19:i3
Coitocaccum Nicoll, 1915 sensu Wisniewski, 1933 = Cro1t•crn1',t<'r1rn1 Skrjabin et Koval, 1957
Krcoitocaecum Slusarski, 1958) amplific_>d bv data aiven
by Do 11 f us 195!.J a, b and supplemented by diSL'OYeries of nc"\',' spcd:'s in
marine hosts (N. extrema, N. minuta). Accordingly, it is hL•rein declared
a younger synonym of Nicol.la .
. The life-cycle stages, except for those of N. gallica and par'tly f'lf \'. trs1inbliqua, providing additional comparative data to aid in dt•1,.,rmining more
accurately the affinities of the species included in the present cL1ncept of .\'icolla, are not known. The family Coitocaecidae Ozaki, 1928 is classified with in
the superfamily Podocotyloidea Dollfus, 1960 involving trematodes, the cercarine of which are cotylocercous and deYelop in .sporocvsts parasilizing Proso_branchia, with adults parasites of Teleostei. This implies that all species of
Nicolla so far distinguished mainly on the basis of their morphological char(
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Opecoel

· of Otakia from Hawaiian fishes•
2
osterolateral edge of acetabulum . . . . . . . . . . . 3
lete loop just before opening dorsally . . •• 0. nora,
complete loop
ally . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. hawaiiensls
ally just in front of anterior testis . . . . . . . 0. iniistil
mplete loop just before
front of vitelline reservoir .......... .0. pfluegeri
i'IQO~tUlt the- course of the Laurer's canal is in the differentiation of the

h!elearly shown in this key. Cf. key to species of Paropecoelu1.
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28. E. skrjabini (Iv a nit z k y, 192
okaz _kurczony, 27 - okaz z jednym jc4drem,
Rys. 26 -

~
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Rys. :H. 25. E.rcoitocaecum krjabini (Iv a nit z k y, 1928), dwa r6ine okazy
z Salmo trutta m. fa.no L . z Sanu.
Two \"ariou~ spcdm£-n or Excoitocaecum skr3abini (Iv an it z k y, 19'.!Sl fr rr
S . truttrt m. fario L of San River.

mtodociany.

E. skrjabini IT ·an it z k y, 1928): 26 - a lat
. pccim n. 27
a _ pec:imen with one t tis, 28 -
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\..S~~~¥;r1vastava,19 68)/

C~t1rer'flt'!llal1ah(l(l<'11si.~ n. sp.

·

~-------Os

Body,foliate.tapering at the anterior ('Xlrcmity, measures l.Gl'·Gto 2.7:Hi
length and 0.63H to 0.802 in maximum width at the le,·cl o( th<' al'ctabulu1
Oral sucker, terminal, round m<'.asures 0. L62 to 0.1 RO X 0.198. Pn•pliary1
measures 0.045 in length. Pharynx, muscular, globular. mea!-ures 0.081
0.099 to 0.117. Oesopha~us. slender, modt>ratPI~· long. uwnsures 0.090 to 0.1
in length. Cal'l'a, narrm, l'I' in tht> antNior and hroadn in th<' post<>rior ba

A

1>11ll1 nu,l
1•1·oml' 1'011ti1111ous al th1• post1·1·ior 1•,ln•n1ity. Fi11~1·r-lil-1· i11tl'..,1i11al
p11:-1t-rior
nus lal'king .. \cetal,11\urn. al tlll' j1111C'lio11 of tlw a11tl'l'ior third :111<I
fl.'2~~ lo
udy. round. with six. niar~inal papilln. nwn:-un·s O.:.W, 111 O.'iO:, ,
.'i0S. Hatiu of tlw two sul'hrs. l : 1.'2:J to '2.G.
Tt"'sl<•s. splwrical. in tlw iniddlt· third. of hod~. l:111de111. 11wa:-111·1•
0.1 ::,-(I 1t1
1
.270 X 0.2li1 to 0.:1:i:3 and 0.171 10 (U'i2 ;<. O.Vt'l 111 o.::'7~. l ,,-.t1·1·i"r lr:111..,t'rsely t>lOn!!'att>. \'asa pfT,·rentia join lo form \'as 1kf1•n·1•"' \ll'f11r1· np1•11i11g- inl 1
sirula iwminalis. Cirrus sa<'. sacl'ular. f'rH'\11-.i11!.! l011~. hip:11·1i ll' , ,•-,ic11la s1•111ilis. prostatic complt"':x a11<l W('akly d1,,·1•l111wil 1·irl'll'• ... ~1,•111\-, l11•y11111l the
1•tabulun1. almost uplo gt•11ital comp!.- . ( ;,,11il:tl p11n• . :-11IH111'dinn. 1111 th<'

H

Cp
Eg
Rs
- Vr

1

ft side. sli1d1tly posterior to pharyn'- .
Ovary. club :-hapt'd. posteq11a111ri:1I. pr1•\l•:-li1·1d:11 , 11ll'dia11 11r s11hllll'dian.
ensures. 0.0~1 lo o.rnlO ,< 0.1~0 to 0.'207. (hiclul'l ari-,('S fl'lllll 1h1• dor..,al ,idl'
the o,·ary n11<l opt'll" in tht' g"l'llilal cornpl,•:-,,; aft1•r 111aki111,! ;1 1·11r,·1• 011 th,·
gLt sid<'. l-l<'caµtan1lum st•minis. ant1•rio1· to g1·11ital 1•11 tnplP,. 11w:h 11n•-. 0.10.
0.171 X O.Oli5 to ()_O(i:t l 'tprus. prt•n, aric111. slnrl.., dm,:dl~ \'r11111 ootyp:•.
etraterm. muscular. well ditTrrt•ntiatrd . Egg-s. f1 ·w. Pllq1,nid:d I'll!' ,hap<'il
ight yellow. nwasure O.Oti3 to O.ff/2 '-' 0.0:Hi. \"ilt•ll1111• l'olli1 ·l1 •:-. n.1t-11d from
testinal bifurcation. lo posterior exlr1•111ity. 1·011lig1101i... ill p1i,,\11•:-1i,·1tlar ~o,w.

itelline rcser\'oir prt'O\ arian, almost contig,1011.., "itlt it.
Excretory vesicle. straight tubt>, (''i.tt•ml-. upt,1 p11,t1·1'll)I' l111rd1·r .. r
easures 0.738 to 1 J 32 in ll'ngth. Exnt>tm·y pnrl' tpr111i11;1I.

I)\

ill'\ ,

Dis r us s ion : Crow<'ro<'aecwn allalwlwclew,i.'i 11. :-p. 1lilfc-r-. f rum th !'
eceding spC'cies. Crowcrocaec11m i11dif't11H 11. !-<[l. in th<' ah..,,•1H't' 11f i11tl'-;linal
lb, extension of , ·itellnria only uplo intl'sti11al hifrn·1·ation h-,·,,I, jH'<'SPtH't' of
marginal papilla1• on th<'
ctnl,uluni ht•si1k,; tliP :-hap,• :rnd po:-ition of
er body oi·~ans. \\'ith other sµeci,•s of th1' f.(en11-. it llitll'I':- i11 p11-.,,, sion nf
ery long cirrus sac. and marginal papillat• on ncf'lal1td11111.

Horst: ,\11guilla bengalensis (1lnm. J and .\lasto<'<'rlll}(/l11s
Lora ti on: In t<'.:.l int>.
Locality: Allahnbacl Cl Jttnr Pradf'sh L Jndia.
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Crowtrocaecum channai Sf),--ft&¥:
Host-Channa (Ophiocephalus) marulius
Site-Intestine
Locality-Dacca
Description (based on two worms): The body
of the worm is foliate, somewhat conicular at
the anterior end and flat at the posterior end.
The wo~ms are 1.39-1.71 in length and 0.630.87 in maximum width at the level of the
acetabulum. The oral sucker is subterminal,
round, muscular, and measures 0.17-0.19 in
diameter. The pre-pharynx is small, and the
pharynx is round and muscular and measures
0.08-0.09. The oesophagus is moderately developed and slender, and measures 0.12 in length.
The caeca runs laterally almost parallel to the
body length and opens jointly at the excretory
pore at the posterior end. There is no anus.
The acetabulum, which is almost round, is larger than the oral sucker, and is surrounded
by a fold of skin. It measures 0.29-0.32 at
the anterior third of the body. The ratio of
the two suckers is 1 : 1.7.
The testes are slightly tandem. The anterior
testis is larger, transversely elongated, measuring 0.27 X 0.08 and the posterior testis is 0.28
x 0.1. The vasa efferentia originate dorsally and
open independently into the vesicula seminalis.
The cirrus sac measures 0.13 X 0.05, and encloses a long saccular vesicula seminalis which
extends beyond the acetabulum. The cirrus is
poorly developed. The prostate glands are present. The genital pore opens laterally on the
left side of the pharynx.
The ovary is compressed dorso-laterally, submedian, pre-testicular and measures 0.150.16 by 0.06-0.08. The receptaculum seminalis
is antero-lateral to the ovary and measures
0.19 X ·0.1. Lauree's canal is present. The eggs
are ellipsoidal, and bright yellow measuring
0.06 X 0.04. The vitelline follicles extend from
just posterior of the oesophagus to the posterior extremity of the extra-caecal. The excretory pore is terminal.
DISCUSSION
Skrjabin & Koval (1956) created the genus
Crowcrocaec<um with C. skrjabini (lvanitzky
1928) as the genotype on- the basis of the
presence of a receptaculum seminalis, separat1 ing from the genus Coitocaecum Nicoll 1915.
Two more species were added to the genotype
after synonomising several species of the genus
Coitocaecum. Srivastava (1968) added two
more species from India to the genus Crowcrocaecum indicum from Anguilla bengalensis
and C. a//ahabadensis from ,:lnguil/a bengalensis.

Fig. I. C'roll'croc<1cc11m cha1111ai n. !> (adult)

The present matenal resembles very do~elv
Crowcrocaernm indicum Snvastava 1968 bu·t
differs in size, shape of the body, in the ar rangement of the vitelline glands. short cirru
sac, and m the shape and structure of the
body ovary.
~

Considering the above characteristics, Crowcrocaecum channai is proposed for it.

Nicolia elongata ~ - Mnil(cmL

1970
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Au fond de la ventouse orale s'onvre
la bouche qui se continue par un court
pre-pharynx entoure de quclques fibres
musculaires. Au pharynx gloLuleux
succede un long resophage, entourc lui
aussi de fibres musculaires. circulairt>s
el longitudinales.
Le tube digestif se divise en cleux
braneh<'s laterales tubulaires a lumiere
regulit':re assez etroite. Cette division
s'efff'ctue en avant de l'acetabulum ventral. Les deux branches se rejoigm•nt en
an· UI ' ccrclt> clans la region postrrieure.
l.\\ pit IH'linrn ciui ho1°dC' la paroi de l'es
lir:1T1l'lies int1•stinalf'S ,•st form e par de
ha11tcs cell11ll''l digl•sti""'"·

Le corps allonge, aplati dorso-vcutr_alement, est d'une couleur blanc-jaunatre. La largrur est a peu pres la
meme sur rwesque toutr la longu<'ur du
\ er sauf au niveau dP la ventouse ventrale ou il existr un r1•nfle111ent • l'extre1~1ite _an_t~l'll'llre est plus f"llilee qttf'
1 extrermte postfrieure.
La~ rutil'ule l'Plativernent peu epaisse
n,oo, 111111 ) PSt dcpourYue d'epines. La
rn_useulaturr sous-epidermique est assez
developpee, en partirulicr les fibres
musculaires lougitudinal<'s. Le paren•
d1yme entourant l<'s organes <'St dense.
L'apparPil reproducteur male \ hi!. 2)
A l'cxtremite anterieure, la ventouse
deux testieul1·s situes <lam
nralf>, spherique, a son OUYerture dirigee 1·omprend
1
ventralf'mrnt. Au contraire l'acctabu- l Psp,11;P intern.ccal po~t-ovarien. Globuleux, de taille sensiblement egale, ils
~11ni_ ~f"ntral, on,.ide, sit.ut; dans le quart
antencur du corps, a son grand axe sont plat 1-.s l'un derriere l'autre. De
transversal ; :son ouverture est aussi l'hacun d«' ces testicules part un canal
dcfe1·ent tri-'< lln. CPs deux canaux
allongee transversalement.
remontent vers J'avanl de part et

r ~··

I

alllma l

111

\ 111,1/11 ,/,11 guta .
tut.. , 11 ,. , eu l ral,,.

autre de l'axe du t·m·ps; I,~ ca11al du ll'sli1·11I .. postfrit•11r s1· trouv1• rl11 ci\te
dToit du corps, celui du testirul<' a111,:riPur sur l1• ctitt'· l,{a11r·hP.
Les deux <'anaux deftrf'nts s'unis:wut rn penetra111 clans la pochr du cirre
f'XIC'rlll', D'aprri- H. Ph. I >ol.r.Fl ' S (1960),
caral'tere permct de difTeri>rwier li>s genres de la fa1nil11• des Coitoraecidac.
Debutant en• arriere de l'aretabulum ventral. lu poelw du cirri' <'Omprend
e vesi,·ule seminalf' interne et UII ,·irrr USSPZ long l'lltoure .Jr glandes prostiques. Elle debou<'he dnns )'atrium g-,;nital f(Ui s'ouvrc nntralPment en avant
de J'acetabulum ventral, au nivPau di" la biC11rratin11 i~1t1•stinale mais lf"gerPmf'nt
1ur la gauche par rapport au plan mi•dian. Sur rt-'rta1111•s preparations la partie
,atriale du cirre est evagin~1•.

ns formPr dr \'~sirull' seminalf'

L'appareil genital femellP romprPnd un o,·airP pr,;-IPstieulaire de forme
spherique, situe ventralement rlans l'ci-pacr intcrc:r1·al ,m peu c•n avant du
milieu du corps. Sur sa face anteri1•1m• part un ovid11l't1• qui sc dirige dorsalement et legerement vers la droite OU ii fait Ull coude qui 11' ramene !lllr le
plan median. La, il forme le earrefour genital av<•c· l<' r1~c,•ptarle Reminal t>t le
canal de Laurer. L'oviducte repart vers l'avaut puis vers la gauche du rorps,
ou, toujours dorsalement, il fait 1we lioudc au somrnet dC' laquelle il re~oit le
vitelloducte impair. L'ootype, peu marque, est l'ntourt par des glandes de Mehlis
situees dans l'espace intercrecal.
De l'ootype part un uterus l'Ourt, a paroi 111ince <'I 11' plus souvent cmpli
par de gros c:eufs. Dirige vers l'avant, et tout eutier pre-ovarir•n, ii rlonne dans
sa partie anterieure un metrateruw qui, <iorsal par rappnrt a l'at·ctabulum,
vient deboucht'r a l'atrium genital.
Le receptacle seminal, dorsal, est une poche allong~P transversalement en
avant de l'ovaire. Sur la ligne mediam• ii communiq11P ave .. l'ovidurte par son
bord anterieur. T>u carrefour genital part uu canal de Laurn qui, apres quelques
circonvolutiom, debouche do1·sale111e11t :'1 l'exterieui·. Snu 011vnt11rP est situ,;P.
A gauche par rapport au plan sagittal Pt u11 fWU <'II ava11t d<' l'ovaire.
Les glandes vitcllogenes sont 1·onstitui·Ps par lies follicules assn gros f'l assez
disperses. Ces follicules, entourant Jes bran<'hes intestinal<'s, debutent <'n arriere
de la poche du cirre ct sont plus denses apres IP deuxie111P testicule.
Les vitelloductes transverses forme'l au niveau de l'ovaire se rcuni:ssent dani.
un reservoir vitellin d'ou part le vitPlloductf' impair qui se jt"tte cla11s roviducte.
Lrs roufs sont ovoi'des et d'assez grossc taillP. lls pnssedt'nt un,· t'o'lue epaisse
rt ne semblent pas avoir d'operc11le.
Le systeme cxcrf'teur comprend u11f' Vf'ssie t11lrnlairc tri>s longu1•. Situce au
milieu de l'espace intcrcrecal, ellP drviPnt tlorsale au nivcau dPs tPstir11lf''l,
Elle deLute immcdiatcment en anii>re <lr l'ovaire Pl aboulil A l'extrrn,itc posterieure. On trouve tres souvent clans la parti,, terminale 1111 011 deux granul<'s
refringen ts.
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Nous donnons 1c1 une description de ce parasite.
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La taille d~s treize O~os tricirratus examines variait de 13
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19 cm ) ; trots ~c~lemrnt, parmi Jes plus grands specimPns, etaient parasites.
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Au_ <'ours de re1.:herches sur les Trem a todes parasites des Poissons du golfc
~ion, nous avons tru_uve, clan~ l_e tube digestif ci'Onos tricirratus tBriinnich,
6
. ), une nouvrlle espece de D1gene, appartenant a la famille des Coitoraec1dae Ozaki, 1928.
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. L'anatomie generale et la disposition dl'S hra11rhf'S intei-tinnle 1 11nies posterieurement, nous permettent de place,· ee parasi,,. cln11s la famille ties Coitocaecidae Ozaki, 192~.
~'apres le travail <le R. Ph. DouFPS (HlfiO). n1'1 r> !i l proposer uue classifiC'ltton des diiTer<'nts grnres dP la familll' d1·s C111torn1·1·idal·, rP parnsit<' doit
etre rapporte au genre Nicollu Winit>wsky, H-134 . E11 t'tTl'l, llo1.1.n s diffi·r<' 11ciP
le genre Nicolia des genres Coitocal'ru111 l't U:akia par l'ahsenc·<', l'11Cz le prt·mier,
de vesicule seminale extnrw. ll apparait dont· dairrnw11t_Jq11e nous sommr•s
en presence d'une espece du genre 1\"icoll". Oe toutPs lPs espec·l's de 1Yicolla
deja connues, aucune ne parait corresponch·r au parasit1• que nous venons d'etudier, la plupart ayant etc trouves chez des Poissons d'eau doucc.
Cependant, TRAVAssos, FnEJTAs et BuR:s;HEIN ont decrit en HltiG Xirolla
extrema sur Scomber colias, et R.. ~1. OvF.RSTREET a trouve! en Hltl!J dPs espec es
nouvelles de N icotla sur des Poissons marins du golfc de Floride \ = A icolla
halichoeri et Airolla sp.). Ces parasites se difTerpncicnt nettement de l'espi>re
que nous avons decouvntc, chcz Onos tricirral11s par la taille d1· la pol'he du
cirre, la longueur et le trajet de - )'uterus.
Nous considerons done cette E>specc comme nouvelll' t't nous nous proposons
de la nommer N icolla elongata n. sp. .
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Opecoel1dae
Nicolia extrema Travassos, Freitas & Btihrnheim, 1965
(Est. Z, fig est. 3, figs. 6.8, est. 4, figs. 9.10)
Nlcolla extrema Travassos, Freitas & Btihrnheim. 1965:
97-99. flgs. 1-2

Tremat6deos pequenos, com cuticula nao espinhosa e extremL
dadea arredondadas; medem 1,38 a 2,05 mm de comprimento por 0,57
a 0,83 mm de Iargura. Ventosa oral subterminal, com 0,13 a 0,15 mm de

dllmetro. Acetibulo um pouco maior que a ventosa oral, pre.equato.
rial, com 0,22 a 0,27 mm de dilmetro. Rela~ao entre a ventosa oral e
o acet6bulo varla de 1:1,53 a 1:1,80. Pre.faringe ausente. Faringe musc:uloaa, com 0,08 a 0,10 mm de d.iimetro. Esofago variavel, com 0,05
a 0.12 mm de comprimento. Cecos intestinais retilineos ou levemente
unuosos, fusionados posteriormente a uma distAncia variavel da extre.
midade posterior do corpo. Poro genital deslocado lateralmente, na zona
esofagiana ou bifurcal. Bolsa do cirro alongada, cruzando o ceco intestinal; mede 0,20 a 0,30 mm de comprimento e encerra s<>mente veaicula
seminal. Testiculos arredondados ou alongados transversalmente, b
vezes pouco lobados, p6s.equatoriais, p6s-acetabulares e p6a.ovarianoa;
siio quase totalmente intercecais, com zonas em contato ou parcialmente
coincidentes e com campos que coincidem total ou parcialmenk Tes.
ticulo anterior com 0, 13 a 0,27 mm de comprimcn lo por 0,35 a 0,42 mm
de largura; testiculo posterior com 0,15 a 0,33 mm pr1r 0,33 a 0,42 mm.
Ovari0 de contorno liso, p6s.acctabular, pre.testicular, quase todo intert'ec:il, deslocado lateralmente: med<-' 0,08 a 0,10 mm de comprimento
por 0,20 a 0.27 mm de largur~. Glandula de Meh!J!; " canal de Laurer
nao evidenciados. EspermatPca auscntc Vitelodutl• amplamente reuni.
dos adiante do nvario. 'Otero com acumulo de esµamatoz6ides em sua
porc;ao inicial: e pre.ovariano P qua sc todn inlerceca1 e contem poucoa
ovos amarelos, operculado~, que medcm 0,0li7 a 0,OH ll ,um de comprimento por 0,047 mm dl· largura . V1telinos r<.>nstitu1dos por nume,:01oa
foliculos extracecai s, cecats r int.errceais, LjUt.: se estu1<lvrn da zona fa_
ringeana ou esofagi,ana ate a extrcmidude J}llstcrior d ('11rpo, onde confluem na zona p6s.testicular. invadmdn ou nao a area I tercecal situada
atras do testiculo posterior, entre essa g6nada e a fus.i• dos secos in-•
testinais. Poro excretor terminal. Vcsicula excretora na•• observada.
Habitat --· Intcstino de Scomber colias Gm. (hl,. pedador tipo)
c estomago de Umbrina coroides Cuv & Val. (n6vo hosiwdador) e est6mago e intestino de Guavina gua111na (Cuv. & Val. l
nuvo hospedador).

Proveniencia - Ilha N . S . da Cunceic;ao, baia de V 1t6ria (loca.
lidade tipo) e Escola de Pesca Caborlo Bl.!rnardo, Santa Cru1 <Oceano
Atlantic,,), Estado do Espirito Santn, Brasil
Material estudacto depositado na Cole<;an Hl'lmintol6gica do lns.
, tituto Oswaldo Cruz sob os numenis 29 961 (tipo e paratipos), 30 043,
30 073 e 30 074.
Descrita do intestino de Scomber collas Gm I C'SSa especie agora
assiualada no est6magn de Umbrlna coroldes Cuv. & Val e Guavlna
guavlna (Cuv. & VaLl
No Quadro I damos as princi.µa1s mcdidas de alguns exem lares;
aqucles parasitos dP Umbrlna coroldes ampliam um pouco 011 lunites
de v riac;iio do corp,1, dl' alguns 6rgaos (venlosa oral, faringtc \l' ·tkulo
9
posterior, ovario) e dos oYos.
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Nicolla gal11ca (Dollfus,1941) Dol lfus , 1}59
RECHERCHES SUR NICOLLA GALLIC:\
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Fm. 1. - N1rolla gallica (R. Ph. Dollfu~ 1941 l, adult,•, de~~itH' in 1>ivo,
de I'inteslin de· Cotf11s gnbio L., it Hid1t>lieu tlndn· l'I -Loirt>l. lpse legi
:ta-8-1938.
Dinwnsions (mm.) de eel arlulte : longueur 1,-l ; larf.(l'Ur 0,-l;i ; ventou~c ornle o,n:1 ; ,entouse ,cntralc 0,235; prepharynx n,017 (de 0,010
l, 11,U~J) : pharynx 0,1160. (Figure ropit.;e de H. Ph. Dollfu, Hl!i!l,,, p. :n:i.
fig. J 1. CL : Canal de• Laurer.
."l\'icol/r, y11/lica (R. Ph. Dollfus 1941). Hegion (<ks~inel' in 11i1•ol
d-e l'ovaire l'I du rcceptaculum seminis rl'un adultl' nhtenu l'XJ>erim<>ntalement chez Anguilla ang11i1la (L.), a Hichelicu (lndrc-et-Lnire).
lpse legi, lll-8-1938.
A : Ventouse ventrale; CL: Canal de Laurer ; Ov : Ovaire ; PC :
Poche du cirre ; T : Testicule ; V : Vitellogenes ; \'T : \"itellodul'lc· ;
U : Uterus : R : Receptaculum seminis.
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1ily Coitm:,wdd.1t• <)1.;lki, J lJ:!H
amily Coitm ,ll'dllat' Podw J lJ_!I;
alllca (Dollfm,, HJ41) Uolltu,, l 1 J> 1 1
: Coltocc1ec:11m ~p. Dollfn~. !');;,½ < ·,,·
allu;um Dollfus. 19-11.
uilki a,1guilla ( An~uillid,ll'
ut: Small intestine.
callty: Giza Fisl1 \larkct,

l

C1 ✓ .i

1'11,, 1,,, ·

,J J,,,,I~ -11 !11 h7; t'\t'ld()f'~ \(',j('lt
1,. 11 t,1 i,.! ,111,-,11,r ,,.,tis 12fi lo l -~IJ
In 121, I Ill ,'" :,•11111' 1,,ti~ IJ.5 tn l;j2 hv 1:31
11 1-;- , 11,1 1•1cl' l111111 :,t..t,il1111!11n t1, :111t,·ri111
•, t, 111 · 1, U I l11 p1,,t,·1ior I<' li~ 227 to :?.17:
l,11111, !:].,"l tr, 1.51, dbt:uir1
1,.,tt, 11,,1 11 l,11!1
l1•,n1 ~•, 11 t,d p11, lo itr"l,tl,11111111 'iO Ir, 1-12; 1·1n11•
,, • 1 >111-:11 ,dn,.il nl,•11[ 2.2!1 lo 2:3b, widtlt ,rn lo ,J7,
d, l,111l•' f1,,, . p, I, nnr 111.n;.dn of drru~ sm· t,
1,1 ,1•1\(1 ,,, I ( 111i
"

,

•

1

•111111111

e: 15 August l n.'52.

111;1rg111

of

.1~·1•l.1l1\lh1m

.')1

(i11

both):

!:'I lo 127 II\ ll ➔ to 1:21, di,la1H'l' frnm
.,,,1tl,1tl11111 lrt 1>\,1J,: <JO lu 10:2, nine: oldl'r intra,
11l•1i1w , .. ,, n11 t'if, to fl:!) l1~ :1o 13,1 to -Hll.
()11,· .it 0111
p1't 1nw11, "'"' ,dmonnal 11·gardin11
1li, l,,,t! 111,1rn,. tlw c<·t·a lidng l'On!lf'd•·cl by a

11,;u,

cimens deposited: lfS;\;~I 11,-ln,. <.,.fl. , ,,
( two sli<les with onP "01111 c.i, I '

Under the nanw Alloc1wuli11r11 a11~1,,t1, ull,
ausmann) tht· life cydl' of tlii-; p;11,l,1t,• ,, .1~
;tudied by Mathias ( 19:36, I \J:37 J. l 1 ,, .i, d, . 11.;
uited as C,litocacc11m sp. by Dnllf11:-. , Iq \."i
uid part of its lift' l'ydc pn·~l'11lc•d Tl.t 1a 1 1 1
( 1941) named it Coitocai·,·u111 /!,a/l1rn111 . I .. 11 ·1
1e (1959a) placed it m Llw ~1'1111., ,\ 1cn//,1
Wisniewski. 193:3, and pre:-.rnt1·d for tl11· 111'-I
pe a detailed dcsniptinn 11f !Ill' ,11l11ll \
.,Uica; he suggested thL' l'l'l':ilin11 of tl1t
cuperfamily Podocot~·loidt•a (sy11 Op, ·1·ocl111d, ·a

Cable, 19fi6). Dollfns (lf.>.19h, 1Wi0' dl•sutl11 d
I) detail the n:n:aria. nidac,·rt·aria. a11d ,1clult
'lC' also discussC'd the family< .1litm·ael'id:1,· ,11h-

\mily Coitocaednat>, ;ind the fomili1", ancl

Jenera of his superfamily

Podot·ot~ l!)id1•it. Tl11·
was defined by Dollftts I W1D:\,
l'959b) as Coitoc:at•ci<lac se11s11 strido c·n1 1ta111 ng species ,..-ithout an e.xkmal seminal \"l':..tl'l1•.
¥ith a seminal vesich- end,isecl in a cirrus sa1·.

ienus Nicolia

ind rith a seminal rl'ceptacle prl'Sl'nt nr not

II

II'()\\

111d11111•<1f;1J)

/)is, 11,si,,11.

,·,111;11

1•r,d clilfrrem:es relating tc
nistt'd bt"twee11
I )nllf 11s·, ' pt·• 111w11s :111d thm,t• of this o;t11dy
l.'ir,l 11f all. l)1111f 11, ,t;tl1·cl that the o\'ary wui
11(11 l11h,d .111d that 1l:-. dia1111 tcr \\as. at muxi11111111 Ii.di th,11 ,ti tlt1 .rnkrior LC'stis. \\)H're.i~
~l'\

tilt' !,·111.tlt t< prn,ltll'livt• sysll'm

it ";" sli~hlh !t,b,·d 111 rnw of our worms anc 1
t, .1pp111,;111,11t·h ll 1l' S,lffi('
i/f' 01
011!~
-;li~l,th :,111,tll,·r th.111 thl' allll I io1 v,tis. Sec•
l,11dh lw 11,di, a!t-d tk1l tlw commo11 \'ilt llllll
d111 t """ \ ,•n rare·!\' a httlP inflatt'd, when."as
in l)C)t 11 11111 "11nm: this dlld formed a large
\"ii, ll1111· 1,·,1-r\ nir Thndly, in om \\'Orms th,
1l\ 1d11t t .111d ~t·n,in.il rcuplacl<" Wl'l'C n·lativt·l~
tl111 k-\\·all, ·rl \\ lwn·a~ D11IH11s lllnd<' no me11tio11 !,t tlll' 11,it1111· of thl' \1,111s and his illu')tratiu11, ~1111\\ ,·ti th •111 lo lw thin-walled. Finally.
tht• 1•(!g~ i11 tlw latter's \\Onns \\l'l'C of a re~ul. 1
\I

1

Jbserved. Dollfus ( 19,59a. 19'5%) ancl H,h·, ·q

rorm

md Giudkdli

1•:....ct'plio11.dly J ~ lo l(i Wt>rt' fonnd at one tin11
in tht• 11h l'lh. \\ }wn•as the eggs in our spt'd-

( 1959) dec:larl'11 tht· ~1·1111\
;Jrowcrocaecum Skrjahin an<l Ko,·:il. I !J,11i, a
,ynonym of Nicolia. Slrjabin :rnd h.l>\al I l\l."i'-i1
•eviewed the Coitof'aecinae. Dollf us JD()()
ilso declared th<' genus l~xcoi/0<·111·111111 ~!us.ii dci, 1958, a synonym of ?\"icoll(J
~lusarsk 1

(1958), apparently uua,:1.·are nf tlw ~1·111h
Grotccrocaecum, had L'rected L1:roitocar•c11111
;or the same sp1'cies indudecl in the forn1,•1.
~e also reviewed the Coitoc:al•cina<.'.
Adults of Nicolia gallica occ:nrrNI in natlll ,ti
nfections in Cott11s gobio; simple sael'iform
iporocysts developed in Thf'odo.,ia f/11r;wlilis,
;otylocercous CPrcariae encvsted as melac:cr~riae, often prngenetic, ~1 the amphipods
tchinogammarus berilloni and Gammarns
,.,lex; scxua1ly active adults ot·currccl in c·x>erimental infections of Cottu.s gobio and
\w:,1illt1 lin!f.,;i!la. h11t sunfrc·d \\ith aJTL'stt•d
''''l:ll;d :iL Ii\ it:, ii, Su/11,n iridc11s. Our l'ullcd1011
:Ii,· lll,t rr·,oid of the· 11atur,tl ot·c111re11ct· of
!:.,i!lica 11, \u;!.11illa flllL!,flilla. C'll11sistt·d nl lv.o
~. ,11.tlh

111;tl1111• \\11nn, from

011<' host.

:t11d

gl'lll' J.tll\' 11ot

tnOl't'

than 8 to 12.

nw11s possc~scd an inl'gulur kuoblike projectinn
one end. and 4 ullll 32, respl'ctively, wen•
present at ont• time

1111

rA.01111

1=,~cJ.lr,1,9~

AAIO

Kvµr:z, If 6 3

Nicolia halichoeri sp. 1:..:__ .+r_ -'Figures 23 and 24 0 ~
9
Hosts: Halichoeres hivittatus (3 of I l);
Halichoeres radiatus ( 3 of 8), type host.
Site: Intestine.
Holotype: U. S. N. M. Helm. Coll. 71308,
paratype: No. 71370.
Description ( based on 14 wholemouncs
and 1 sectioned specimen) : Body spindleshaped, smooth, 0.7 to 1.2 long by 0.25 to
0.32 wide; widest at acetabular level. Oral
sucker 0.07 to 0.10 long by 0.07 to 0.10
wide. Acetabulum slightly preequatorial, 0.1 l
to 0.17 by 0.12 to 0.19. Sucker rario I: 1.8
to 2.1. Forebody 32 to 38% of body length.
Prepharynx usually about 1,ii as long as
pharynx. Pharynx 0.05 to 0.06 long by 0.04
to 0.06 wide. Esophagus 1 to 2 times as
long as pharynx. Intestinal bifurcation approximately midway between acetabulum
and pharynx. Caeca united slightly posterior
to testes.
Testes smooth to somewhat irregular,
tandem, contiguous in all but one atypical
specimen with ovary between them; anterior
testis 0.05 to 0.10 long by 0.08 to 0.18
wide; posterior testis 0.07 co 0.12 by 0.09
co 0.15. Posttesticular space 18 co 23 % of
body length. Cirrus sac thin-walled, claviform; touching anterior border of acetabulum dextrally, sinistrally, or medially; containing large saccate seminal vesicle, short
cirrus. Prostatic cells few, free in parenchyma. Genital pore sinistral at esophageal
level.
Ovary subglobular, 0.03 to 0.07 long by
0.05 to 0.09 wide, either median or dextral,
in contact with anterior testis. Semina l receptacle usually indistinct, proxi1m I coils
of uterus full of sperm. Laurer's canal present. Vitelline follicles well developed, from
esophageal level to near posterior end of
body, confluent anteriorly and posteriorly,
one or more follicles usually between posterior testis and caecal loop. Uterus may
extend posteriorly beyond caecal loop. Eggs
partially collapsed, 49 to 62 by 26 to 34
microns.
Excretory vesicle I-shaped, extending to
ovarian level; pore terminal.
Discussion: This species is ~imilar to
Nicolia gallica (Dollfus, 1941 l Dollfus,
1959, in length of the body an I in extent
of the excretory vesicle. It differs from that
species in having a uterus whicl , may extend posterior to the ovary. The uterus also
extends posteriorly in N. wisnie1, ·skii ( Slusarski, 1958), although the excretory vesicle
in that species extends to near the posterior
margin of the rear testis Nico lia halichoeri
is probably the same as that Nahhas and
Cable ( 1964: 198) descr bed and illustrated
as Coitocaecum sp., in "hich the uterus extended slightly posterior to the ovary and
a seminal receptacle was lacking.
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Uocl .. Fuliatl', s11111,·\\liat l:q11•ri11µ i11 tit,· .,111,•ri,11 111,111111 111,d :tl11111I, ·11111111 1
,. po l<'l'i11r 1• ·11·1·11111,·. 11wa 1111• :.! .~1:I:! l11 .1.;:11:1:.! i11 11 •11µ- tli :i11d fl,!lfll) ,.,
~ in 11111 ·i11111111 "id1li :it tlw 11·,c•I ,,f :11,•t :il1 1d11111 . 11,111 11,I ,•,·. ,,iio1,•1·111i11.d.
d, llll'IISlll't•, II. I !I~ IP t 1,2 lti , (l, .,,-; 111 fl,.! .!.,1, 111,,II "' •·pit .rt II 1,1 , ... ,.111. I '1111x. round. 11111:-t•11l:1r. 1111•,1,111·1•, II I (I, · • t1 . I '..!1t 111 It. I ', i. r '• · 11 1,11 ,1:.:11,, 111,,d, r:i ·

Os

cl,•,·pl11111•1I. ,l,•11d1·1·. 111,·a 11ri.., 11,11!111 111 ti. I :1·, 111 l• 11.!t l1, I ,, ,., ., 11111 l;ol,•1·:i!h
th.- l,11,h 11•11:,:tlt :111d 111•1111111• , 11 11 l1 11111111 , :ii 1/w 111,..fl •r1111
1

o:L 1u11·:ill1•I In

I

i11ol-, \

I I'

, I,

0

t•xl1·1•111it~· f11l'll1i11g- :i fi11iiP1· · lik1• i11t1·,1i11al hull, .•\1111 ~ alN·111 •• \1·l'tah11l
nl1110:-I. r111111d. l1iµ-gp1· I ltnll ornl stH'kl'r, s1t1T111111d1·d l,y a fold of :,,l,in. dl'\'oi
IIIHl'ginal papilla. 1111•:i-..111·1•:,, 11.:121. lo 0.1.:I:! X 0.:1'.2', lo o.:l~,. at 1111· 1•11d of
:111t1•rio1' tlii1·,t uf liud.,. Tl11• l'ntio of tli1· lwo .,11c-k1•1·-... I : 1.7.
T1•:,,(t•s. din·1·1h or· 11liliq111•I~ ln11d1•111 .. \11IP1io1· t, ..,ti:,,. l,igµl'I' . l1·:1 11s,•pl':
0, f ', ~ to 0.'.27!1 ' 0.'.21 fi lo O.:!fi I l 11111 df'\'PlopPd i11
!-11ll'('ifl11 11l. p11-.1t•1·ior 11·,ti .... 111111'1' 01· ,,.,,., splll'l'irnl. lll1·as1,r·1•., o.:.u;, lo o.:irn
0.:17~ lo O.'iff,. \'a,11 .. 1r,,,,,•111ia 111·ig-i11al1• dor:--all~- a11cl UflC'll i11d1•p1 •11d1•11tl ,\· •
,·11si<'ula s1•1ni11ali:-.. Cil'r11-.. sa,·. c•11f'111si11g- 10111,t. sacT1rla1· , 1•-..inda sr•min
f'Xll'nds n11wlt 1,,.,rn,d tlll' 111·1•l;1l,11l11111. al,nosl 11pl11 1111• g-1·11it11l 1·,1111plf'
o,·ar\. Cil'l'lls p111,;·I~· d1•,c•lopl'd. l>l'llslrnt1• glands p1·,,..,..111. c;,.11i1al pnr·t•. la
at 1111' IP\'l'I of OI' :-.lig-htl~· f>""ll'l'inr lo phar.,·11.,. 011 tit(• J,,ft ..,j,I,,_
1•lo11g-all•. 111C·as111•p,

E
E

1

( )\'ar~·. al1111111d slt;ipl'd. 1111•dia11 01· -..11h111c•dii111. p1·1·1t•,1 i1·11l;i1·.
().()!)() to 0.1."i:l X 0.'.21 (1 lo O.:!li I. ( h id111·1 11l'igi11al(•s fro111 11,·:1rly 1111 •

r o,·nr~· 011 Iii(• do1•-..;rl sid<' mid op1•11s i11t1, 1111· g1•11it:d 1·t1111 pl1 •\ :tit,·,· 111:il,111!!
e111·, 1• 011 1111, l'i1.d11 ._jd,·. H1•1·1•plac11l11111 ""'111i11i". ,1111t-rnl:it1•1 ;ii 111 11,·:11·,. 1111':1l'C'S 0.1 ~!) In 0.1 !)~ '- 0.0:-11. lo 0 .11!1!1. l ,;1111·1·r·.., t :111 .il 1'1'1 '•1·11 1. I l1·n1,. 111·1· •
1
i11·ia11. -ilill'h dol's,dh frnm 1111' out~ pt • 1111rl l'lllh ' " " ' a,d ... rn1•111i11,:.t 11111 , ;! " " "
ops. .\l<'t1·a1t•rll1 1101 dill'1•1·1·11t i:t11•1I. l·,;.:g.., . -..p111·1·,. ,·llip,11id :d. 1·11p ,ft:1p1•d.
right ~·ell ow. llll'ihlll'f' 0.0li:l lo (1,07:! ' 11.ot-,. \ i11•lli111• l,,llil'I, •.... ,., lt•ttd f1 ·n1 11
lmots rniddl1• of o,,..,11pltaµu-.. lo po--l1 ·ri11r 11 \lr1•111il~ 111 l.11,·1·: tl l11'1d-.. 1·1111ti).!11 ,, 11,
posll<•stindnr· nn•:1 . \i1dli11(• ''""''"' 11i1 pr,•," ,11•i.i11.

•·u:

t

t ,,,.,.,,,.,,,,.,,.,,,

...... -

Excn•al111'.' ,·1·sid<·. tulHdnl'. t''\.l1•11d., 111 p11,t1·rior l101'd1•1 111' "':,I'.'. "lrn"
l dinlall•s into a ll'ir:uli;it1• funn •I. 1111•;"""''" (Ult-, 111 1.1711111 l,•11..:11& :11,d 11.J:,!fi
0.1 'J 1i in width at 1'11· fu11111•I. Exl'l'1'1111·, p111·1· 1,•1·111i11 :d.
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Fa111il~ flp1•1·11,.lidi11' \\;1-.. 1•11•:il,•d Ii _
, 11,\1,1 i11 f!l:.1.-,.
t'rTt'<'l<•d :-ubfa111il.' I lp1•1·n,.li11,11 · n,,d i,ll'l11d,·d 11 1111,I,.,, fa111ih
llocrcarliid:w, drnpping- tli1• fa111il~ I lp1 ·rn1•lid;11•. !>111111 ' I !1211 1 t·i,·111<-d -..1111mil~· C,,i1ocar·ci11a1· for ,!.fl'Jl11s Coit1J<·oer11111 \irnll 1!11.-,. () , 11,1 l!l'.!!I 1·1·1•;1!1· I
mil.'· foitot·ot•cidaP fo,. g1•1111s C11itonw1·<1111. 11, 11-..,, 1, I! 1::, pnillll'd 11111 1111•
nonym~· of llw famili1•s ( lp1•<"ol'lid;11• :wd <.oit111·.tl'l'id:11• o111 d n·d,w, •d 1'1 1·11 1
rank upholding lht• suhf'amil.' ( lpc•1 ·11c-li11ap i11 tft,. f:1111il~ \lint adiid,11·.
ANTER (t947 \ l'<',·in,cJ llw f'a111il~· I lp1·c111•lida,•. ,t·p:1ra1i11!! ii f,11111 111,• f.i111il.,·
llorrcodiiJap and rc•1·og-ni-..c>d four -..11hf:in1ili1•.., 1111«1,,,. f.1111ih I lp1 •c·11l'l id :1,• ,·i/.
per<wlinat> St11nkal'd l!l:31: l'lugi11po1"i11,11• \111111,,,. l!Vi7 . flornlrPmnti11 :1 •
ivastnva 1~Vi2 a11d A'olnpor·in.11· Sri,a:-.111\:t l!Vi:.1 . II,. c' 11i...id,•n·d 1:11 it 11c11:•ae Podw J !).!(; as s~ ll1111~·111 nf I lp1•<·1 1"li11af'. 't, ,1 1L t 11 I !l.-1...: rc·jc>i •lt•d 11t ·
families Plag-iopol'in;w and I l11l'all'1'111atinac• :111d int'l11d,·,I tl11• r1 •111ni11i11~ lw.,
bfamilie~ und,•1· th,· fa111il~ .\ll01·1•pndiidn,•. tlr11-.. -..11ppr1•-,-..i11g tlt1· f:1111il~·
ecoelicla(', ~Kll,11111'\' ' I n.)N ) uplt,·ld 111( • fa111il~ ( )p<'l'n1•lid:11• ih ,tl,11 th,, -..ul,miJ~· Coito1·,H'<'in;11•. \1111111 l l!lll'.! · al~u n·c·11!-"11i-..r•d tli,· f:11 1111~ ()p,.,·,plida .•.
c Pl'<'S<"lll a111lwr aa,·1•1 ·, with tli, · , ·alidit~· 111 1111· f:1111ih I lpl'1'1l(' lid:1" liui
nsiders Coito<·;11•<'i11;w P11d11, I H:!h ;" ".' 111111~·111 of I lp1·1 ·111 •li11:i1 • ~I u 1--:ll'I I I H'l l .
11
SK11 .1 \IIL\ I'[ l,o,·.\1. ( I !l.1li ('1•1•all•d th,• g'l'lltl:-. ( r1111·1·r,11·111 ,·11111 \\ i1li CrO{\'tT 1ecum skrjahi11i rlw:mit/k _, l!l'.2~ ,, , 11 . Cni1,1,·,1c·, ·1 1111 sl,rjuhi111. lw;i it/k,
11
9'.2~ ) a-.; ~1'11111~ pt•. 1111 1l11• I,.,,,;, 111 1l11 • 111·1•,1•111·1· (If 11 n·1-.•p1111·1d11111 ,,·111ini..,:
'rrus sar enclo:,,i11g \P,inrla -..1·111i11;tli,. prostrnt1· 1·1•11-. :111d ('i1·1·11~: ..,, p,11·.tling it
m th«• g-erll" ( oitocaec11111 th it l,wk-.. ;i rt'1·,·ptilc11lt1111 w1111111, :111d tit, , , .. ,iruh
minali!> is 0111 -.id<· th1• l'irn,, ,111" . Tl,, ..'. nl,n 11 :,11,11 ·1 ,·,·d ( n"''<'l'lw,,.,,.,,,
11
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Opecoelidae
77. Ozakia iniistii ~ \( 0.. W\. \

\

q-,. C

(Fig. 91)
HABIT AT: Intestine of lniistius pavonis; Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63702 .
DESCRIPTION (based on three whole mounts): Body
elongate with tapering forebody, rounded posteriorly,
1.0-1.3 mm long, 0.25-0.37 mm wide at level of acetabulum. Oral sucker ventroterminal, 80-100 X 80-130 µ,
followed by short wide prepharynx; pharynx 50-60 X
80-100 µ; esophagus 80-180 µ long, bifurcating a little
anterior to acetabulum, narrowed about midway in the
type; ceca united at posterior extremity. Acetabulum
large, not peduculate, 0.16-0.2 mm in diameter, in
anterior half of middle third of body or at junction of
anterior with middle third; its posterior margin or both
anterior and posterior margins may be provided with
papilliform protu be ranees.
Testes irregularly indented, 80-130 X 90-170 µ , directly tandem, at about middle of hindbody or in anterior
part of caudal third of body. Seminal vesicle shaped like
a slender club about 30 µ wide, extending to posterolateral edge of acetabulum. Cirrus pouch fusiform, thinwalled, 5 I µ by 25 µ in the type, enclosing a small pars
prostatica surrounded by prostate cells and a short cirrus.
Genital pore to left of posterior end of esophagus.
Ovary coarsely trilobate or two-knobbed, 40--80
X 70-90 µ, giving rise to germiduct at its anteromedial
lobe, immediately pretesticular, to right of median line
behind middle of body. No seminal receptacle. Laurer's
canal at first running transversely dorsal to ovary, then
turning forward sinistral to ovary and finally opening
dorsally just in front of left anterior end of anterior testis.
Uterus forming few coils between ovary and acetabulum,
containing sperm and few eggs; metraterm alongside ma!e
duct on its left side; mature eggs 53-65 X 37-39 µ in life.
Vitelline follicles circumcecal, remarkably few in number,
especially anteriorly, not interrupted opposite acetabulum, confluent in posttesticular area, commencing at
level of genital pore or intestinal bifurcation; vitelline
reservoir comma-shaped, sinistral to ovary. Excretory
vesicle apparently reaching to ovary; pore terminal.
DISCUSSION: This species bears a certain resemblance
to Coitocaecum ty/ogonium Manter, 1954 from
Centriscops humerosus of New Zealand, but differs from
it in the posterior extent of the seminal vesicle and the
position of the genital pore. In C. tylogonium the
genital pore is stated to be postbifurcal.

Nicolla. minu.ta sp. n.
(Fig. 4)

Opecoel1dae
r1tch-,r , 196

Hosts: Thalassoma dnperreyi (Quov and liAIMAIW), hi11alra lauwili, 'a'aJa'ihi
(Labridae), type host; 3 specimens from 3 of 49 hosts.

Stethojulis axillaris (Quoy and

GAIMAHD),

'omalm (Labricfae); 2 HJJ<·cimens from

1 of 58 hosts.

Conger <'1'.nereu8 rnarg £nat1ts VAL., white eel, puhi-nha (C'o11gridae); L specimen
1

from 43 hosts.

Location: Intestine.
Ho lo type: No. 60348
Description (based on 5 specimPns): Body spindle-shaped, 50~ to G~7 long b~·
154 to 201 wide; oral sucker 59 to 85 wide; acctabulum at midbody, 121 to 150 wi<l<',
aperturr transverse with lip-like edges: sucker ratio l : 1.8 to 2.1. Prl'pharynx 1u to
24 long; pharynx 37 to 40 long by 42 to 48 wide; esophagus usuall,v Hlightl~· longer
than pharynx, 37 to 48 long: cecal bifurcation prPacetabular, about one-third body
lrngth from anterior end; CC'ca join near posterior end of body.
Testes more or less sphrrical, intercrcal, tandem, or slightl)' obliq11e, 50 to 80
long by 56 to 96 wide; cirnrn sac clavifonn overla,pping anterior edge of acetabuJum
and extrnding anterosinistrally Vl'ntrnl to crcum, conta.i11ing largl' saccular seminal
vesicle and narrow ejaculatory duct. GC'nita l pore to left of Psophagus.
Ovary spherical or retort-sha1wd, immediately pretcstic-ular and to right of
midline, 32 to 46 long by 35 to 48 wide; seminal receptacle rou ndrd or rlongate, nt>ar
ovary; Laurer's ca11al not observed; vitelline follicles srnalJ, more or )p•s sparse,
extending along ceca, confluent posteriorly and in region of t'Ptal bifurcation: utl'ru:

tit

pretesticular, containiug few eggs (up to seYcn); l'ggt- yc>llow, slightly collapsed,
43 to 51 long by 24 to 35 wide.
Excretory pore subterminal: rxcretory vesiclP tnbulnr, rxtrnding to IC'vcl of
ovary.
Discussion: Nicolla minu.ta is most similar to N. gallir-a (DouFtrs, Hl41)
DoLLFUS, 1959, both species having an excretory vesicle extending to thr Jevrl of the
ovary. Nicolla minnta differs from N. gallica in smaller eggs, smallrr body sizl', forrbody longer than hindbody, and the lip-like edges of the aperture of the acetabulum.
It is strange that Nicolla, heretofore reported as a parasite of European fresh-watrr
fishes, should appear in marine fishes of Hawaii. It occurred with Coitomecum bm11H•ti
in two hosts and with C. ha1/laiensis in one host.
SLUSARSKI (1958), SKRJABIN and Kov.\L (1958), and Do11Fvs (1959, 1%0)
independently published discussions of Coitoeaewm Nrco11, 1915, a.nd rPlated genna.
All considered Ozakia. WISNIEWSKI, 1933, a synonym of Coitoeae('//111, and proposrd
that species having a seminal vesicle entirely enclosed in the cirrus sac bl' placed in a
separate genus. SKRJABIN and KOVAL named Cro11•crocaet·11111 and SLVSAR Kr narnrd
Excoitocaecum, but DoLLFUS (1959, 1960) pointed out that since Nicolla \\'rSNIEW... KI
1934, Crowcrocaecitm and Excoi:tol'.aecmn all have the same typl' sprcies, Xicolla i, thr
only valid genus.
Bathycreadium KABATA, 1961, also has joined ceca and a cirrus sac that completely encloses the seminal vesicle. KABATA (1961) compared it with KoReiria
NAGATY, 1942, and Proenentemrn MANTER, 1954, though neither genus seemed to
him very closely related. Actuall~', Bathycreadiuni is most like Nicolla a,ud .dllopodncotyle PRITCHARD, 1966, having some characteristics of both genera. It differs from
Nicolla in having a more elongate body, shorter forebody, protuberant acetabnlnm,
vitellaria confined to the hindbody, cirrus sac extending considerably posterior to
the acetabulum rather than to midacetabuJum or less, the long and protrusibll' cirrus,
and a deep-sea host. The cyclocoel of Bathycreadium separates it from Allopodocotyle.
Like its nearest relatives, Bathycreadfo.m belongs in the family Opecodidae, not tlw
Lepocreadiidae.
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Opecoe 11dae

78. Osak,a norae (Martin, 1960) n. comb.
Syn, Coitocaecum norae Martin, 1960
(Fig. 92)

HABITAT: Gall bladder of Acanthurus sandvicensis;

Hawaii.

DESCRIPTION (based on a single mount): Body small,
flattened fusiform, 0.96 mm long, 0.34 mm wide in
midregion. Cuticle scattered all over with small papillae,
each of which is tipped with a short seta. Oral sucker
sub terminal, 0 .12 mm in diameter; prepharynx present;
pharynx 50 X 50 µ; esophagus 60 µ long, bifurcating in
posterior half of anterior third of body; ceca united
posteriorly 0.12 mm from posterior end of body. Acetabulum O.16 mm in diameter, largely in anterior half of
middle third of body. Sucker ratio 3:4.
Testes transversely elongated, tandem, in median field
about junction of middle with posterior third of body;
anterior 35 X 109 µ, posterior 46 X 105 µ. Seminal
vesicle subcylindrical, curved, 28 µ wide, immediately
pre-acetabular, with its attenuated anterior portion crossing over left cecum; pars prostatica not differentiated;
ejaculatory duct narrow, winding in cirrus pouch which

92

is fusiform and 46 µ long by 23 µ wide, with its distal
portion functioning as slender eversible unarmed drrus.
Common genital pore in left submedian line at level of
posterior end of esophagus.

Ovary compact, roughly three-lobed, 49 X 63 µ, a
little to right of median line, immediately in front of
anterior testis. The germiduct arises from the middle of
the anterior face of the ovary, proceeds anterodextrad.
and turns backw{lrd just medial to the right cecum at
the level of the posterior end of the acetabulum, where
the Laurer's canal is given off; it descends along the
medial side of the right cecum and, turning anteromesad,
joins the vitelline duct and passes into the ut~rme c..luct.
No seminal receptacle. Laurer's canal descending parallel
to descending germiduct on its medial side, turning to
left at right angles and passing along anterosinistral
portion of ovary, then describing a complete loop before
opening dorsally a little to left of median line at level of
vitelline reservoir. Uterus coiled between loop of Laurer's
canal and acetabulum and running forward along left
margin of acetabulum, and then along left side of male
terminalia. Metraterm well differentiated, opening alongside male pore. Eggs oval, 53-56 X 32-35 µ in life, 51 X
30 µ in mounted condition. Vitelline follicles small.
extending in extracecal fields from level of esophagus on
the right, but from level of intestinal bifurcation on the
left, confluent in- and outside of posterior cecal arch;
vitelline reservoir 58 X 25 µ, immediately anterodextral
to ovary. Excretory vesicle reaching to ovary; pore
dorsosub terminal.

DISCUSSION: This species agrees fairly well with
Martin's specimen from the gall bladder of ~ccnu< haetus

strigosus of Hawaii. Martin gave the following measureBody 1 •05 X o·476 mm·' oral sucker 0.144.
t
mens;
X 0.128 mm; acetabulum 0.187 mm; pharynx 48 X 40µ '
egss 49 X 29 µ.

al•~ _00_
Allooread11dae
,v,~
In.
.
0l1l:-t,o,v111m o,rat\Hl ~1gulewaky, 1931) U); s ~ , t'i 3r
L

A..

Body OTal, 1.27 to 1.39 by 0.07 to 0.75 mm. Cut1cula smooth.
Bod.J tlattened. Oral suoker length: 0.182 to 0.217; width:
0.130 to 0.182. Ventral sucker length: 0.365 to 0.521, width;
0.087 to 0.130 mm. Esophagus short. Ceca un1t1ng behind the
te■ tea.
Excretory pore at hind end. Vitellaria confluent
pe•\eriorly, extending anteriorly to the pharynx, interrupted at
lnel of ,rentral sucker.
Ovary elona.te oval with broad irregular indentations; length
0.217 to 0.239 1 width; 0.087 to 0.130 mm. Uterus between ventral
eu~ker and ovary. 45 to 50 eggs. Egge large, oval, without
f'llament. J'emale pore directly close to the right of the male

pore.

Testes 1rregulary lobed, eloltgate-oval. Anterior testis:
0.282 to 0.390 by 0.108 to 0.130 mm., hind t•stis 0.325 to 0.391
by0.130 mm. Sac-shaped cirrus sac between the e~ek•••- ventral
sucker which it overlaps and the intestinal bifurcation which it
does not reach, size 0.130 to 0.174 mm.
Egge 69 to 82 by 43 to 52 µ/
Hosts: Eeox luciue and Acerina cerbua
Locality: DnJepr and Sod.sch

'l~. ~ 9 (a : Cf- 1&
~ttl.& Vt#-J.v.. ~ t.:.Fccd:~ ..
'J

,, ~
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Opecoe 11d ae

79 • Ozakia pfluegeri~
(Fig. 93)

HABITAT: Intestine of Mul/oidich thys pfluegeri: Hawaii
HOLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63703,
DESCRIPTION (based on two whole mounts): Body
subcylindrical, flat, with blunt-pointed extremities, 1.82.7 mm long, 0.33-0.53 mm wide at level of acetabulum.
Oral sucker subterminal, 90-130 X 100-150 µ; short
prepharynx present; pharynx 60 X 60-80 µ; esophagus
0.1-0.15 mm long, bifurcating anteiror to acetabulum;
ceca uniting posteriorly, without anus. Acetabulum 0.2 0.28 mm anteroposteriorly, situated in posterior half of
anterior third of body; on each of anterior and posterior
margins there is a transverse row of five rounded papillae,
of which the medial three are a little larger than the lateral.
Testes elliptical. slightly indented, 0.2-0.25 X 0.120. I 8 mm, almost contiguous to each other about Junction
of middle with posterior third of body, each slightly
oblique. Seminal vesicle elongate fusiform or claviform
posteriorly, reaching more or less back of posterior end
of acetabulum, with prostatic cells scattered along its
attenuated anterior portion. Cirrus pouch elongate
pyriform, 60-70 X 20-26 µ, containing tubular distal
portion of seminal vesicle, pars prostatica filled with
prostatic granules and short ejaculatory duct. Genital
pore to left of anterior part of esophagus.
Ovary heart-shaped m the type, more obliquely
elongated in the paratype, 0.11 X 0.11-0.2 mm, just
postequatorial. Laurer's canal forming a complete loop
before opening dorsally immediately anterior or anterodorsal to vitelline reservoir. Vitellaria commencing on each
side at level of intestinal bifurcation, almost confluent in
posttesticular area; vitelline reservoir rounded triangular,
56-70 X 40-44 µ, at anterosinistral corner of ovary.
Uterus occupying whole intercecal field between ovary
and acetabulum. Eggs oval, thin-shelled, 58-63 X 34-40 µ
in life. Excretory vesicle reaching to ovary;pore terminal.
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the closely
related Coitocaecum iniistii n. sp. in the Laurer's canal
forming a complete loop just before opening dorsally
just anterior or anterodorsal to the viteltine reservoir.

Coitocaecum proavitum Wienieweki,1934

Opecoel idae
icoUa trstiobliqua (L. \V. Wisniewski. 19:;:q R. Ph. Dollfus, 1938

Rede script ion. Coitocaecidae Ozaki, 1928. Body s1na ll , spindle-shap d.
lorebody being slightly narrower and lc:-.s blun1 than hindb1ic.ly, with lo,,

oegree of dorso-ventral flattening confined only to both lips of the hod\',
0.8-1 7 mm long by 0.3-0.43 mm maximum wide and 0.32-0.45 mm thick cloro- entrally in the region of protuberant acetabulurn; the- largest immaturP
pecimens without eggs about 0.72 mm long; the colour nf liYe spl'cirnc ns is
:white, vitellaria being gray and rcµroduc1i\·c organs brown tr:inslucing through
the body wall; the uterine area yellowish-brown when filled with eggs.
Oral sucker slightly subter:ninnl, opening obliqur•ly downw.11 els, measuring
-0.1-0.17 by 0.11-0.18 mm in 1hl' en-face \'il'w and 0.1-0 Hi by 0.11-0 17 mm
in lateral view. Ventral ~ucke1 usually ;it !he rnidbody in smaller specimens,
though in larger trematodc-s the hindbody may be slightly lunger than the
pre,1cetabular body part. situated at the summit of a elm so-vcntrc1l body s,velling: the muscle fibres t1f acct.tbulum very long: both the suckers subglobular
or o,·oid trnnsversely, prodded with transverse openings, the ventral sucker
being 1.5 times as large as the oral, and only exceptionally twi ce th0 ._;7" of
the latter. The region between suckc-rs usually (,bscrved in slight dorsillex10n.
A very short prepharynx is followed b~· a ,..,·ell dc,·cloped pharynx; the pharynx-oral sucker ratio 1 : 2.3-~; the prcpharynx-pharynx r;itio 1 : 2.ti-:U; oesophagus about twice the size of the pharynx. The gut bifurcation situated
generally at the midway bet \Veen sucker!=:. The c,H'c:a extend along the lateral
walls and they unite near the posterior body tip, in most cases close to the posterior margin of the posterior testis; they communicate neither ,vith the ex-

l

cretory bladder nor with the exterior
Testes obliquely tandem, contiguous, situated in thC' posterior region of
the body; anterior testis almost globular or slightly o\'oirl, on the left side of
the body, smaller than the posterior, measuring 0.1-0 .17 by 0.14-0 .2 mm in
the ventral view; posterior tc-st1s almost median, somewhat larger than the
anterior, 0.136-0.2 by 0.21-0.27 mm. The longer axis of each testis obliquely
against the longitudinal body axi::. . Vas~t efferentia lenve the anterior testis at
the left antero-lateral aspect and the posterior testis at the right antero-lateral aspect. The two ducts run separately, passing ventrally and laterally
to the region of the central female organs, but they con\'erge in front of the
uterine region, where they unite to form a \'ery short common duct which
enters the posterior end of the cirrus pouch and the seminal vesicle. There is
no external seminal vesicle. Cirrus pouch rather well developed, distinctly
club-shaped, overlapping the dorso-lateral right edge of acetabulum, its posterior end usually reaching the level of midacclabulum, but it may extend to
the le\'el of the right postero-lateral edge of the ventral sucker. The internal
seminal vesicle shows se\'eral convolutions at the posterior wide end, the anterior narrow portion of the cirrus pouch containing an ejaculatory duct with
its pars prostatica and prostate gland cells. The ejaculatory duct communicates with the exterior in an indistinct genital atrium situated ,·entrally in
the preacetabular region on the left of oesophagus more or less at the level of
the gut bifurcation. The distal portion of ejaculatory duct evaginates to form
a cirrus which is rather short and conical with a thicker proximal portion.
Cirrus projects, as a rule, loosely above the atrium aperture, but its distal slender portion may bend within the genital atrium and enter the metraterm (Fig. 2).
Ovary globular, subglobular or pear-shaped, situated in frontof the pas- •
terior testis, displaced to the right, laterally or slightly antero-laterally to
the anterior testis, 0.13-0.15 mm long and 0.08-0.12 mm thick. The oviduct leaves the ovary at its anterior aspect. In front and dorsal to the space between
the ovary and the anterior testis is the vitelline receptacle, much smaller
than ovary, ovoid and transversely elongate, receiving a short common duct
firom each lateral side, each of these ducts being divided into two lateral
vitelloducts. Dorsal to that organ is a large retort-shaped seminal receptacle,
its longi• ;1rlin..il axis oblique or parallel to the longitudinal body line. The baggy portion of the seminal receptacle is 0.16-0.19 mm long and 0.03-0 .07 mm
thick, as measured from its blind posterior end to the junction with the oviduct, sometimes overlapping the ovary. The narrow left anterior portion of the
receptacle gives off the Laurer's canal which bends anteriorly and then dorsally and extends postero-dorsally, passing to the left of the posterior end of
the seminal receptacle and opening to the exterior on the left of the body
longitudinal line, more or less at the level of posterior edges of the seminal
receptacle and the ovary. The seminal raceptacle is joined latero-ventrally
by a convoluted oviduct which from the point of that junction bends to the
anteriur Thie; in turn is joined by the narrow efferent duct of the vitelline re-

cle At the point of that j1mction the duct is slightly enlarged into ootype
nded by the> l\.lehlis's gland extending in front of the central female
s and partly overlapping the anterior edge nf the vitelline receptacle.

living trematodes there are cilia detectable in thC' lumen of the oviduct and
distal portion of the efferent duct of the vitellinc receptacle, those of the
imal portion of the oviduct being most active.
Vitellaria follicular, rather sparse, situated along the lateral and dorsal
lls of the body, extending from the posterior extremity to the lc\"el of pha. Follicles large, measuring 0.042-0.07 mm, are divided into two groups:
anterior group extends back to the level of acetabulum, the second in the
tacetabular region, thus no follicles usually ntcur in the region of the veni sucker.
Uterus preovarian, short, having ,,nly a few small folds, mainly hetwecn
the ovary and the ventral sucker. its distal tube running dnrsnlly to ,wetabulum and forming a short metraterm, 0.0fi-0.1 mm long. whir-h ends in the
genital atrium. The utC'rus enntains not mnn' thall 23 ,,ggs \',11 iahle in nurnber. There are usually a few egg. of t>lliptical c;h,1pc, with a small pc1 ,·ulum and a small knob-like' filam<'nt um at the anopt 'rc ttl:11 pole. The knoh may
be absent in some eggs or is not ohscn Pd; di111ens1,iri s of the eggs: IJ o:~-0.0-J
by 0.051-0.062 mm.

I
\

Excretory veside relatively long, s,u.:-likc·, its more roomy antC'l"1•Jl portinn
extending forward dorsal to the posterior in tcs1 in,d n r,·h ,rncl the posl •rior v1telline follicles to the level of the ov,1ry or t:>,·cn to the l'llllnal rcccpt::i le.
Dorsal to the posterior testi:- it becomes slightly flattened, enlargin~ in the
pretesticular 1egion and gradually tnpc1·ing •uwards the excrctol'y pore whi ·h
is terminn l.

\

Typical hosts: brook trout, Salmo trutta morphn fario L. and rainbow tr ut,

\

Salmo gairdneri Rich.

Typical locality: Bosnia River (Vrclu Bosnc, Ilidza, near Saraje\'o), Yugoslavia.
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Opecoelidae
N1colla testiobligua (L. W. Wisniewski, 1933) Dollfus, 1958
From Slusarski (1971) continued:
Specimens deposited: Department of Parasitology, Polish Academy of Scie·nces, Helminthological Collections, Warszawa (a vial ,vith whole stained specimens from the Bosnia River, August, 1958, preserved in alcohol) .
Discussion. As can be seen from the above findings, th<· reex ~mination of !\r. tcstiobliqua from typical hosts anrl locality reveal0d the prcsrnce
of several characters omitted in Wis n i e w ski's original desc ription: the receptaculum seminis, the Laurer·s c:rnal. the Mehlis's gland, the protrn sible
cirrus, the excretory \'esiclc and the knub-like filamentum in egg s of ..1dulls
from final hosts. Thus. the description of the species presentl'd here may be
considered to be complete.
Se\'eral difrcrences relating to the anatumy are noticeable bet,vcen specimens described by Wisniewski 193:3 a and those of this study . First of all,
Wisniewski stated that "unterscheidct man einen Praepharynx (0.0660.13 mm). einen Ph.irynx. wekher fast unmittelLar an die l\1uskulatur des
oralen Saugnapfes grc:nzt l0,055-0.072 mm), und eincn Oesophagus, dessen
Lange annahrend derjcnigen des Praepharynx glcicht (0.005-0.11 mm)''. ln the
present specimens, no case has been recorded in \Vhich prepharynx npprou ches
pharynx in length. Actually, the prepharynx: pharynx: oesopln g u -; · :i t i , C'corded was 1 : 2.G-3.1 : 5-t~. It looks as if Wis n 1 cw ski ha:, been 1111staken.
This objection is ..il!-o supµorted by the opinion infe r: eel in \Vis n i e w ski's
text in which he stated 1hat the ph::irynx was immediately contigunus to musdes of the oral sucker. In fact, relations of this descript11,n may \)(' referred
to prepharynx. Secondly, he indicated that "der Cirrusbeutel reicht von der
Danngabelung ... ", whereas, in the present specimens the genital alrium is located on the left of oesophagus more or less al the le\el of bifurcation. After
all, the relationships recorded here, which com,titute a key character of the
family. are well illustrated by Wisniewski 1933 a, Fig 3. Thirdly, \\'is n i"e w ski stated that "die Schale der Eier ist ellipsoid, filamentlos ... " In the
present specimens some eggs were found to be provided with an anopercular
knob-like filament. This character was obscn rd by Wisniewski in eggs
of N. testiobliqua progenetic metacercariae on 1 \
It is perhaps worth noticing that Kulak , >vs k a j a 1951 found N. testiobliqua specimens 0.99-2 .3 mm long and 0.33-0.87 mm wide.
All the European species of the genus Nicolia s0 far described may be divided into two groups, mainly according to the- ,irrangement of gonads. One
group contains species (N. skrjabini, N. proavitc1, N. wisnieu·skii, and probably
X. timoni) showing testes arranged tandem, more or less regularly contiguous
along the longitudinal median body line, and the ovary situated in front of the
anterior testis, slightly laterally to the midline; uterus long, in fully developed
specimens it may contain more than 40 eggs (up to 200). The other group comprises species (N. testiobliqua, N. gallica) with testes diagonally contiguous
and the ovary situated in front of the posterior testis, laterally or antero-laterally to the anterior testis; uterus relatively short, may contain only few
eggs (up to about 25, or up to 40 as reported by Ku 1 a k o vs k a j a 1951).
Adults of N. testiobliqua are most like those of N. gallica, highly resembling
the latter at first sight by having similar body shape and size and the arrangement of internal organs. The striking resemblance pertaining to adults does
not, however, occur in larval forms. The shape and size of the stylet in N. galli~<J. cotylocercous cercaria, as described and illustrated by Do 11 f us 1959 b,
Fig. ~•. essentially differ from those in N. testiobliqua. The stylet--:f the latter
was nefly described and illustrated by W i s n i e w s k i 1933 a F' g 4 5
who observed the organ in "very young metacercariae" (in fact the:e· w'er~
unencysted cercariae penetrating the body cavity of gammarids). '
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Notes on N. wisniewskii specimens recorded
Nicolla wisniewskii is new for Yugoslavia. The collected specimens entirely
correspond with description of this species given by S 1 us a rs k i 1958, pp.
488-496, 723-725, Fig. 11-23. All the 28 specimens examined are sexually mature. and egg-producing trematodes. Their length ranges from 1.5 to 3 mm, the
nax1mum breadth at the level of ventral sucker being 0.37-0.7 mm. Posterior
end of the cirrus pouch extending to a level dorsal to the middle of the ventral
sucker, sometimes exceeding it. Testes one behind the other and contiguo~s, in th~ third poster~or quarter of the body. Post-testicular space long,
particularly m older specimens. Ovary somewhat behind the middle of the
body, slightly to the right of, and touching the anterior testis in the third
poste:ior quarter of the body. The ratio of the distance between ovary and the/
anterior body end to the length of body 1:1.69-1.95 (mean 1:1.79). The youngest
mat~re individuals of the collection are unlike the largest adults in the proportions of the body. When the trematode is 1.5 mm long the distance of the
region occupied by the ovary from the mid-body is proportionally greater than
that ~n larger specimens. So the ratio of the distance between ovary and the
~nterior body end to the length of the body· changes progressively from 1: 1.69
in s~allest specimens to 1: 1.95 in the largest ones. This ratio in ~till larger
specrmens may approach to 1:2, as it was pointed out by SI us a rs k i 1958,
pp. 495, 724, 725. As the length of the body increases, the spaces behind the
ovary and the posterior testis become relatively progressively longer, ultimately to yield the definitive condition in which the ovary occupies a position
very little in back of the mid-body, sometimes being situated in the middle of
the body. A true seminal receptacle fairly large, its blind end directed towards
the ventral sucker, slightly exceeding dorsally to the left the level of anterior
margin of ovary. Excretory vesicle extends to the leve 1 of posterior margin of
the posterior testis, sometimes slightly exceeding it. The uterus contains not
more than 90 eggs variable in number depending mainly on the age of a trematode. Elliptical eggs provided with a small operculum and a little knob-like
filamentum at the anopercular pole, measure 0.054-0.063 X 0.035-0.044 mm.
Hosts: brook trout Salmo trutta m. fario L. and grayling Thymallus thymallus (L.).
Locality: the river La~va, a tributary of the Bosnia River, Bosnia, Yugoslavia.
1J1scuss1on
The present record of Nicolia wisniewskii instead of N. proavita in Yugoslavia is a surprising discovery, the more so that the latter could not be found
despite a thorough inquiry. Moreover, the present author had no chance of
examining trematodes bearing characters assigned by Wisniewski 1933 b
to Nicolia proavita. In erecting his species, Wisniewski (loc. cit.) did not
consider any related species which, in the present state of our knowledge of the
genus NicoUa, should be considered for comparative and taxonomical purposes.
The list of species compiled by him (W i s n i e w ski 1933 b, Table II, pp. 34,
35) for comparisons comprises Nicolla ovata (Pigulevsky, 1931), N. macrostoma
(Pigulevsky, 1931), Coitocaecum t estiobltquum Wisniewski, 1933, C. gymnophalLum Nicoll, 1915 sensu - Wisniewski 1933, and five Far-East species of
the genus Ozakia Wisniewski, 1933 b. N . ovata and N. macrostoma are synonyms
of N. skrjabini (Ivanitzky, 1928), but Wisniewski (loc. cit.) did not know
original description of the latter. C. gymnophaUum and species of the genus
Qzakia possess an external seminal vesicle which is a character pertaining to
the genus Coitocaecum Nicoll , 1915 sensu stricto. Slusarski 1958, 19-71 and
D O 11 f us 1959, 1960 reviewed the genus NicoUa Wisniewski, 1933 in detail.
It is clear from the foregoing that an attempt to formulate a comparative
diagnosis of N. proavita is r equired. Although no type-material is available, it
seems reasonable to base such a diagnosis on the description given by Wis n i e w ski 1933 b. It is clearly safe to base th e comparative diagnosis of the
:species on characteristics that· are mar .. constant Of these, the following set
of key characters may be distinguish eo ,n N . proavita: (1) the extent of excretory vesicle to the level of the Mehlis's gla nd , (2) the absence of a tru e seminal
receptacle, (3) the position of th e cirrus pouch which does not exceed the anterior border of the ventral sucker , and (I\ the arrangement of testes which are
distributed one behind the othL. ..J~
)Y the longitudinal body axis in its
posterior third, posterior t estis b eing rather close to the intestinal arch.
As it was suggested in an earlier work (S 1 us a rs k i 1971), all European
species of the genus Nicolia , in so for as they are known , may be divided into
t wo groups, mainly according t o the a rrange ment of gonads. One of these
gruups contains N . skrjab ini (lva nit zky, 1928), N . proavita (Wisniewski, 1933),
N. w isn ieu:skii (Slusarski, 1958) and probably N. tim oni Rebecq et Giudicelli,
1959. Th ese species show testes arranged tandem, more or less contiguous along
th Jon ·t d 'nal b d
a d the ovary pretesticular slightly laterally to......__.._~ - - - - - - - ~ - - -

_;i.1 ,1,..,.
the mid-line; in fully developed sexually mature specimens
contain more than 40 eggs.
Alults of N. proavita are most like thos.! of N. skrjabini, strikingly re;embling the latter at first sight by having similar size and by the arrangement
)f gonads in posterior third of body. But N. 7Jroavita differs from N. skrjabini by
the absence of seminal receptacle and by the extent of excretory vesicle to
the Mehlis's gland as against that r1>aching the posterior margin of posterior
'/testis in N. skr3nbim Cirrus pouch in N. proavita docs not exceed the anterior
\ margin of the ventral sucker, while in N. skrjrtl>ini it may reach the middle of
the ventral suckc>r. In addition, N. proamta differs from the latter by having
smaller eggs and by different group of the fish hosts involved.
N. proavita resembles N. wisniewskii by similar structure and size of eggs
and similar arrangement of gonads in the posterior third of the body in large
fully developed m,ature specinwns of N. proavita, when compared with young
adults of N. wisniewskii. But N. proavita essentially differs from the latter
species by the extent of excretory vesicle which in N. wisniewskii reaches the
posterior margin of the posterior testis. N. wisniewskii has a fairly well developed true seminal receptacle which is absent in N. proavita. Cirrus pouch
in the former species may usually approach the middle, and often the posterior
margin, of the ventral sucker; it does not excc1.:d the anterior border of the
sucker in N. proav,ta. Testes and ovary in N. wisniewskii are situated in posterior third quarter of tht:' body, their distribution in N. proumta being restrict0d rather to the po terior third of thf' body length.
With reference to N. timoni, there are no data in original description on the
extent of excretory vesicle After all, the extent of this organ is one of the
constant features to which cons1dcrable importance is attached, and which
1
seems to be a good discriminator between N. proavita and other related species.
Hence, a reexamination of N. timoni from specimens is required A comparative review of Nicolla is summarized in Table I.
To conclude the above ~hart outlook into morphology of both the considered
species, it must be owned that, on the one hand , Nicolia proavita is rather well
defined by the description given by W 1 s n i e w ski 1933 b. The original
description is supported by the above compill."d differential diagnosis based on
the present knowledge of n•la ted species of the genus N1colla. Hence, it seemf
that these additional data will be an ach-antagc for identifying N. proavito
specimens. On thL· other hand. th<' o riginal description is only accompanied b:;,
a worthless figure. Altho,1gh the figure must reflect a spedmPn of the N. proavita type-series, it cannnt be dc:-ignatcd as a lcctotype in view of the fact that
the figure> represents a trematode which duce:; bear characters attached to the
species described. The figur e r ' PTL e n ts ·om c genl·ric- characters only .• loreO\'C'r, as nwntio1wd ah,n·r, tlw -;peciml'll '5 ..,ee n by Wis n i e w k i 193~ b,
upon which h e found, ·d hi" 1:1.x<•n, :trc> unobtainable. Thi fact ·hake., the description and th,-.. concept of "Co it l, c11 r e11111 proo uitum'' as a nominal species
A discovery of new sp ecimen !; in the t) pc -locality and type-hosts, certainly
corresponding \\ ith the.: origina ~ c!P. cription \\ ill l nabl0 t o designate a neotype .
Workers who investiga t d lrcm:itodes of salmonoid fish were obviously
handic,1pcd when dealing with ··prooi•ifl m" . There arc grounds for be!ic,·ing
that many relevnnt mate>rial::, hitherto cullccted have been misidcnt1hcd. The
specimen~ determined by Can k o vi c <'t al. 1968 as "proovitum" cannot be
with c·<>rtaintv regarded as belonging to this species, as their condition is not
satisfactory, some of more important key characters being invisible. Hence;
the question arises whether the authors really had "proa v itum" at their disposal. With reference to specimens reported by Ku I a k iv ska 1951 and
Ku la k o vs k a j a 1959, no morphok1gical data are given except those on the
size of the body and eggs Ilowe\·er, thl're are no grounds for advancing objections to the correctness of det ·rmination of tht.• specimens r0pnrted . It seems
only reasonable, then, to admi t that the above ment ioned authors recognized
all the morphological characters attaC'hed to :v. proa vtta : the absence of "a true
seminal rect>plat:le, the ext ··1t of exc1..t.t •... • \t.:s1c:e t,p :o the l\1ehli '. crla.nd
and the extent of the cirrus pouch. The situation is complfcated somewhaI in
the case with specimens recorded by P a 1 i j 1959 and determined by him as
"Crowcrocaecum praavitum?". Although he did not give any morphological
details, he pointed out difficulties in discriminating his specimens from "skr;abini". It would seem logical to believe that his specimens showed a true seminal receota~le and an excretory vesicle reaching onlj' the posterior border of
posterior testis, i.e. the characters which do not occur in "proavitum". Palij.
though unaware of NicoUa wisniewskii, probably had the latter species in his
material. This is all the more probable in view of the fact that the trematode
specimens were found in Salmonidae and Thymallus thymallus, the common
hosts of N. wisniewskii. On the other hand, Pa 1 i j 1963, 1964, who reported
the occurrence of "proavitum" in Salmonidae, Th. thymaLlus and Cottus gobio
(c•111tl ,,.,. n•w JM1«)
~
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the specimens.
It is highly surprising that, despite extensive studies of fish parasites carried out for a long time in Yugoslavia, no records of Nicolla wismewskii have
been reported. Ca n k o vi c et al. 1968 quote many records of N. proavita
from various salmonoid fishes of 14 rivers and a lake in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but they do not mention N. wisniewskii. True enough, they did not
examine fish of the river Lasva, a tributary of the Bosnia River, which is the
locality where the present N. wisniewskii specimens have been collected. But
N. proavita, probably misidentified, does occur in the Bosnia River.
In spite of the doubts which still exist concerning "proavitum", it is not
impossible that the considered species occur together in some rivers, both N.
proavita and N. wisniewskii being rare species. Consequently, a reexamination
of all fish species from the rivers hitherto explored by Can k o vi c et al.
1968 seems to be advisable. It must, however, be emphasized that the trematode
specimens thus collected would have to be prepared for identification in a manner presented here and in earlier works (S 1 us a rs k i 1958, 1971) in order
to obtain comparable results. A critical reexamination of newly co:lected
"proavitum" specimens is called for and further investigations are required to
set the field in order. For the thing is not only to differentiate between N. proavita and N. wisniewskii but also to try the question of real existence of the
former and the validity of the latter. Perhaps the allowance for all the data
emphasized here will provide facilities for clearing up doubts. For the time
being, under the circumstances, Nicolla proavita must be considered as species
inquirenda.
key characters of European species of Nico/la Wisniewski, 1933 emend . with a tandem distribution of testes

Characters considered

(1) Koval 1946
(2) own findings
(3) 2itiian· 1967

Rebecq et Giudicelli, 1959

(Slusarski, 1958)

(Wisniev.ski, J933)

(Ivanitzky, 1928)

N. timoni

N. wiSniewski

N. proarita

N. skrjabini

\l)Slnsarsk i 1958
(2) 2.itnan J 967
(3) present paper (material
from Lasva)

(I) Wisniewski I 933 b
I (2) Kulaki,ska 1951

I (3) Cankovic et al. J 968
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on its anterior border, posterior near intestinal arch
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(I) in posterior thirJ of boJ y, (I) (2l (3) 111 po,tcrior third 1I in posterior third of body,
anterior tc~lis on its an tenor quan,·r L•f b,1dy. postcriortcstis posterior testis doe · not reach
border. posterior near intcs- \in ;oung :;pec1mcm) somc- 1 intestinal arch
tinal arch (3) in po~lerior half I times on Its postcril1r bonier
of body
or in termmal boJ} quarter,
never reaching intestiual arch
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I
1

Ovary
(ratio of distance from
anterior body end to
the body length
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terior third quarter of body I\
(2) (1:1.47-1.56)
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I from figure)
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Cirrus pouch

~Seminal receptacle

(I) ( 3) in post cc lo, halfof pos- ( 1) (2) (3) in anterior half of \ m posterior third quarter of
terior third quarter of hody posterior third quarter of body body
(I) (3) (I: I. 7 2.0)
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(I) (probably similar to that ;
, N. wisniewskii)
in N. ll'isnicwskii, as judged I
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(I) (2) usually not reaching the
middle of ventral sucker
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of ventral sucker
(3) reaching the middle of
ventral sucker

often posterior margin, of
ventral sucker
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(1) (2) roomy, its blind end
directed backwards, exceeding
posterior margin of ovary
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(3) "hardly visible"

n:ctcd onwards. exceeding
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I
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momy, its blind end dicocted
onwards

"
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Nicolla sp. DiM.hJ.f,,._lliFigure 25 ~i't(,.y
Host: Halichoeres pictus ( 2 of 2) .
Site: Intestine.
Specimen deposited: U. S. N. M. Helm.
Coll. No. 71309.
Discussion: Five specimens of Nicolla
sp. · 0.7 co 1.2 long by 0.25 to 0.32 wide
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25
Figure 25. Nicolla sp., dorsal view.

with a sucker ratio l: 1.8 to 2.1, an esophagus shorter than the pharynx, the rear margin· of the posterior testis overlapping the
united caeca, and a small prosucic vesicle
appear to rep.cesent a new species. These
specimens, however, may be N. halichoeri
in an unsatisfactory host-parasite relationship since the vit( Ilaria in ti ree of the specimens are poorly rormed a .i all t 1e specimens are from a different ~pecies of wrasse
than is N. halichoeri. Nu olla sp. appears
similar to N. extrema \avassos, Freitas,
and Biihrnheim, 1965, in the appearance of
the testes. It differs from N. extrema in
length of the body and in the sucker ratio.
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NOTOPORINAE Srivastava,1942
Family Allocreadiidae. Small forms with oral sucker and
acetabulum well-developed, moderately far apart from each other.
Pharynx and esophagus present. Intestinal ceca sbnple, long.
Testes in hind-body, intercecal. Seminal vesicJe, pars prostatl.ca
and prostate gland cells well developed, may be enclosed 1n a
thin-walled pouch. Cirrus absent/ Genital pore dorsal, ln front
of or on a level with acetabulum, on left body margin. Ovary
eubmedian and pretesticular. Uterus intercecal, coiled between
testes and acetabulum, eggs large~ not numerous. Vitellarla
well developed, lateral, interrupted at genital pore.
xcre~ory
bladder tubular, not very long.
Parasites of fishes.
Ty•e genus: Notoporus
Other genus: Neonotoporus Srivastava,1942
Srivastava removes Yamagut1 1 s species
Notoporus trachuri, to his new g enus Neonotoporus because
it possesses a cirrus sac. Otherwise like Notoporue.

Notopor•••• Sd.anan, 1942.
Sul>family diagno1i1 : Opec~J1<lae: B>dy 1m<1ll, clon".1tcd, fu,iform,
unspinubte. Acetab1..1lum preeq uatorial or equatorial
Prepb.uynx absent;
oeaopbagu1 m )derately long; caeca terminating blindly at posterior end.
Teates oblique, post•eq,utori<ll. Cirrus aac abaent. Veaicula ,eminalii
tubul&r and 1inuo11 w1tb prutatic coaaplez fr~ in parenchym.t or en•
clo1ed in membranou, pouch. Genin! pore dorsal, sinistral, immcdi,ttely
in fronc or acetabulum or in level with tu middle (lf anterior marg1a.
Ovary 1ubmedian, preteatic11l.u. Receptaculum 1cmin11 .abeent. Uteru,
coiled between ovary and acetabuJ11m. • E-tg• without 61.lmeot. Vitellaria
eaending from level of oaopbap1 to binder end. Excretory vcaicle
cubular, eztending to ovary or anterior teatia. Paramic in intestine ot
marine 61be1.

Type geaa1: No1,,a,.s Yamagati, 1938.
Other genu1: N111M1op•1 Srin1tava, 1942.

Frlom

I/. R. MFll~lf { 1'114~)

Opec o .. l idae

Notoporws Y m.1gut1, 1938

Generic diagnotii, -

Allocl'f"adi1dar, XotoporinaC': Rody mall, some-

fasifann, oculate or not, c flvt>rc•ci \\ith smooth cuticle. Oral sucker
and- pharynx well developed. Esophagus modf'r.!My long, bifurcating

about midway
0

between ph&r}"llx and aC'f'tabulum. Cecc1 terminating at

ntremity. Acetabulum u uall!t· prf'-equatorial, larger than
oral mcker. T f'5 diagonal, in p< tenor half of body. \'esicula seminah
llbular, winding, orrou.nded b prc tat<' cells. Pars prostatica con picuous, pening directly inta genital Jl(•rf'. (Jf'mtal purl• sinistrodor'kll, m
P01lteli'Ml>I'

frunt !lf ,t,·et,1lmlurn 11r lt•n·l with it. O\'ctT\' nw<l1al tu right,•·< um l11 •tw1·1 •r
,tcetabulum and right t,·-..ti-.. l ' tern-.. r11ilt'ti between kst1s and ,tct>tal, 1Jl11m ;
eggs largl', without filanw11t . \"itt·llaria extPnding around n·<.:a fr,,rn e::.,,phagus to po~tt-riur extrl'mity. E.,crl'tory vesicle reac hin~ to lcv,·I ,,t
. anterior testis. Parasitic i11 i11kstinc of marine fish,·s.

<;enotypt': .Y lriog11,,thi Yamaguti, IH3H (Pl. I-!, Fil{. IHOJ, in Lriuf!11"th11s arernte11: Hamanakn an<l Mnroto Bay, Japan
Othn !->pt'Cit's: .\'. car,mi:H Yamaguti. IH51, in Cdr,mx t'q1mla; Ta1ji ,

Japan.
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Generic diagnosis.

Notoµoridae. Body small. Oral sucker terminal. Prepharynx
very short. Pharynx present. Esophagus slender, terminating about midway between pharynx
and acelabulum. Ceca simple, extending to posterior end of body. Acetabulum usually preequatorial. Testes oval, obliquely tandem i.1 posterior part of body. Vesicula seminalis tubular,
more or Jess torluous, surrounded by prostatk cells. extending further backward than acetabulum. Pars prostatica voluminous opening directly into genital atrium. Genital pore dorsal.
near left body margin, in front of acetalmlurn or level with it. Ovary rounded, in'-ide right cecum
• between acetabulum and posterior testis.
Shell gland complex medial or anteromedial to
ovary. Laurer's canal forming small receptaculum seminis near its origin, with dorsal opening.
Uterus intercecal, coiled bet ween testes ancl acetabulum. Metraterm running alongside pars
prostatica and opening into genital atrium immediately behind male pore. Eggs large, thickshelled, not very numerous, without polar filaments.
Vitelline follicle,; surrounding ceca,
interrupted near genital pore.
Excretory vesicle tubular, terminating at level of anterior
testis. Parasites of marine fishes.
Genotype. Notoporus leiognalhi n. "P·
Other species. N traclmri n. sp.
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Family diagnosis. Digenea van Beneden, 1858. Small di~tomes. Oral sucker and
acetabulum well developed, moderately wide ap:irl from each other. Pharynx and esophagus
present. Ceca simple, long. Testes in hindbody, intt!rcecal. Vesicula seminalis, pars prostatica and prostatic cells well developed, lllay be enclosed in thin-walled pouch. -:s;o cirrus.
Genital pore dorsal. Ovary submedian, pretesticular. Laurer's canal present. Uterus intercecal, pretesticular. Eggs large. Vitellaria latt'ral. Excretory ve~iclc tubular, not very long.
Parasites of fishes.
Type genus. Notoporus.

40.

Notoporus leiognatlti n. g., n. sp.
. Ya

mag ut 1,

Several mnture specimens of this worm were found in tht· small

193 8 of
intestine
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Leiognathus a,gentea Lacepede from Lake Hamana and Muroto Bay. They were
all fixed under a cover slip in Schaudinn's solution with acetic acid added and
stained with Heidenhain's hematoxylin.
Body flattened dorsoventrally, approximately bottle-shaped in outline, 1.1 2.0

LC

VJ

...,.,...,_,,,.,..._ T

Fig. 31.

Notoporus leiognathi; ventral view.

mm lon_g- by 0.4- 0.6 mm broad.
Cuticle unarmed. Oral sucker
0..,,:.-'
terminal, 0.15 0.22 U.2 (36 mm,
finl{er·bowl-shaped,
simetimes
funnch,haped. Prepharynx exceedingly short. Pharynx barrel-shaped, 90fJ long by 75:i. broad.
Esophagus slender, 0.09 0.2 mm
long, bifurcating about midway
between pharynx and acetabul um. Ceca simple, running
backwards along the sides of
hindbocly and terminating at
po<;terior extremity.
Acetabulum, 0.24 0.33mm in diameter,
at anterior part of middle third
of body or a little further behind.
Testes oval, 0.16 0.25 0.1
0.18 mm, one obliquely behind
the other at about middle of
posterior third of body, with
their outer margin~ in direct
contact with intestine and vitel·
!aria ;
the anterior slightly
smaller, usaully on the left. Ves icula seminalis long, sinuous,
extending a short distance fur•
ther backward than acetabulum.
The large pro!'--tatic cells sur·
rounding the vesicu!a seminalis
extend over the pars prostatica.
Latter voluminous, 0.12mm long
by 0.1 mm broad in the type,
obiiaue, ventral to left cecum in

front of acetabulum, opening with metraterm into genital atrium, which in turn
opens on the dorsal surface near the left margin of the body at about the level
of the anterior end of the acetabulum. There is neither cirrus nor cirrus pouch.
Ovary nearly pyriform, 0.12-0.17 mm long by 66 ll0 f.1- broad, just inside right
cecum between acetabulum and right testis; it may be separated from either of
these two organs by uterine loops as shown in the figure. On arising from the
pointed anterior end of the ovary the gerrniduct runs backward and inward in a
· sinuous course and after giving off the Laurer's canal turns forward to unite with
the vitelline reservoir. The Laurer's canal forms a small receptaculum seminis near
its orig\n and opens dorsally on the left of the median line at the level of the
ovary. ·The uterus, whose initial portion contains spermatozoa, occupies the intercecal field between the acetabulum and the testes and may well intrude into
the space between the two testes; distally it crosses the left cecum on its ventral
side and curves round the pars prostatica and openc:; into the genital atrium
immediately behind the male pore.
Uterine eggs ellipsoidal, light brown, thick·
shelled, 78 94 p. long by 45 51 f.1- broad in life; contaiaed ovum not segmented.
Vitelline follicles surrounding intestine for its whole len_g th except for a short
distance near genital pore. Transverse vitelline ducts united with each other
anteromedial to ovary to form a small triang-ular reservoir.
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(Figs. 2A-2C) .

HOST : ChUamyf'lrru:-; hl,18tri:r (L).
SITE :

Int~stine.

NUMBER:

LOCALITY:
HOLOTYPE:
K3Tachi.

1 specimc>n only ; 1:5 hosts exnmin·t·ri.

Karachi coast.
Departml'nt of Zouluhy !Para~ito!ogy),

Uniw•rsity

of

Body somewhat spindle shaped, 3. 4 long, maxim~m width 1. 04,_ at
the immediate postacetabular region. Oral sucker slightly subtermmal
bowl -shaped, 0.20,(0.31. Pharynx barrel shapped _0.19,,< 0:16. Esophagus 0.31 X 0.10. Ceca simple reaching to posterior e~trem1ty: Ac~tabulum 0.51 5(0.41, in anteritn· hnlt of bocty. SuckPr width ratio]: 3.
Genital pore intcr<.-...•cal and imm<->cliately post bifurc_al, med~an. Testis oval, tar·dem, at about midd1e of hind body. Anterior t('st1s 0. 24 X
0. 20, posterior O. 27
0. 21. Sen:.inal vesicle long. extending a short
distance back of acetabulum, approximately O. 8 in length. Pars pro:.;tatic voluminous, · S' .:-:haped, not <-unorn1dPd by prostate cell~ ~md ope_ning into a wide genital atrium. Ovary an1crolateral to posterior tC'st1s.
just inside right eecur:1, 0. 34 '· 0. 17 1n siZt', shell gland and laurer's
canal indi~tinct. Uterus occupi<."s t hP interrecal portion in the middle of
the bcdv betwc211 acetabulum anc1 cvan·. Vih'lJim, follicles mostly extraceca( surrcu.1e-Ung tht.' c2cri only behind the' post.erior testis extending
from behind the r;!?nital pore lo posterior extremity of the l.,ody, intt>rrupt2d from mickHc of acc1 11bular regfrm tn a short distance posterior to
it, on l;oth .;ides uf tlw body. Excl'elory wsicle tubular extending
from rostf'rior extremity io thC' r,0..,10,·ior margin of the ovary, colJerting
ve~8.2ls thick Hnrl long ..c:-:z.:hing t~p t:J the posti-l'ior herder of oral sucker.
Egg~: r:. 05-o. o•~ ,, o 02-0. c."l.

>-

REMARKS
Notop-,ru8 ilystr-i.1· is difff'rcnt from the previously described species
N. leicrma.thi Emel N. trachuri (Yamaguti. 1938 ; syn. Neonotoparus

Srivastava, 194:~) and N. caranyis (Yamaguti, 1951), by possessing vitelJaria not extending up to thP ceca] bifurcation and interrupted on both
sides at and belO\v th,.· acE'tabular region, genital pore intercecal and long
excretory arms n' iching to thP base of oral sucker, while in the above
m:-ntioner.l spPcies vite!Iine follicles extend even anterior to cecal bifurcation : intPrr: 1r,frd oaly on one !=:i.ie at the genital pore ; genital pore extrncccal : on 1 h'.' lcf1 arid the excretory arms are short. Notoporiu;
h_1;strfrr is furthPr diffrrc"ntiatrd from N. trachuri in which eye spots are
pre8ent anct the seminal WEick with the associated structures is enclosed
in a membranous pouch. and from N. carangis in which both the testis
and ovary ar<> lobQd. Presrnt specimen is larger than previous specie!hut po~s2~:-es relatively ,·maller egg<.:;.

I

In bis original description Yamaguti (1938) erected a new family
Notoporidae for N. lPi'Jgnat'hi and N. trac.huri but later (Yamaguti. 1958)
he inc1ucif'd 1hH,:' species in i he family Allocreadiidae.
Sl~1MAR-V
Two new allocreadiid trematodes Playiu1,urns (Caudote8fis) 11wjil,i
and Notc11oru.r; h.1/8trix, are descrihe<i from thr intestine of fi~hes Crenidens indicus (Day) and Chilornyctrru.~ hy.c.;tri.r (L) respectively. Plagioporu.~ (Caudotesti.r;) nm.iibi is unusual by posse~,sing ceca strongly conver_gmg posled~rJy be~ind the testis : excretory vesicle bifurcating posterior 1o posterior testis. long C'Xcr2tory ann~ reaching uo to the JevcJ
of oral op~ning, and yitellaria profusely devt'loped in 1he hind bodv, being
confluent m po::st-te:-:t1cular regwn. Notoporus h11strfr is charactcrisen bv
h_avi:1g vitelline follic:Je!; interrupterl on both sjdes at the level nnd postenor_ to acctabulum. mte:cecal gC'nital pore, and long excretory mms reachm_g up to th<> P0'-tcnor hord(>r of ora1 sucker.
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